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This work tabulates measured and derived values of coefficients for Lorentz and CPT violation in
the Standard-Model Extension. Summary tables are extracted listing maximal attained sensitivities
in the matter, photon, neutrino, and gravity sectors. Tables presenting definitions and properties
are also compiled.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a renewed interest in experi-
mental tests of Lorentz and CPT symmetry. Observable
signals of Lorentz and CPT violation can be described in
a model-independent way using effective field theory [1].
The general realistic effective field theory for Lorentz
violation is called the Standard-Model Extension (SME)
[2, 3]. It includes the Standard Model coupled to General
Relativity along with all possible operators for Lorentz
violation. Both global [2] and local [3] Lorentz violation
are incorporated. Since CPT violation in realistic field
theories is accompanied by Lorentz violation [4], the SME
also describes general CPT violation. Reviews of the
SME can be found in Refs. [5–7].
Each Lorentz-violating term in the Lagrange den-
sity of the SME is constructed as the coordinate-
independent product of a coefficient for Lorentz violation
with a Lorentz-violating operator. The Lorentz-violating
physics associated with any operator is therefore con-
trolled by the corresponding coefficient, and so any ex-
perimental signal for Lorentz violation can be expressed
in terms of one or more of these coefficients.
The Lorentz-violating operators in the SME are sys-
tematically classified according to their mass dimension,
and operators of arbitrarily large dimension can appear.
At any fixed dimension, the operators are finite in num-
ber and can in principle be enumerated. A limiting case
of particular interest is the minimal SME, which can be
viewed as the restriction of the SME to include only
Lorentz-violating operators of mass dimension four or
less. The corresponding coefficients for Lorentz violation
are dimensionless or have positive mass dimension.
The results summarized here concern primarily but not
exclusively the coefficients for Lorentz violation in the
minimal SME. We compile 38 data tables for these SME
coefficients, including both existing experimental mea-
surements and theory-derived limits. Each of these data
tables provides information about the results of searches
for Lorentz violation for a specific sector of the SME. For
each measurement or constraint, we list the relevant co-
efficient or combination of coefficients, the result as pre-
sented in the literature, the context in which the search
was performed, and the source citation. The tables in-
clude results available from the literature up to December
31, 2018.
The scope of the searches for Lorentz violation listed
in the data tables can be characterized roughly in terms
of depth, breadth, and refinement. Deep searches yield
great sensitivity to a small number of SME coefficients.
Broad searches cover substantial portions of the coeffi-
cient space, usually at a lesser sensitivity. Searches with
high refinement disentangle combinations of coefficients.
In the absence of a compelling signal for Lorentz viola-
tion, all types of searches are necessary to obtain com-
plete coverage of the possibilities.
As a guide to the scope of the existing searches, we ex-
tract from the data tables four summary tables cover-
ing the sectors for matter (electrons, protons, neutrons,
and their antiparticles), photons, neutrinos, and grav-
ity. These summary tables list our best estimates for
the maximal attained sensitivities to the relevant SME
coefficients in the corresponding sectors. Each entry in
2the summary tables is obtained under the assumption
that only one coefficient is nonzero. The summary tables
therefore provide information about the overall search
depth and breadth, at the cost of masking the search
refinement.
In addition to the data tables and the summary ta-
bles, we also provide 18 properties tables listing some
features and definitions of the SME and the coefficients
for Lorentz violation. The Lagrange densities for the
minimal QED extension in Riemann spacetime, for the
minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime, for a non-
minimal Dirac fermion in Minkowski spacetime, for the
nonminimal photon sector in Minkowski spacetime, and
for linearized gravity are provided in tabulated form. The
mass dimensions of the operators for Lorentz violation
and their properties under the various discrete spacetime
transformations are displayed. Standard combinations of
SME coefficients that appear in the literature are listed.
Along with the data tables and the summary tables, the
properties tables can be used to identify open directions
for future searches. Among these are first measurements
of unconstrained coefficients, improved sensitivities to
constrained coefficients, and studies disentangling com-
binations of coefficients.
The organization of the tables is as follows. Table 1
contains a list of all tables. The four summary tables are
presented next, Tables S2–S5. These are followed by the
38 data tables, Tables D6–D43. The 18 properties tables
appear last, Tables P44–P61.
A description of the summary tables is given in Sec.
II. Information about the format and content of the data
tables is presented in Sec. III, while Sec. IV provides an
overview of the properties tables. The bibliography for
the text and all the tables follows Sec. IV.
II. SUMMARY TABLES
The four summary tables (Tables S2–S5) list maximal
experimental sensitivities attained for coefficients in the
matter, photon, neutrino, and gravity sectors of the min-
imal SME. To date, there is no confirmed experimental
evidence supporting Lorentz violation. A few measure-
ments suggest nonzero coefficients at weak confidence
levels. These latter results have been excluded in con-
structing the summary tables but are listed in the data
tables. Also excluded are results based on the reported
6σ difference between the speeds of muon neutrinos and
light in the OPERA experiment [8], which has since been
identified as a systematic effect [9].
In the four summary tables, each displayed sensitivity
value represents our conservative estimate of a 2σ limit,
given to the nearest order of magnitude, on the modulus
of the corresponding coefficient. Our rounding conven-
tion is logarithmic: a factor greater than or equal to 100.5
rounds to 10, while a factor less than 100.5 rounds to 1.
FIG. 1. Standard Sun-centered inertial reference frame [10].
In a few cases, tighter results may exist when suitable
theoretical assumptions are adopted; these results can
be found in the data tables that follow.
Where observations involve a linear combination of the
coefficients appearing in the summary tables, the dis-
played sensitivity for each coefficient assumes for definite-
ness that no other coefficient contributes. Some caution
is therefore advisable in applying the results in these sum-
mary tables to situations involving two or more nonzero
coefficient values. Care in applications is also required
because under some circumstances certain coefficients
can be intrinsically unobservable or can be absorbed into
others by field or coordinate redefinitions, as described
in Sec. IV A.
In presenting the physical sensitivities, we adopt nat-
ural units with ~ = c = ǫ0 = kB = 1 and express mass
units in GeV. Our values are reported in the standard
Sun-centered inertial reference frame [10] widely used in
the literature. This frame is illustrated in Fig. 1. The ori-
gin of the time coordinate T is at the 2000 vernal equinox.
The Z axis is directed north and parallel to the rotational
axis of the Earth at T = 0. The X axis points from the
Sun towards the vernal equinox, while the Y axis com-
pletes a right-handed system. Some further details about
this frame, including transformations to other standard
frames, can be found in Section III A and Appendix C
of Ref. [11].
Table S2 lists the maximal attained sensitivities in-
volving electrons, protons, neutrons, and their antiparti-
cles. For each distinct massive spin-half Dirac fermion in
the minimal SME in Minkowski spacetime, there are 44
independent observable combinations of coefficients for
Lorentz violation in the nonrelativistic limit. Of these,
20 also control CPT violation. The 44 combinations are
3conventionally chosen as the tilde coefficients shown. The
definitions of these 44 tilde coefficients in terms of coef-
ficients in the minimal SME are listed in Table P46. All
the definitions appear elsewhere in the literature [10] ex-
cept the four combinations b˜∗J and c˜TT . The three tilde
coefficients b˜∗J are the antimatter equivalent of the tilde
coefficients b˜J . They appear in nonrelativistic studies of
antimatter properties, such as the hyperfine transitions
of antihydrogen [12]. The tilde coefficient c˜TT is a sim-
ple scaling of the coefficient cTT in the minimal SME,
introduced here to ensure completeness of the set of tilde
coefficients. All tilde coefficients have dimensions of GeV
in natural units. In Table S2, a superscript indicating the
particle species of relevance is understood on all coeffi-
cients. For example, the first line of the table presents





In the table, a dash indicates that no sensitivity to the
coefficient has been identified to date. A few maximal
sensitivities are obtained by applying the inverse of the
definitions in Table P46 to data in Tables D6, D9, and
D10. These inverses are presented in Table P47.
Table S3 displays the maximal attained sensitivities
to coefficients for Lorentz violation in the photon sec-
tor. The first section of Table S3 concerns those few
coefficients in the photon sector of the full SME that
control isotropic Lorentz violation in the Sun-centered
frame. Exactly one such coefficient exists for each op-
erator of mass dimension d [13]. The operators also vi-
olate CPT when d is odd. The table displays maximal
attained sensitivities to isotropic Lorentz violation from
operators of dimension 3 ≤ d ≤ 9. The next two sections
of Table S3 concern the minimal photon sector. There
are 23 observable coefficient combinations for photons in
the minimal SME, of which four also control CPT vio-
lation. Four rows of the table concern combinations of
these four coefficients, which have dimensions of GeV in
natural units. The remaining rows in these parts of the
table display maximal sensitivities to 10 spherical and 9
tilde coefficients, which are convenient combinations of
the 19 dimensionless coefficients in the minimal SME.
The definitions of all 23 combinations of coefficients in
the minimal SME are taken from the literature [11, 14]
and are provided in Table P48. The final part of Table
S3 provides the 36 independent coefficients for the non-
minimal photon sector with d = 5, along with existing
two-sided maximal sensitivities. The definitions of these
coefficients are given in Refs. [11, 14] and are reproduced
in Table P56.
Table S4 lists the maximal attained sensitivities to
a subset of the coefficients controlling Lorentz-violating
mixing and propagation of the three flavors νe, νµ, ντ
of left-handed neutrinos and antineutrinos in the SME.
In this table, each numerical value gives the limit on
the modulus of the corresponding coefficient. A dash
indicates that no sensitivity to the coefficient has been
identified as yet. The first 14 rows of the table con-
cern cartesian coefficients governing neutrino mixing for
operator dimensions d = 3 and d = 4. All these flavor-
mixing coefficients are complex, so bounds on both real
and imaginary parts are provided. A subscript eµ, eτ , or
µτ indicating the specific flavor mixing is understood on
each coefficient and can be identified by the column head-
ing. For example, the entry in the first row and second
column provides the constraint |Re (aL)Teµ| < 10−20 GeV.
The last eight rows of Table S4 concern spherical coeffi-
cients in the nonminimal neutrino sector, which are de-
fined in the literature [15] and listed in Table P58. These
eight rows list maximal attained sensitivities to isotropic
oscillation-free operators of dimension 3 ≤ d ≤ 10 con-
trolling propagation, along with isotropic mixing opera-
tors of dimension 3 ≤ d ≤ 10 controlling νe ↔ νµ os-
cillations. One isotropic coefficient of each type exists
for each d, and the corresponding operators violate CPT
when d is odd.
Table S5 displays the maximal attained sensitivities
to certain coefficients for Lorentz violation involving the
gravity sector of the minimal SME. Two classes of co-
efficients can be distinguished in this context: ones ap-
pearing in the matter sector, and ones appearing in the
pure-gravity sector. For the first class, Table S5 contains











volving the electron, proton, and neutron sectors. These
observables are associated with CPT-odd operators. The
prefactor α is a model-dependent number [16]. For the
second class, the table displays nine combinations of the
nine dimensionless coefficients for Lorentz violation sµν .
Additional coefficients exist in the minimal gravity sec-
tor, but no sensitivities to them have been identified to
date (the ‘t puzzle’ [17]).
III. DATA TABLES
We present 38 data tables compiled from the existing
literature. Some of these include results restricted to the
minimal SME, others list bounds on nonminimal coef-
ficients, and a few contain data involving both minimal
and nonminimal sectors. The 38 tables cover the electron
sector (Tables D6–D8), the proton sector (Tables D9–
D11), the neutron sector (Tables D12–D14), the photon
sector (Tables D15–D21), the nonminimal matter-photon
sector (Table D22), the charged-lepton sector (Tables
D23–D26), the neutrino sector (Tables D27–D34), the
quark sector (Tables D35 and D36), the electroweak sec-
tor (Table D37), the gluon sector (Table D38), and the
gravity sector (Tables D39–D43).
Each of these 38 data tables contains four columns.
The first column lists the coefficients for Lorentz vio-
lation or their relevant combinations. Results for coef-
ficients of the same generic type are grouped together.
Certain results involve combinations of coefficients across
4more than one sector; each of these has been listed only
once in the table deemed most appropriate. Some mi-
nor changes in notation or format have been introduced
as needed, but for the most part the results are quoted
as they appear in the cited references. Definitions for
standard combinations of coefficients are provided in the
properties tables that follow. A few authors use uncon-
ventional notation; where immediate, the match to the
standard notation is shown. Parentheses enclosing a pair
of indices on a coefficient indicate symmetrization with-
out a factor of two.
The second column contains the measurements and
bounds, presented in the same form as documented in
the literature. For each generic type of coefficient, the
results are listed in reverse chronological order. If no sig-
nificant figures appear in the quoted limit on an absolute
value, the order of magnitude of the limit is given as a
power of 10. Where both statistical and systematic errors
appear in a given result, they are quoted in that order.
The third column contains a succinct reminder of the
physical context in which the bound is extracted, while
the fourth column contains the source citations. The
reader is referred to the latter for details of experimen-
tal and theoretical procedures, assumptions underlying
the results, definitions of unconventional notations, and
other relevant information. Results deduced on theoret-
ical grounds are distinguished from those obtained via
direct experimental measurement by an asterisk placed
after the citation.
Tables D6–D14 contain data for the electron, proton,
and neutron sectors. These data are organized sequen-
tially, beginning with combinations involving the min-
imal coefficients bν , cµν , Hµν , dµν , gµνλ and followed
by combinations involving nonminimal coefficients. For
all three sectors, minimal and nonminimal coefficients
are displayed in distinct tables. A superscript indicat-
ing the particle species of relevance is understood on
the coefficients in all these tables. Standard definitions
for the minimal coefficients and their combinations are
provided in Tables P44 and P46, while definitions for
the nonminimal coefficients are given in Tables P53 and
P54. Many entries in Tables D6–D14 use coefficients
for a single Dirac fermion written in a cartesian basis,
but some adopt instead coefficients decomposed using
spin-weighted spherical harmonics, which provide a con-
venient means of enumerating Lorentz-violating fermion
operators of arbitrary mass dimension d [18]. Some en-
tries for the nonminimal sectors appearing in these tables
involve nonrelativistic spherical coefficients identified by
the superscript NR, which are formed as special linear
combinations of spherical coefficients for all dimensions d,
while others involve isotropic ultrarelativistic coefficients
denoted by a ring diacritic and the superscript UR. One
useful relation is cTT ≡ 3˚cUR(4)/4. Some results depend
on η ≃ 23.5◦, which is the angle between the equatorial
and ecliptic planes in the solar system. Note that the ex-









ν are obtained from gravitational experiments and
are listed with the gravity-sector results in Table D39.
Tables D15 and D16 present the photon-sector data
for operator dimensions d = 3 and d = 4, respectively.
Most of the combinations of coefficients for Lorentz viola-
tion appearing in the first columns of these tables are de-







(B)jm arise from analyses [13, 14, 19] using
spin-weighted spherical harmonics. The factor of β⊕ ap-
pearing in some places is the speed of the Earth in the
standard Sun-centered reference frame, which is about
10−4 in natural units.
Tables D17–D21 contain a compilation of some mea-
surements and bounds on coefficients for Lorentz viola-
tion in the nonminimal photon sector of the SME. Re-
sults are available for a variety of operators of dimen-
sions greater than 4, with the coefficients for d = 5,
d = 6, d = 7, d = 8, and d ≥ 9 being placed in dis-
tinct tables. The spin-weighted spherical harmonics also
provide a convenient basis for classifying photon opera-
tors of arbitrary mass dimension d [13]. The correspond-
ing coefficients in the photon sector are listed in Table
P56. Some constraints have been obtained for the vac-







(B)jm for even d and k
(d)
(V )jm for odd d, where
the subscripts jm label the angular-momentum quantum
numbers. In the first columns of Tables D17–D21, the
various spherical harmonics sYjm(θ, φ) of spin weight s
are evaluated at specified angles, which are the celestial
coordinates of certain astrophysical sources. The conven-
tional spherical harmonics of spin weight 0 are denoted as
Yjm(θ, φ). Measurements are also listed of some vacuum-
orthogonal coefficients for Lorentz violation, which are
distinguished by a negation diacritic ¬.
Table D22 provides constraints on nonminimal terms
in the SME Lagrange density coupling the electromag-
netic field strength Fµν to fermion bilinear operators.
The possible terms for d = 5 and 6 together with the
corresponding coefficients, which are distinguished by a
subscript F , are given in Table P57. Constraints have
been obtained for several different particle species, and
the coefficients in Table D22 are accordingly labeled with
a subscript denoting the flavor. Some of the entries in
the first column involve bounds on special limits of these
coefficients, for which the definitions are given in the cor-
responding references.
Tables D23–D26 list measurements and bounds on co-
efficients for Lorentz violation involving the second- and
third-generation charged leptons. Results for the muon
and its antiparticle for operator dimensions d = 3, d = 4,
and d ≥ 5 are collected in Tables D23, D24, and D25,
respectively. These results are expressed either using the
cartesian coefficients specified in the lepton sector of Ta-
ble P49 or via the spherical basis for Dirac fermions [18]
5using the spherical coefficients summarized in Table P54.
Some nonrelativistic experiments are sensitive to special
linear combinations of spherical coefficients involving all
dimensions d, which are identified by the superscript NR
and have properties listed in Table P54. The results for
these nonrelativistic coefficients are placed in the tables
according to their mass dimension and are separated from
other coefficients of definite d by a horizontal line. A few
rows of the muon data tables present limits on nonmin-
imal operators governed by isotropic ultrarelativistic co-
efficients, denoted by a ring diacritic and the superscript
UR, which are also listed in Table P54. Experiments
with storage rings studying the muon anomalous mag-
netic moment are sensitive to combinations of spherical
coefficients at each d that involve boost factors and are
denoted with a ha´cˇek diacritic. These ha´cˇek coefficients
are defined in Table XI of Ref. [20]. The few existing
results for the tau and its antiparticle can be found in
Table D26.
Tables D27–D34 collect results involving coefficients
in the neutrino sector. Limits for neutrino operators
of renormalizable dimension appear in Tables D27–D29,
while Tables D30–D34 contain results for coefficients in
the nonminimal neutrino sector. Most results are for op-
erators of dimension 2 ≤ d ≤ 10, but a few results in
Table D34 concern operators of arbitrary dimension. In
compiling the results, a separate table is used for each
value of d in the range 2 ≤ d ≤ 8 and for d ≥ 9. Many of
the cartesian coefficients appearing in the first columns
of these tables are provided in Table P52. For a general
treatment, in parallel with the fermion and photon sec-
tors, a basis using spin-weighted spherical harmonics is
useful to classify the neutrino operators [15]. The corre-
sponding sets of spherical coefficients are listed in Table
P58. In Tables D27–D34, oscillation-free coefficients are
listed before those controlling neutrino mixing, with a
horizontal line clarifying the separation where useful. In
Table D34, horizontal lines also separate coefficients of
different d. The last ten lines of Table D34 concern more
general models and present constraints involving com-
binations of an infinite number of coefficients. In some
entries in these tables, orientation information is encoded
in the factors sNjm, which are defined in Eq. (93) of Ref.
[15] and evaluated at specific angles determined by the
neutrino propagation direction and the laboratory loca-
tion. In all these tables, many of the results listed are
obtained in the context of specific neutrino models, as
described in the cited papers.
Tables D35 and D36 present experimental sensitivities
to coefficients for operators in the quark sector. Some
coefficients appearing in these tables are obtained from
experiments with mesons and are composite quantities
defined in the corresponding references. They are effec-
tive coefficients for which complete analytical expressions
are as yet unknown, formed from certain quark-sector co-
efficients appearing in Table P49 and from other quan-
tities arising from the quark binding in the mesons. A
few rows of Table D36 contain bounds on isotropic ultra-
relativistic spherical coefficients [18], denoted by a ring
diacritic and the superscript UR. Properties of these co-
efficients are provided in Table P54.
Tables D37 and D38 concern coefficients in the gauge
sectors of the minimal SME. Results for the electroweak
sector are listed in Table D37, while those for the gluon
sector are in Table D38. The coefficients for the elec-
troweak sector are defined in the gauge and Higgs sec-
tions of Table P50. The gluon-sector coefficient is the
analogue of the corresponding photon-sector coefficient
defined in Table P48.
Tables D39–D43 present measurements and bounds
concerning operators in the minimal and nonmininmal
gravity sector of the SME. Table D39 includes limits on











which arise at d = 3 and d = 4 and are detectable
in gravitational experiments. Table D40 involves coef-
ficients in the pure-gravity sector of the minimal SME,
all of which occur at d = 4. The specific combinations
appearing in some entries in the first column are defined
in the references and are expressed in terms of the coef-
ficients for Lorentz violation listed in the gravity section
of Table P50. Tables D41, D42, and D43 list existing
experimental constraints on coefficients in the nonmini-
mal pure-gravity sector. They include measurements of
combinations of coefficients with d = 5 and d = 6 that
are observable in nonrelativistic and post-Newton exper-
iments. These coefficients are defined in Eq. (7) of Ref.
[17] and Eq. (3) of Ref. [21]. Tables D41, D42, and D43
also display constraints on effective spherical coefficients
with values d ≤ 10 that govern Lorentz violation affecting
the propagation of gravitational waves. These effective
spherical coefficients are defined in Eq. (7) of Ref. [21]
and Eq. (45) of Ref. [22].
IV. PROPERTIES TABLES
The 18 properties tables list various features and defi-
nitions related to Lorentz violation. Five tables concern
the terms in the restriction of the minimal SME to quan-
tum electrodynamics (QED) in Riemann spacetime. For
this theory, which is called the minimal QED extension,
the tables include information about the operator struc-
ture (Table P44), the action of discrete symmetries (Ta-
ble P45), and some useful coefficient combinations (Ta-
bles P46, P47, and P48). Two tables contain informa-
tion about the matter sector (Table P49) and the gauge
and gravity sectors (Table P50) of the minimal SME in
Riemann-Cartan spacetime. Another two tables summa-
rize some features of the coefficients for Lorentz violation
concerning operators of renormalizable dimension in the
neutrino sector. One (Table P51) lists the cartesian co-
efficients and some of their properties, while the other
6(Table P52) provides the connection between cartesian
and spherical coefficients. The seven remaining tables
(Tables P53–P61) provide information about the oper-
ator structure and the spherical coefficients for Lorentz
violation in the nonminimal fermion, photon, neutrino,
and gravity sectors.
For these properties tables, our primary conventions
are those of Ref. [3]. Greek indices µ, ν, λ, . . . refer to
curved-spacetime coordinates and Latin indices a, b, c, . . .
to local Lorentz coordinates. The vierbein formalism
[23], which relates the two sets of coordinates, is adopted
to facilitate the description of spinors on the spacetime
manifold. The determinant e of the vierbein e aµ is re-
lated to the determinant g of the metric gµν by e =
√−g.
The conventions for the Dirac matrices γa are given in
Appendix A of Ref. [3]. The Newton gravitational con-
stant GN enters as the combination κ ≡ 8πGN , and it
has dimensions of inverse mass squared.
In the Minkowski-spacetime limit, the metric gµν
is written ηµν with diagonal entries (−1, 1, 1, 1). For
decompositions into time and space components, we
adopt the Sun-centered frame of Fig. 1 and use in-
dices J,K,L, . . . to denote the three spatial components
X,Y, Z. The sign of the antisymmetric tensor ǫκλµν is
fixed via the component ǫTXY Z = +1, and the antisym-
metric symbol in three spatial dimensions is defined with
ǫXY Z = +1. Note that some of the literature on the SME
in Minkowski spacetime adopts a metric ηµν of opposite
sign, following the common present usage in quantum
physics instead of the one in relativity. Under this alter-
native convention, terms in the Lagrange density with an
odd number of index contractions have opposite signs to
those appearing in this work. The numerical results for
the SME coefficients in the tables are unaffected by the
convention.
A. Minimal QED extension
Table P44 concerns the minimal QED extension, for
which the basic nongravitational fields are a Dirac
fermion ψ and the photon Aµ. The electromagnetic
field-strength tensor is Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The pure-
gravity sector involves the Riemann tensor Rκλµν , the
Ricci tensor Rµν , the curvature scalar R, and the cosmo-
logical constant Λ. The spacetime covariant derivative
Dµ corrects local Lorentz indices using the spin connec-
tion, corrects spacetime indices using the Cartan con-
nection, and contains the usual gauge field Aµ for the
photon. The notation
↔
Dµ is an abbreviation for the dif-
ference of two terms, the first with derivative acting to
the right and the second acting to the left. Note that
Table P44 is restricted to the zero-torsion limit of the
minimal SME. The general case [3] involves additional
operators constructed with the torsion tensor Tαµν . The
Minkowski-spacetime limit of QED with nonzero torsion
contains terms that mimic Lorentz violation, so searches
for Lorentz violation can be used to bound components
of the torsion tensor [24, 25].
In Table P44, each line specifies one term in the La-
grange density for the QED extension in Riemann space-
time. Both conventional QED terms and ones with
Lorentz violation are included. The first column indi-
cates the sector to which the term belongs. The second
column lists the coefficient controlling the corresponding
operator. Note the standard use of an upper-case let-
ter for the coefficient Hµν , which distinguishes it from
the metric fluctuation hµν . The third column shows the
number of components for the coefficient. The next three
columns list the operator, its mass dimension, and the
vierbein factor contracting the coefficient and the opera-
tor. The final two columns list the properties of the term
under CPT and Lorentz transformations. A CPT-even
operator is indicated by a plus sign and a CPT-odd one
by a minus sign, while terms violating Lorentz invariance
are identified by a check mark.
As an example, consider the fourth row of Table P44.
This concerns the term in the fermion sector with coef-
ficient aµ for Lorentz violation. The coefficient has four
independent components, which control the four Lorentz-
violating operators ψγaψ. The gravitational couplings
of this operator are contained in the vierbein product
eeµa. The corresponding term in the Lagrange density
for the minimal QED extension in Riemann spacetime
is La = −eaµeµaψγaψ. It has mass dimension 3 and is
CPT odd. The Minkowski-spacetime limit of this term
can be obtained by the vierbein replacement eµ
a → δµa.
The number of index contractions in La is two, one each
for the µ and a indices, so the overall sign of La is un-
affected by the choice of convention for the Minkowski
metric.
The properties listed in Table P44 are those of the
operators in the Lagrange density rather than those as-
sociated with observables. The issue of observability of
a given coefficient can be subtle because experiments al-
ways involve comparisons of at least two quantities. The
point is that in certain tests a given coefficient may pro-
duce the same effect on two or more quantities and so
may be unobservable, or it may produce effects indistin-
guishable from those of other coefficients. This situation
can often be theoretically understood via a field redef-
inition that eliminates the coefficient from the relevant
part of the Lagrange density without affecting the dy-
namics of the experiment in question. For example, a
constant coefficient aµ in the minimal QED extension
in Minkowski spacetime is unobservable in any experi-
ment involving a single fermion flavor because it can be
absorbed as a phase shift in the fermion field [2]. The
situation changes in Riemann spacetime, where three of
the four components of aµ become observables affecting
the gravitational properties of the fermion [3]. Another
7example is provided by the coefficient fµ in the minimal
QED extension in Minkowski spacetime, which can be
converted into a coefficient of the cµν type via a change of
spinor basis [26, 27]. Additional subtleties arise because
any experiment must always choose definitions of clock
ticking rates, clock synchronizations, rod lengths, and
rod isotropies. This involves 10 free coordinate choices
and implies the unobservability of 10 combinations of co-
efficients for Lorentz violation [28].
Table P45 lists the properties under discrete-symmetry
transformations of the Lorentz-violating operators in the
minimal QED extension [29]. The seven transformations
considered are charge conjugation C, parity inversion P,
time reversal T, and their combinations CP, CT, PT,
and CPT. The first column specifies the operator by in-
dicating its corresponding coefficient. Each of the other
columns concerns one of the seven transformations. An
even operator is indicated by a plus sign and an odd one
by a minus sign. The table contains eight rows, one for
each of the eight possible combinations of signs under C,
P, and T.
Tables P46 and P47 concern the 44 combinations of
coefficients for Lorentz violation that frequently appear
in experimental analyses involving the fermion sector of
the minimal QED extension in Minkowski spacetime in
the nonrelativistic limit. These combinations are con-
ventionally denoted by tilde coefficients, and they are
defined by the first two columns of Table P46. Note
that six of these combinations, c˜X , c˜Y , c˜Z , g˜TX , g˜TY ,
and g˜TZ , are denoted as c˜Q,Y , c˜Q,X , c˜XY , g˜Q,Y , g˜Q,X ,
and g˜XY , respectively, in some early publications. The
definitions in the table are given for a generic fermion
of mass m. Most applications in the literature involve
electrons, protons, neutrons, and their antiparticles, for
which the corresponding mass is understood. The final
column lists the number of independent components of
each coefficient. For matter involving electrons, protons,
neutrons, and their antiparticles, there are therefore 132
independent observable coefficients for Lorentz violation
in the minimal QED sector of the SME in Minkowski
spacetime.
The 44 tilde coefficients in Table P46 are formed from
44 linear combinations of the 76 available coefficients in
the minimal SME restricted to a single free fermion in flat
spacetime. In this limit, the other 32 degrees of freedom
can be removed by field redefinitions. Table P47 lists
each of these 44 linear combinations and gives its equiva-
lent in terms of tilde coefficients. For brevity, some of the
44 linear combinations are expressed using the definitions
d±µν =
1





3 (gµνλ + gµλν + ηµλgναβη
αβ)− (µ↔ ν).
The map between the two coefficient sets can be block-
diagonalized [30], and this is reflected in Table P47 by
horizontal lines separating each block. The number of
independent degrees of freedom in each block is provided
in the third column of the table.
Table P48 presents definitions for certain combinations
of the 23 coefficients for Lorentz violation in the photon
sector of the minimal QED extension in Minkowski space-
time. This table has five sections. The first section con-
sists of five rows listing 19 widely used combinations of
the 19 coefficients for CPT-even Lorentz violation. The
second section provides 10 alternative combinations in-
volving the 10 CPT-even Lorentz-violating operators rel-
evant to leading-order birefringence [11]. The remain-
ing three sections list four combinations of the four co-
efficients for CPT-odd Lorentz violation, followed by 19
combinations of the 19 coefficients for CPT-even Lorentz
violation. The 23 combinations in these last three sec-
tions appear when a basis of spin-weighted spherical har-
monics is adopted.
B. Minimal SME
Table P49 concerns the fermion-sector terms in the La-
grange density of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan
spacetime. The column headings are similar to those
in Table P44. In the lepton sector, the left- and right-
handed leptons are denoted by LA and RA, where A is
the generation index. The SU(2) doublet LA includes
the three neutrino fields νe, νµ, ντ and the left-handed
components of the three charged leptons e, µ, and τ . The
SU(2) singlet RA contains the right-handed components
of e, µ, and τ . The derivative Dµ is both spacetime and
SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) covariant. The quark fields are de-
noted UA, DA, and QA, where A is the generation index.
The right-handed components of the u, c, and t quarks
are the SU(2) singlets UA, while the right-handed com-
ponents of d, s, and b are the SU(2) singlets DA. The
six left-handed quark fields are contained in the SU(2)
doublet QA. The Yukawa sector involves terms coupling
the Higgs doublet φ to the leptons and to the quarks.
The conventional Yukawa-coupling matrices are denoted
(GL)AB, (GU )AB, and (GD)AB. The hermitian conju-
gate of an operator is abbreviated h.c. in the table.
Table P50 presents information about the Higgs,
gauge, and pure-gravity sectors for the Lagrange den-
sity of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime.
The structure of the table is the same as that of Ta-
ble P49. As before, Dµ is both a spacetime and an
SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) covariant derivative. The complex
Higgs field is denoted φ, the SU(3) color gauge fields and
the SU(2) gauge fields are the hermitian adjoint matri-
ces Gµ and Wµ, respectively, while the U(1) hypercharge
gauge field is the singlet Bµ. Each gauge field has an
associated field strength, denoted Gµν for the strong in-
teractions, Wµν for the weak interactions, and Bµν for
the hypercharge. The pure-gravity sector of Table P50
differs from that in Table P44 only in the addition of
8terms involving the torsion field Tαµν .
The minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime de-
scribed in Tables P49 and P50 can be reduced to the min-
imal QED in Riemann spacetime described in Table P44
as follows. For the gauge sector, including the covariant
derivatives, remove all the gauge fields except the charge
U(1) field in the photon limit Bµ → Aµ, and remove all
the Higgs terms. For the gravity sector, remove all the
torsion terms. For the fermion sector, restrict the lepton
generation index to a single value, remove all quark and
neutrino terms, and replace the Yukawa-coupling terms
with the relevant fermion mass terms.
Table P51 concerns the piece of the neutrino sector in
the SME that contains operators of renormalizable di-
mension, including both neutrino masses and Lorentz-
violating terms. We restrict attention to three genera-
tions of active neutrinos and antineutrinos, allowing for
possible violations of SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) gauge sym-
metry and lepton number [31]. In the table, the first
row involves the usual neutrino mass matrix (mlm
†
l )ab,
where the indices a, b take values e, µ, and τ . The next
four rows concern coefficients for Lorentz violation that
enter without mass in the relativistic limit of the effective
hamiltonian for neutrino propagation and mixing, while
the final five rows list coefficients that involve combina-
tions of mass and Lorentz-violating effects [15]. The first
column labels the coefficient types, the second column
lists the coefficients, and the third gives the dimensions
of the corresponding operators. The fourth column in-
dicates generically the type of neutrino oscillations con-
trolled by the coefficients. The final two columns list
the properties of the operators under CPT and Lorentz
transformations.
Table P52 provides the relationships between the
spherical coefficients for neutrino operators of renormal-
izable dimension listed in Table P58 and the cartesian
ones listed in Table P51. The spherical coefficients for
Lorentz violation arise when a basis of spin-weighted
spherical harmonics is chosen [15]. Table P52 is split into
six sections according to the dimension and CPT prop-
erties of the operators, with each section having three
columns. The first column lists the spherical coefficients,
the second shows the corresponding combination of carte-
sian components, and the third shows the number of inde-
pendent spherical coefficients appearing in each section.
On each spherical coefficient, superscript flavor-space in-
dices ab are understood. To keep the expressions com-
pact, some of the combinations are expressed using carte-
sian components of the complex vector Xˆ± = Xˆ ∓ iYˆ .
The counting of independent spherical coefficients is ob-
tained by taking into account hermiticity, symmetry, or
antisymmetry conditions in flavor space. In total, 369
independent spherical coefficients exist for neutrino op-
erators of renormalizable dimension.
C. Nonminimal sectors
Tables P53 and P54 present information about the
nonminimal quadratic sector for a single Dirac fermion
in Minkowski spacetime [18]. Contributions to the La-
grange density at arbitrary d are provided in Table P53.
The structure of this table is similar to that adopted for
Tables P44, P49, and P50, with each row associated with
a term in the Lagrange density. The entries in the first
two columns display the coefficients for Lorentz viola-
tion in the cartesian basis and the number of indepen-
dent degrees of freedom they contain. The third column
shows the hermitian operator to which each coefficient
corresponds, while the fourth gives the operator mass
dimension d. The conventional multiplicative factor for
the coefficient and the operator is given in the next col-
umn. The final two columns specify the CPT handedness
and the Lorentz property of the operator, using the same
conventions as Table P44.
Table P53 is split into two pieces by a horizontal
line. The entries above the line represent conventional
Lorentz-invariant contributions of renormalizable dimen-
sion to the Lagrange density. The row containing m5
is included for generality, although in the absence of a
chiral anomaly the corresponding term in the Lagrange
density can be absorbed into the usual mass m via a
chiral transformation. The entries below the horizontal
line concern operators of arbitrary mass dimensions d.
Most of these operators are Lorentz violating, but a few
trace components are Lorentz invariant. The value of d
for each coefficient is indicated by a superscript, and the
coefficient itself has mass dimension 4 − d. For d = 3
and d = 4, the entries reduce to those of the minimal
theory given in Table P44. Note that none of the op-
erators associated with the coefficients m(d)α1...αd−3 and
m5
(d)α1...αd−3 are of renormalizable dimension.
Table P54 contains properties of the spherical coeffi-
cients for Lorentz violation in the nonminimal quadratic
sector for a single Dirac fermion in Minkowski space-
time. The spherical coefficients have comparatively sim-
ple transformation properties under rotations. The ta-
ble has six sections separated by horizontal lines, each
representing a specific theoretical scenario labeled in the
first column. The second and third columns contain the
spherical coefficients and the dimensions d at which they
occur. The next two columns show the allowed ranges of
the subscripts on the coefficients, while the final column
lists the number of independent components appearing
in each coefficient.
Allowing for operators of arbitrary mass dimension,
the general effective hamiltonian describing the propa-
gation of a Dirac fermion is formed from the eight sets
of spherical coefficients that are listed in the first sec-
tion of Table P54. The subset of these coefficients that
is isotropic in a fixed inertial frame is given in the sec-
9ond section of this table. The superscript d denotes the
mass dimension of the corresponding operator, while the
subscripts n, j, m specify the energy dependence, the to-
tal angular momentum, and the azimuthal component of
the angular momentum, respectively. The superscripts
E and B fix the parity of the corresponding operator,
while the numerals 0, 1, or 2 preceding E or B provide
its spin weight. For a nonrelativistic Dirac fermion, only
certain linear combinations of coefficients appear in the
effective hamiltonian, and the physics is governed by the
eight smaller sets of nonrelativistic coefficients listed in
the third section of the table. The isotropic restriction
of these coefficients is shown in the fourth section. Sim-
ilarly, only a subset of the general spherical coefficients
appears in the effective hamiltonian for a high-energy
fermion, and these ultrarelativistic coefficients and their
isotropic restriction are displayed in the final two sections
of the table.
Table P55 and P56 provide information about the non-
minimal photon sector of the full SME in Minkowski
spacetime. The relevant part of the Lagrange density in-
cludes operators of arbitrary dimension d that are both
gauge invariant and quadratic in the photon field Aµ [13],
and these are listed in Table P55. This table is organized
along the same lines as Table P53. The first column lists
the coefficient for Lorentz violation, while the second col-
umn counts its independent components. The next three
columns provide the corresponding operator appearing
in the Lagrange density, its mass dimension, and the fac-
tor contracting the coefficient and the operator. The last
two columns list the properties of the operator under
CPT and Lorentz transformations, using the same con-
ventions as Table P53.
Three sections appear in Table P55, separated by hor-
izontal lines. The first section concerns the conventional
Lorentz-preserving Maxwell term in the Lagrange den-
sity for the photon sector. The second and third sections
concern coefficients associated with operators of odd and
even dimensions d, respectively. Each of these sections
has three rows for the lowest three values of d, along
with a final row applicable to the case of general d. The
notation for the coefficients incorporates a superscript
specifying the dimension d of the corresponding opera-
tor. Note that the mass dimension of the coefficients is
4 − d. In each section, the first row describes terms in
the minimal SME, and the match is provided between
the general notation for nonminimal coefficients and the
standard notation used for the minimal SME in Table
P44. In the case of mass dimension four, there are 19
independent Lorentz-violating operators. However, for
this case the number in the second column is listed as
19+1 to allow for an additional Lorentz-preserving trace
term, which maintains consistency with the expression
for general d in the last row.
Table P56 summarizes properties of spherical coeffi-
cients for Lorentz violation in the nonminimal photon
sector of the full SME in Minkowski spacetime [13]. The
spherical coefficients are combinations of the coefficients
listed in Table P55 that are of particular relevance for
observation and experiment. They can be separated into
two types. One set consists of vacuum coefficients that
control leading-order effects on photon propagation in
the vacuum, including birefringence and dispersion. The
complementary set contains the vacuum-orthogonal co-
efficients, which leave photon propagation in the vacuum
unaffected at leading order. The two parts of Table P56
reflect this separation, with the part above the horizontal
line involving the vacuum coefficients and the part below
involving the vacuum-orthogonal ones.
In Table P56, the first column of the table identifies
the type of spherical coefficients, while the second col-
umn lists the specific coefficient. The coefficient notation
reflects properties of the corresponding operator. Coef-
ficients associated with operators leaving unchanged the
leading-order photon propagation in the vacuum are dis-
tinguished by a negation diacritic ¬. A symbol k de-
notes coefficients for birefringent operators, while c de-
notes nonbirefringent ones. The superscript d refers to
the operator mass dimension, while the subscripts n, j,m
determine the frequency or wavelength dependence, the
total angular momentum, and the z-component of the an-
gular momentum, respectively. The superscripts E and
B refer to the parity of the operator, while the numerals
0, 1, or 2 preceding E or B refer to the spin weight. Note
that the photon-sector coefficients in the minimal SME
correspond to the vacuum coefficients with d = 3, 4. The
third, fourth, and fifth columns of Table P56 provide the
allowed ranges of the dimension d and of the indices n
and j. The index m can take values ranging from −j to
j in unit increments. The final column gives the number
of independent coefficient components for each operator
of dimension d.
Table P57 lists contributions to the Lagrange density of
the nonminimal QED extension for a single Dirac fermion
in Minkowski spacetime involving fermion-photon cou-
plings with d = 5 and 6 [32]. The structure of the table
follows that of Table P53, with each row corresponding to
a term in the Lagrange density. In a given row, the first
two entries list the coefficient for Lorentz violation and
the number of its independent components. The third en-
try provides the operator, the fourth indicates its mass
dimension, and the fifth is the numerical factor multi-
plying the contraction of the coefficient and the operator
to give the term in the Lagrange density. The final two
entries show the behavior of the term under CPT and
Lorentz transformations. Note that some of the terms
with even d include components that are Lorentz invari-
ants. In this table, parentheses enclosing a set of n indices
on covariant derivatives indicate symmetrization with a
factor of 1/n!.
The horizontal line in Table P57 separates the entries
according to their mass dimension d = 5 and d = 6.
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For d = 5, two types of fermion-photon couplings exist.
One arises from using gauge-covariant derivatives Dµ in-
stead of ordinary derivatives ∂µ in the d = 5 part of the
Lagrange density for a free Dirac fermion given in Table
P53. The coefficients for Lorentz violation in the two the-
ories can therefore be taken as identical. The second type
of coupling is a gauge-nonminimal coupling between the
field strength Fµν and a fermion bilinear. The nomencla-
ture for the associated coefficient for Lorentz violation is
determined by the structure of the fermion bilinear and
includes a subscript F . For d = 6, the above two types
of couplings also occur but are accompanied by a third
type involving derivatives of Fµν and a fermion bilinear.
The corresponding coefficients are distinguished by the
subscript ∂F . None of the operators listed in Table P57
are of renormalizable dimension.
Table P58 provides a guide to spherical coefficients for
Lorentz violation in the neutrino sector of the full SME
[15]. Use of these coefficients simplifies analyses in many
circumstances because their rotation properties are com-
paratively simple. The table is separated by horizontal
lines into seven sections, reflecting the various theoretical
scenarios listed in the first column. The spherical coef-
ficients relevant to each scenario are given in the second
column. The third column shows the allowed values of
the corresponding operator dimensions, while the fourth
column provides the permissible range of the angular-
momentum quantum number j. The last two columns
display the number of independent coefficients involved
and the CPT properties of the corresponding operators.
The effective hamiltonian governing the propagation
and mixing of neutrinos in the presence of Lorentz-
violating operators of arbitrary dimensions contains four
sets of effective spherical coefficients, listed in the first
section of Table P58. The observables in a given experi-
ment lie among these effective coefficients. In the leading-
order relativistic limit, they are formed from combina-
tions of the ten sets of basic spherical coefficients dis-
played in the second section of the table. Six of these
basic sets involve Dirac-type operators coupling neutri-
nos to neutrinos and antineutrinos to antineutrinos, while
four involve Majorana-type operators coupling neutrinos
to antineutrinos. The remainder of the sections in the
table concern various limiting cases of the general for-
malism. The spherical coefficients associated with oper-
ators of renormalizable dimension are shown in the third
section. Their relation to the cartesian coefficients listed
in Table P51 is given in Table P52. The fourth section
of Table P58 contains the coefficients appearing in the
massless limit of the SME. The remaining three sections
concern the special limits of flavor-blind and oscillation-
free operators, of simultaneously diagonalizable opera-
tors, and of various types of isotropic operators. Con-
straints on many of the coefficients listed in these sections
have been obtained and are given in the data tables.
Table P59 lists the operators contributing to the
quadratic Lagrange density in linearized gravity [33].
The linearization assumes the metric gµν is expanded
about a Minkowski background, gµν = ηµν + hµν .
Only quadratic terms in hµν are kept, so each term
of dimension d ≥ 2 in the Lagrange density has the
form hµνK̂µνρσhρσ/4, where K̂µνρσ is a generic opera-
tor formed as the product of a coefficient Kµνρσε1ε2...εd−2
of mass dimension 4 − d with a factor ∂ε1∂ε2 . . . ∂εd−2
containing d − 2 derivatives. For these operators, it is
convenient to denote an index contracted into a deriva-
tive by a circle index ◦, with n-fold contractions denoted
by ◦n, so that K̂µνρσ = Kµνρσ◦d−2 .
The operators for linearized gravity can be classified
according to the index symmetries of the corresponding
coefficients, which distinguishes 14 possibilities denoted
as shown in the first column of Table P59. The 14 oper-
ators fall naturally into three classes, separated by hori-
zontal lines in the table and determined by the symmetry
of the first four indices on each operator. The second en-
try in each row displays the complete index symmetry
of the operator using Young tableaux [34]. The third
entry provides the number of independent components
of the corresponding coefficient, while the fourth entry
lists the allowed values of d. The fifth entry shows the
CPT handedness of the operator. The operators listed
yield all possible quadratic terms in the Lagrange den-
sity, irrespective of their transformation properties under
Lorentz transformations or under linearized diffeomor-
phisms. The latter are the standard gauge transforma-
tions of linearized gravity, hµν → hµν+∂µξν+∂νξµ, which
depend on four parameters ξµ. The Lorentz-invariant
terms are constructed from operators involving complete
traces over the coefficient indices, while the three gauge-
invariant operators are identified in the last column of
Table P59. Note that the usual Lorentz- and gauge-
invariant linearized Einstein-Hilbert Lagrange density is
contained as a special case of the operator in the first
row. Also, certain limits of the 11 gauge-violating opera-
tors may preserve a subset of the four gauge symmetries,
but they always break at least one.
Table P60 lists spherical coefficients for some key
gauge-invariant terms in the Lagrange density for lin-
earized gravity [35]. These spherical coefficients are spe-
cial combinations of coefficients appearing in Table P59
that turn out to be of direct relevance to studies of grav-
itational waves and laboratory experiments on Newton
gravity. The vacuum coefficients shown in Table P60
control leading-order modifications to the propagation
of gravitational waves, including birefringent, dispersive,
and anisotropic effects. The Newton coefficients govern
corrections to Newton gravity, including changes to the
inverse-square law and noncentral forces.
In Table P60, the first column states the type of spher-
ical coefficients, and the second column identifies each
coefficient using notation that specifies the mass dimen-
sion d of the corresponding operator via a superscript and
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the angular-momentum properties by subscripts j andm.
The allowed range of the dimension d and the angular-
momentum index j are displayed in the third and fourth
columns, respectively. The index m takes integer values
ranging from −j to j, as usual. Note that the notation
for the vacuum spherical coefficients for linearized grav-
ity parallels that for the vacuum spherical coefficients in
the photon sector, but the allowed ranges differ due to
the different spins of the fields. The final column of the
table lists the number of independent components of each
spherical coefficient at fixed d.
Table P61 provides definitions for some combinations
of coefficients forming part of the gauge-invariant sector
of the Lagrange density for linearized gravity [35]. The
table is split by horizontal lines into five sections. The
first gives the definition of the two-index dual cartesian
coefficient s
(4)
κλ in terms of the six-index cartesian coeffi-
cient s(4)µρανσβ appearing in Table P59. This dual carte-
sian coefficient plays a central role in linearized gravity
because it contains the usual linearized Einstein-Hilbert
term and because its effects mimic those of a modified
metric. The second section of the table expresses the nine
vacuum spherical coefficients k
(4)
(I)jm in terms of compo-
nents of the dual cartesian coefficients. The third section
provides the definition linking two alternative forms of
spherical coefficients found in the literature, which dif-
fer by a factor and a phase. The remaining two sections
present relationships between the Newton spherical co-
efficients with d = 4 and d = 6 and the cartesian and
vacuum spherical coefficients. These expressions permit
the comparison of constraints obtained from studies of
gravitational waves and from Newton gravity.
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Table 1. List of tables (part 1 of 2)
Type Table Content
Summary S2 Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the matter sector
S3 Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the photon sector
S4 Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the neutrino sector
S5 Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the gravity sector
Data D6 Electron sector, d = 3, 4
D7 Nonminimal electron sector, d = 5, 6
D8 Nonminimal electron sector, d ≥ 7
D9 Proton sector, d = 3
D10 Proton sector, d = 4
D11 Nonminimal proton sector, d ≥ 5
D12 Neutron sector, d = 3, 4
D13 Nonminimal neutron sector, d = 5, 6
D14 Nonminimal neutron sector, d ≥ 7
D15 Photon sector, d = 3
D16 Photon sector, d = 4
D17 Nonminimal photon sector, d = 5
D18 Nonminimal photon sector, d = 6
D19 Nonminimal photon sector, d = 7
D20 Nonminimal photon sector, d = 8
D21 Nonminimal photon sector, d ≥ 9
D22 Nonminimal matter-photon sector, d ≥ 5
D23 Muon sector, d = 3
D24 Muon sector, d = 4
D25 Nonminimal muon sector, d ≥ 5
D26 Tau sector, d ≥ 3
D27 Neutrino sector, d = 2
D28 Neutrino sector, d = 3
D29 Neutrino sector, d = 4
D30 Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 5
D31 Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 6
D32 Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 7
D33 Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 8
D34 Nonminimal neutrino sector, d ≥ 9
D35 Quark sector, d = 3
D36 Quark sector, d ≥ 4
D37 Electroweak sector, d = 3, 4
D38 Gluon sector, d = 4
D39 Gravity sector, d = 3
D40 Gravity sector, d = 4
D41 Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 5
D42 Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 6
D43 Nonminimal gravity sector, d ≥ 7
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Table 1. List of tables (part 2 of 2)
Type Table Content
Properties P44 Lagrange density for the minimal QED extension in Riemann spacetime
P45 C, P, T properties for operators for Lorentz violation in QED
P46 Definitions for the fermion sector of the minimal QED extension
P47 Inverse combinations for the fermion sector of the minimal QED extension
P48 Definitions for the photon sector of the minimal QED extension
P49 Lagrange density for the fermion sector of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime
P50 Lagrange density for the boson sector of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime
P51 Coefficients in the renormalizable neutrino sector
P52 Definitions for the minimal neutrino sector
P53 Quadratic Lagrange density for a nonminimal Dirac fermion in Minkowski spacetime
P54 Spherical coefficients for a nonminimal Dirac fermion in Minkowski spacetime
P55 Quadratic Lagrange density for the nonminimal photon sector in Minkowski spacetime
P56 Spherical coefficients for the nonminimal photon sector in Minkowski spacetime
P57 Fermion-photon couplings with d = 5, 6 for the QED extension in Minkowski spacetime
P58 Spherical coefficients for the nonminimal neutrino sector in Minkowski spacetime
P59 Quadratic Lagrange density for linearized gravity
P60 Spherical coefficients for gauge-invariant linearized gravity




Table S2. Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the matter sector
Coefficient Electron Proton Neutron
b˜X 10
−31 GeV 10−33 GeV 10−33 GeV
b˜Y 10
−31 GeV 10−33 GeV 10−33 GeV
b˜Z 10
−29 GeV 10−28 GeV 10−29 GeV
b˜T 10
−26 GeV 10−7 GeV 10−26 GeV
b˜∗X 10
−22 GeV – –
b˜∗Y 10
−22 GeV – –
b˜∗Z 10
−23 GeV 10−23 GeV –
c˜− 10
−20 GeV 10−28 GeV 10−28 GeV
c˜Q 10
−17 GeV 10−22 GeV 10−20 GeV
c˜X 10
−21 GeV 10−28 GeV 10−28 GeV
c˜Y 10
−21 GeV 10−28 GeV 10−28 GeV
c˜Z 10
−20 GeV 10−28 GeV 10−29 GeV
c˜TX 10
−18 GeV 10−20 GeV 10−17 GeV
c˜TY 10
−18 GeV 10−20 GeV 10−17 GeV
c˜TZ 10
−20 GeV 10−20 GeV 10−18 GeV
c˜TT 10
−19 GeV 10−22 GeV 10−13 GeV
d˜+ 10
−27 GeV 10−7 GeV 10−27 GeV
d˜− 10
−26 GeV – 10−26 GeV
d˜Q 10
−26 GeV 10−7 GeV 10−26 GeV
d˜XY 10
−26 GeV – 10−27 GeV
d˜Y Z 10
−26 GeV – 10−26 GeV
d˜ZX 10
−26 GeV – –
d˜X 10
−22 GeV 10−27 GeV 10−28 GeV
d˜Y 10
−22 GeV 10−27 GeV 10−28 GeV
d˜Z 10
−19 GeV – –
H˜XT 10
−26 GeV – 10−26 GeV
H˜Y T 10
−26 GeV – 10−26 GeV
H˜ZT 10
−26 GeV – 10−27 GeV
g˜T 10
−27 GeV 10−7 GeV 10−27 GeV
g˜c 10
−26 GeV – 10−27 GeV
g˜Q – – –
g˜− – – –
g˜TX – – –
g˜TY – – –
g˜TZ – – –
g˜XY 10
−17 GeV – –
g˜YX 10
−17 GeV – –
g˜ZX 10
−18 GeV – –
g˜XZ 10
−17 GeV – –
g˜Y Z 10
−17 GeV – –
g˜ZY 10
−18 GeV – –
g˜DX 10
−22 GeV 10−27 GeV 10−28 GeV
g˜DY 10
−22 GeV 10−27 GeV 10−28 GeV
g˜DZ 10
−22 GeV – –
20




































































































Table S3. Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the photon sector (part 2 of 2)


















































































































































Table S4. Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the neutrino sector
d = 3 Coefficient eµ eτ µτ Coefficient eµ eτ µτ
Re (aL)
T 10−20 GeV 10−19 GeV 10−24 GeV Im (aL)
T – 10−19 GeV –
Re (aL)
X 10−20 GeV 10−19 GeV 10−23 GeV Im (aL)
X 10−20 GeV 10−19 GeV 10−20 GeV
Re (aL)
Y 10−21 GeV 10−19 GeV 10−23 GeV Im (aL)
Y 10−21 GeV 10−19 GeV 10−20 GeV
Re (aL)
Z 10−19 GeV 10−19 GeV – Im (aL)
Z 10−19 GeV 10−19 GeV –
d = 4 Coefficient eµ eτ µτ Coefficient eµ eτ µτ
Re (cL)
XY 10−21 10−17 10−23 Im (cL)
XY 10−21 10−17 10−21
Re (cL)
XZ 10−21 10−17 10−23 Im (cL)
XZ 10−21 10−17 10−21
Re (cL)
Y Z 10−21 10−16 10−23 Im (cL)
Y Z 10−21 10−16 10−21
Re (cL)
XX 10−21 10−16 10−23 Im (cL)
XX 10−21 10−16 10−21
Re (cL)
Y Y 10−21 10−16 10−23 Im (cL)
Y Y 10−21 10−16 10−21
Re (cL)
ZZ 10−19 10−16 – Im (cL)
ZZ – 10−16 –
Re (cL)
TT 10−19 10−17 – Im (cL)
TT – 10−17 –
Re (cL)
TX 10−22 10−17 10−27 Im (cL)
TX 10−22 10−17 10−22
Re (cL)
TY 10−22 10−17 10−27 Im (cL)
TY 10−22 10−17 10−22
Re (cL)
TZ 10−20 10−16 – Im (cL)
TZ – 10−16 –
Isotropic Coefficient Sensitivity Coefficient Sensitivity Coefficient Sensitivity
a˚(3) 10−7 GeV a˚
(3)

















































Table S5. Maximal two-sided sensitivities for the gravity sector
d = 3 Coefficient Electron Proton Neutron
αaT 10
−11 GeV 10−11 GeV 10−11 GeV
αaX 10
−6 GeV 10−6 GeV 10−5 GeV
αaY 10
−5 GeV 10−5 GeV 10−5 GeV
αaZ 10
−5 GeV 10−5 GeV 10−5 GeV













sXX − sY Y 10−10








Table D6. Electron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 1 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
|ReHNR(0B)011 |, |ImHNR(0B)011 |, |Re gNR(0B)011 |, |Im gNR(0B)011 | < 9× 10−27 GeV H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)011 |, |ImHNR(1B)011 |, |Re gNR(1B)011 |, |Im gNR(1B)011 | < 5× 10−27 GeV ” [36]*
|bT | < 1.5× 10−20 GeV Astrophysical polarimetry [37]*
|b˜X | < 6× 10−25 GeV Penning trap [32]*
|b˜Y | < 6× 10−25 GeV ” [32]*
|b˜Z | < 7× 10−24 GeV ” [32]*
b˜∗Z < 7× 10−24 GeV ” [32]*
|b0| < 2× 10−14 GeV Cs spectroscopy [38]*, [39]*
” < 2× 10−12 GeV Tl spectroscopy [38]*, [39]*
” < 7× 10−15 GeV Dy spectroscopy [38]*, [39]*
” < 2× 10−12 GeV Yb spectroscopy [39]*
b˜X (−0.9± 1.4)× 10−31 GeV Torsion pendulum [40]
b˜Y (−0.9± 1.4)× 10−31 GeV ” [40]
b˜Z (−0.3± 4.4)× 10−30 GeV ” [40]
1
2 (b˜T + d˜− − 2g˜c − 3g˜T + 4d˜+ − d˜Q) (0.9± 2.2)× 10−27 GeV ” [40]
1
2 (2g˜c − g˜T − b˜T + 4d˜+ − d˜− − d˜Q) (−0.8± 2.0)× 10−27 GeV ” [40]
+ tan η(d˜Y Z − H˜XT )
b˜X (2.8± 6.1)× 10−29 GeV K/He magnetometer [41]
b˜Y (6.8± 6.1)× 10−29 GeV ” [41]
b˜⊥ < 1.4× 10−25 GeV Penning trap [42]
b˜X (0.1± 2.4)× 10−31 GeV Torsion pendulum [43]
b˜Y (−1.7± 2.5)× 10−31 GeV ” [43]
b˜Z (−29± 39)× 10−31 GeV ” [43]
b˜⊥ < 3.1× 10−29 GeV ” [44]
|b˜Z | < 7.1× 10−28 GeV ” [44]
re < 3.2× 10−24 Hg/Cs comparison [45]
|~b| < 50 radians/s Penning trap [46]
rω−a ,diurnal < 1.6× 10−21 ” [47]
|b˜J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−27 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [48], [49]*
|b˜∗J |, (J = X,Y, Z) < 10−22 GeV Penning trap [30]*
26
Table D6. Electron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 2 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
|ce − cγ | < 1.5× 10−13 Astrophysics [50]*
c˚UR(4) < 1.5× 10−15 ” [51]*, [18]*
” > −5× 10−13 ” [52]*, [18]*
” (−1.3 to 0.2)× 10−15 ” [53]*, [18]*
” > −1.2× 10−16 ” [54]*, [18]*
” > −6× 10−20 ” [55]*, [18]*
cX−Y (0.9± 1.6)× 10−20 Yb optical clock [56]
cXY (−6.9± 8.0)× 10−21 ” [56]
cXZ (1.3± 1.3)× 10−20 ” [56]
cY Z (1.7± 1.3)× 10−20 ” [56]
cTX (−4.6± 8.4)× 10−17 ” [56]
cTY (4.8± 8.5)× 10−17 ” [56]
cTZ (−2.4± 1.6)× 10−16 ” [56]
c00 (−3.0± 5.7)× 10−7 Al/Hg spectroscopy [57]*
−0.16c′X−Y + 0.33c′XY − 0.92c′XZ − 0.16c′Y Z (0.2± 4.7)× 10−19 Trapped Ca ions [58]*
−0.04c′X−Y − 0.32c′XY − 0.35c′XZ + 0.88c′Y Z (−0.04± 5.4)× 10−19 ” [58]*
0.29c′X−Y − 0.38c′XY − 0.73c′XZ − 0.48c′YZ (0.3± 4.5)× 10−19 ” [58]*
−0.31c′X−Y − 0.65c′XY + 0.07c′XZ − 0.69c′Y Z (0.4± 9)× 10−19 ” [58]*
−0.16c′X−Y + 0.33c′XY − 0.92c′XZ − 0.16c′Y Z (0.1± 1.0)× 10−18 ” [59]
−0.04c′X−Y − 0.32c′XY − 0.35c′XZ + 0.88c′Y Z (2.4± 7.4)× 10−19 ” [59]
0.29c′X−Y − 0.38c′XY − 0.73c′XZ − 0.48c′YZ (5.9± 9.5)× 10−19 ” [59]
−0.31c′X−Y − 0.65c′XY + 0.07c′XZ − 0.69c′Y Z (0.7± 1.2)× 10−18 ” [59]
|c˜Q| < 2× 10−8 GeV Relativistic Li ions [60]
c(TX) (3.1± 1.9)× 10−11 1S-2S transition [61]
0.92c(TY ) + 0.40c(TZ) (2.6± 5.3)× 10−11 ” [61]
cTT > −5× 10−21 Astrophysics [55]*
0.10cX−Y − 0.99cXZ (−9.0± 11)× 10−17 Dy spectroscopy [62]
0.99cX−Y + 0.10cXZ (3.8± 5.6)× 10−17 ” [62]
0.94cXY − 0.35cY Z (−0.4± 2.8)× 10−17 ” [62]
0.35cXY + 0.94cY Z (3.2± 7.0)× 10−17 ” [62]
0.18cTX − 0.98cT (Y+Z) (0.95± 18)× 10−15 ” [62]
0.98cTX + 0.18cT (Y+Z) (5.6± 7.7)× 10−15 ” [62]
cT (Y−Z) (−21± 19)× 10−13 ” [62]
cTT (−8.8± 5.1)× 10−9 ” [62]
” (−14± 28)× 10−9 ” [62]
27
Table D6. Electron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 3 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
cTT (−0.014± 0.028)× 10−6 Nuclear binding energy [63]
” (4.6± 4.6)× 10−6 Cs interferometer [64]
cTT (−4 to 2)× 10−15 Collider physics [65]*
c(TX) (−30 to 1)× 10−14 ” [65]*
c(TY ) (−80 to 6)× 10−15 ” [65]*
c(TZ) (−11 to 1.3)× 10−13 ” [65]*
0.83c(TX) + 0.51c(TY ) + 0.22c(TZ) (4± 8)× 10−11 1S-2S transition [66]*√
(cXZ + cZX)2 + (cY Z + cZY )2 < 6× 10−10 Penning trap [42]√
(cXX − cY Y )2 + (cXY + cYX)2 < 1× 10−9 ” [42]
cXX − cY Y (−2.9± 6.3)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
1
2c(XY ) (2.1± 0.9)× 10−16 ” [67]*
1
2c(XZ) (−1.5± 0.9)× 10−16 ” [67]*
1
2c(Y Z) (−0.5± 1.2)× 10−16 ” [67]*
cXX + cY Y − 2cZZ (−106± 147)× 10−16 ” [67]*
λZZ (13.3± 9.8)× 10−16 ” [67]*
1
2c(Y Z) (2.1± 4.6)× 10−16 ” [68]*
1
2c(XZ) (−1.6± 6.3)× 10−16 ” [68]*
1
2c(XY ) (7.6± 3.5)× 10−16 ” [68]*
cXX − cY Y (1.15± 0.64)× 10−15 ” [68]*
|cXX + cY Y − 2cZZ − 0.25(κ˜e−)ZZ | < 10−12 ” [68]*
| 12c(XY )| < 8× 10−15 Optical resonators [69]*
|cXX − cY Y | < 1.6× 10−14 ” [69]*
|cXX + cY Y − 2cZZ | < 10−5 Doppler shift [70]*
|cTJ + cJT | , (J = X,Y, Z) < 10−2 ” [70]*
cXX (−3 to 5)× 10−15 Astrophysics [71]*
cY Y (−0.7 to 2.5)× 10−15 ” [71]*
cZZ (−1.6 to 2.5)× 10−15 ” [71]*
c(Y Z) (−2.5 to 1.8)× 10−15 ” [71]*
c0X (−7 to 4)× 10−15 ” [71]*
c0Y (−0.5 to 1.5)× 10−15 ” [71]*
c0Z (−4 to 2)× 10−17 ” [71]*
|0.05cXX + 0.55cY Y + 0.41cZZ < 1.3× 10−15 ” [72]*
+0.16c(XY ) − 0.14c(XZ) − 0.47c(Y Z)
+0.22c(0X) + 0.74c(0Y ) − 0.64c(0Z) + c00
∣∣
|0.58cXX + 0.04cY Y + 0.38cZZ < 2.5× 10−15 ” [72]*
−0.14c(XY ) − 0.47c(XZ) + 0.12c(Y Z)
+0.76c(0X) − 0.19c(0Y ) − 0.62c(0Z) + c00
∣∣
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Table D6. Electron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 4 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
d˜XY − H˜ZT + tan ηH˜Y T (0.1± 1.8)× 10−27 GeV Torsion pendulum [40]
H˜ZT (−4.1± 2.4)× 10−27 GeV ” [40]
H˜Y T − d˜ZX (−4.9± 8.9)× 10−27 GeV ” [40]
−H˜XT + tan η(g˜T − 2d˜+ + d˜Q) (1.1± 9.2)× 10−27 GeV ” [40]
|dXX | < 2× 10−14 Astrophysics [73]*
|dY Y |, |dZZ | < 3× 10−15 ” [73]*
|d(XY )| < 2× 10−15 ” [73]*
|d(XZ)| < 2× 10−14 ” [73]*
|d(Y Z)| < 7× 10−15 ” [73]*
|dTX | < 5× 10−14 ” [73]*
|dTY | < 5× 10−15 ” [73]*
|dTZ | < 8× 10−17 ” [73]*
|d˜J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−22 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [48], [49]*
|d˜Z | < 10−19 GeV Astrophysics [30]*
|g˜XY |, |g˜XZ | < 10−17 GeV Astrophysics [30]*
|g˜Y Z |, |g˜YX | < 10−17 GeV ” [30]*
|g˜ZX |, |g˜ZY | < 10−18 GeV ” [30]*
|g˜D,J |, (J = X,Y, Z) < 10−22 GeV Penning trap [30]*
|g˜D,J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−22 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [48], [49]*
29
Table D7. Nonminimal electron sector, d = 5, 6
Combination Result System Ref.




2c˚NRe,4 (4.5± 2.5)× 10−6 GeV−1 Positronium 1S-2S [36]*
|ReHNR(0B)211 |, |ImHNR(0B)211 |, |Re gNR(0B)211 |, |Im gNR(0B)211 | < 7× 10−16 GeV−1 H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)211 |, |ImHNR(1B)211 |, |Re gNR(1B)211 |, |Im gNR(1B)211 | < 4× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)TTXeff | < 3.4× 10−8 GeV−1 1S-2S transition [36]*
|a(5)TTYeff | < 5.6× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)TTZeff | < 1.3× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)KKXeff | < 6.7× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)KKYeff | < 1.1× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [36]*





2 (−9.4 to 11)× 10−2 GeV−1 Electron kinematics [75]*
” > 8.0× 10−7 GeV−1 Time-of-flight [75]*
a˚UR(5) < 6.5× 10−27 GeV−1 Astrophysics [76]*, [18]*
” > −3.5× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [77]*, [18]*
a˚UR(5) −mg˚UR(6) (−1 to 1)× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [78]*, [18]*
a˚UR(5) ±mg˚UR(6) (−4 to 4)× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [79]*, [18]*
a˚UR(5) (−0.001 to 2.8)× 10−17 GeV−1 ” [80]*, [18]*
|c(6)TTTXeff | < 3.3× 10−5 GeV−2 1S-2S transition [36]*
|c(6)TTTYeff | < 5.5× 10−5 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TTTZeff | < 1.3× 10−4 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TKKXeff | < 3.3× 10−5 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TKKYeff | < 5.5× 10−5 GeV−2 ” [36]*







4 −17 to 19 GeV−2 Electron kinematics [75]*





2 (−1.8 to 2.1)× 102 GeV−2 Electron kinematics [75]*





2 (−1.3 to 1.3)× 103 GeV−2 Electron kinematics [75]*
c˚UR(6) (−8.5 to 0.0025)× 10−20 GeV−2 Astrophysics [78]*, [18]*
g˚UR(6) (−5.4 to 5.4)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [80]*, [18]*
30
Table D8. Nonminimal electron sector, d ≥ 7
Combination Result System Ref.
|˚aNRe,4 | < 14 GeV−3 H, H spectroscopy [74]*
|ReHNR(0B)411 |, |ImHNR(0B)411 |, |Re gNR(0B)411 |, |Im gNR(0B)411 | < 9× 10−6 GeV−3 H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)411 |, |ImHNR(1B)411 |, |Re gNR(1B)411 |, |Im gNR(1B)411 | < 5× 10−6 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTTTXeff | < 3.9× 10−2 GeV−3 1S-2S transition [36]*
|a(7)TTTTYeff | < 6.5× 10−2 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTTTZeff | < 0.15 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKXeff | < 2.6× 10−2 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKYeff | < 4.3× 10−2 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKZeff | < 0.1 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLXeff | < 8.7× 102 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLYeff | < 1.5× 103 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLZeff | < 3.5× 103 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTXeff | < 51 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTYeff | < 85 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTZeff | < 2.0× 102 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKXeff | < 25 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKYeff | < 43 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKZeff | < 98 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLXeff | < 2.8× 105 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLYeff | < 4.7× 105 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLZeff | < 1.1× 106 GeV−4 ” [36]*
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Table D9. Proton sector, d = 3
Combination Result System Ref.
|ReHNR(0B)011 |, |ImHNR(0B)011 |, |Re gNR(0B)011 |, |Im gNR(0B)011 | < 9× 10−27 GeV H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)011 |, |ImHNR(1B)011 |, |Re gNR(1B)011 |, |Im gNR(1B)011 | < 5× 10−27 GeV ” [36]*
|bT | < 3× 10−15 GeV Astrophysical polarimetry [37]*
|b˜Z | < 1.8× 10−24 GeV Penning trap [81]
|b˜∗Z | < 3.5× 10−24 GeV ” [81]
|b˜Z | < 2.1× 10−22 GeV ” [82]
|b˜∗Z | < 2.6× 10−22 GeV ” [82]
|b˜Z | < 2× 10−21 GeV ” [32]*
|b˜∗Z | < 6× 10−21 GeV ” [32]*
|b˜⊥| < 7.6× 10−33 GeV He/Xe magnetometer [83]*
|b0| < 3× 10−8 GeV Cs spectroscopy [38]*
” < 7× 10−8 GeV ” [83]*
” < 4× 10−8 GeV ” [39]*
” < 8× 10−8 GeV Tl spectroscopy [38]*, [39]*
b˜Z < 7× 10−29 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [84]
b˜⊥ < 4× 10−30 GeV ” [84]
b˜⊥ < 6× 10−32 GeV K/He magnetometer [85]
b˜X (6.0± 1.3)× 10−31 GeV ” [41]




2 + (b˜eY + b˜
p
Y )
2 (3± 2)× 10−27 GeV H maser [86]
|b˜J |, (J = X,Y ) < 2× 10−27 GeV ” [87]
” < 10−27 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [48], [49]*
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Table D10. Proton sector, d = 4 (part 1 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
c˜pQ + 0.021c˜
n
Q (0.4± 2.8)× 10−22 GeV Cs fountain [88], [89]*
c˜p− + 0.021c˜
n
− (−0.2± 1.2)× 10−23 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pX + 0.021c˜
n
X (2.0± 7.0)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pY + 0.021c˜
n
Y −1.1± 2.2)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pZ + 0.021c˜
n
Z (−1.3± 5.2)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pTX + 0.021c˜
n
TX (2.0± 7.6)× 10−20 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pTY + 0.021c˜
n
TY (−1.8± 7.8)× 10−20 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pTZ + 0.021c˜
n
TZ (1.4± 4.6)× 10−21 GeV ” [88], [89]*
c˜pTT + 0.021c˜
n
TT (−2.2± 9.1)× 10−16 GeV ” [88], [89]*
cXn + 0.9c
X
p − 0.4κXDE −(5.3± 4.9)× 10−29 Ne/Rb/K magnetometer [90], [91]*
cYn + 0.9c
Y
p − 0.4κYDE (3.1± 3.8)× 10−29 ” [90], [91]*
cZn + 0.9c
Z
p − 0.4κZDE (1.3± 1.6)× 10−29 ” [90], [91]*
c−n + 0.9c
−
p − 0.4κ−DE −(1.6± 1.9)× 10−29 ” [90], [91]*
c˜Q (−0.3± 2.1)× 10−22 GeV Cs fountain [88], [92]*
c˜− (1.4± 9.0)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜X (−1.5± 5.3)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜Y (0.8± 1.6)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜Z (1.0± 3.9)× 10−24 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜TX (−1.5± 5.7)× 10−20 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜TY (1.4± 5.9)× 10−20 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜TZ (−1.1± 3.5)× 10−20 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˜TT (1.6± 6.9)× 10−16 GeV ” [88], [92]*
c˚UR(4) > −5× 10−23 Astrophysics [51]*, [18]*
” < 5× 10−24 ” [52]*, [18]*
” > −2× 10−22 ” [54]*, [18]*
” < 4.5× 10−23 ” [93]*, [18]*
c˚
UR(4)
p − c˚UR(4)e (−9.8 to 9.8)× 10−22 ” [94]*, [18]*
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Table D10. Proton sector, d = 4 (part 2 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
|c˜Q| < 2× 10−11 GeV Relativistic Li ions [60]
cTT (0.24± 0.30)× 10−6 Nuclear binding energy [63]
” (−3.3± 3.5)× 10−6 Cs interferometer [64]
c˜Q (−0.3± 2.2)× 10−22 GeV Cs fountain [88]
c˜− (−1.8± 2.8)× 10−25 GeV ” [88]
c˜X (0.6± 1.2)× 10−25 GeV ” [88]
c˜Y (−1.9± 1.2)× 10−25 GeV ” [88]
c˜Z (−1.4± 2.8)× 10−25 GeV ” [88]
c˜TX (−2.7± 3.0)× 10−21 GeV ” [88]
c˜TY (−0.2± 3.0)× 10−21 GeV ” [88]
c˜TZ (−0.4± 2.0)× 10−21 GeV ” [88]
|cXX + cY Y − 2cZZ | < 10−11 Doppler shift [70]*
|cTJ + cJT | , (J = X,Y, Z) < 10−8 ” [70]*
rH
−
< 9× 10−27 Penning trap [95]
rH
−
ωc < 4× 10−26 ” [96]
c
(4)p
00 − 34 κ˜tr − 38 (f (4)p0 )2 > −4.5× 10−20 Cosmic rays [97]*
|d(4)p00 | < 4.5× 10−20 ” [97]*
|e(4)p0 | < 3.7× 10−10 ” [97]*
|˚g(4)p1 | < 3.7× 10−10 ” [97]*
c
(4)p
33 − 38 (f (4)p3 )2 > −4.5× 10−20 ” [97]*




2 < 3.7× 10−10 ” [97]*
|g(4)p033 | < 3.7× 10−10 ” [97]*
|d00| < 8× 10−8 Cs spectroscopy [83]*
” < 5× 10−8 ” [39]*
” < 3× 10−8 ” [83]*
” < 9× 10−8 Tl spectroscopy [39]*, [83]*
d˜J , g˜DJ , (J = X,Y ) < 3× 10−28 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [84]
|d˜J |, |g˜D,J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−25 GeV ” [48], [49]*
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Table D11. Nonminimal proton sector, d ≥ 5
Combination Result System Ref.
|˚aNRp,2 | < 1× 10−9 GeV−1 H, H spectroscopy [74]*∣∣3˚aNRp,2 − a˚NRn,2 − 4〈p2pd〉(˚aNRp,4 + a˚NRn,4)− 3˚cNRp,2 + c˚NRn,2
−4〈p2pd〉(˚cNRp,4 + c˚NRn,4)
∣∣ < 2× 10−7 GeV−1 Deuterium 1S-2S [36]*
|ReHNR(0B)211 |, |ImHNR(0B)211 |, |Re gNR(0B)211 |, |Im gNR(0B)211 | < 7× 10−16 GeV−1 H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)211 |, |ImHNR(1B)211 |, |Re gNR(1B)211 |, |Im gNR(1B)211 | < 4× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)TTXeff | < 3.4× 10−8 GeV−1 1S-2S transition [36]*
|a(5)TTYeff | < 5.6× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)TTZeff | < 1.3× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)KKXeff | < 6.7× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)KKYeff | < 1.1× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|a(5)KKZeff | < 2.5× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [36]*
|c(6)TTTXeff | < 1.8× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TTTYeff | < 3.0× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TTTZeff | < 6.9× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TKKXeff | < 1.8× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TKKYeff | < 3.0× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
|c(6)TKKZeff | < 6.9× 10−8 GeV−2 ” [36]*
c˚UR(6) (−0.0034 to 3.4)× 10−42 GeV−2 Astrophysics [98]*, [18]*
|˚aNRp,4 | < 14 GeV−3 H, H spectroscopy [74]*
|ReHNR(0B)411 |, |ImHNR(0B)411 |, |Re gNR(0B)411 |, |Im gNR(0B)411 | < 9× 10−6 GeV−3 H maser [36]*
|ReHNR(1B)411 |, |ImHNR(1B)411 |, |Re gNR(1B)411 |, |Im gNR(1B)411 | < 5× 10−6 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTTTXeff | < 1.1× 10−8 GeV−3 1S-2S transition [36]*
|a(7)TTTTYeff | < 1.9× 10−8 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTTTZeff | < 4.4× 10−8 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKXeff | < 7.6× 10−9 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKYeff | < 1.3× 10−8 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)TTKKZeff | < 2.9× 10−8 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLXeff | < 8.7× 102 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLYeff | < 1.5× 103 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|a(7)KKLLZeff | < 3.4× 103 GeV−3 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTXeff | < 8.1× 10−9 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTYeff | < 1.4× 10−8 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTTTZeff | < 3.1× 10−8 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKXeff | < 4.1× 10−9 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKYeff | < 6.8× 10−9 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TTTKKZeff | < 1.6× 10−8 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLXeff | < 1.5× 102 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLYeff | < 2.6× 102 GeV−4 ” [36]*
|c(8)TKKLLZeff | < 6.0× 102 GeV−4 ” [36]*
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Table D12. Neutron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 1 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
|ReHNR(0B)011 |, |ImHNR(0B)011 |, |Re gNR(0B)011 |, |Im gNR(0B)011 | < 4× 10−33 GeV He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
|ReHNR(1B)011 |, |ImHNR(1B)011 |, |Re gNR(1B)011 |, |Im gNR(1B)011 | < 2× 10−33 GeV ” [74]*
|b˜⊥| < 1.5× 10−33 GeV He/Xe magnetometer [83]*
|b0| < 3× 10−7 GeV Cs spectroscopy [83]*
” < 2× 10−7 GeV ” [39]*
b˜X (4.1± 4.7)× 10−34 GeV He/Xe magnetometer [99]
b˜Y (2.9± 6.2)× 10−34 GeV ” [99]
b˜⊥ < 1.3× 10−33 GeV ” [99]
b˜Z < 7× 10−30 GeV Hg/Cs magnetometer [84]
b˜⊥ < 3.7× 10−31 GeV ” [84]
b˜X (3.36± 1.72)× 10−32 GeV He/Xe magnetometer [100]
b˜Y (1.43± 1.33)× 10−32 GeV ” [100]
|b˜⊥| < 3.72× 10−32 GeV ” [100], [101]
b˜X (0.1± 1.6)× 10−33 GeV K/He magnetometer [85]
b˜Y (2.5± 1.6)× 10−33 GeV ” [85]
|b˜⊥| < 3.7× 10−33 GeV ” [85]
b⊥ < 2× 10−29 GeV Ultra-cold neutrons [102]
−4.2b(n)i + 0.7b(p)i 2π(53± 45 nHz) Xe/He maser [103]*
|bJ − 12 ǫJKLHKL|, (J = X,Y ) < 10−28 GeV Maser/magnetometer [104]*
b˜X (−3.7± 8.1)× 10−32 GeV K/He magnetometer [41]
b˜Y (−9.0± 7.5)× 10−32 GeV ” [41]
b˜Y − 0.0034d˜Y + 0.0034g˜DY (8.0± 9.5)× 10−32 GeV Xe/He maser [105]
−b˜X − 0.0034d˜X − 0.0034g˜DX (2.2± 7.9)× 10−32 GeV ” [105]
− cos η(12 b˜T + 12 d˜− − g˜c − 12 g˜T ) (−1.1± 1.0)× 10−27 GeV ” [105]
− cosη(g˜T − 2d˜+ + 12 d˜Q)
+ sin η(d˜Y Z − H˜XT )
−H˜ZT (0.2± 1.8)× 10−27 GeV ” [105]
(12 b˜T +
1
2 d˜− − g˜c − 12 g˜T ) (−1.8± 1.9)× 10−27 GeV ” [105]
−(g˜T − 2d˜+ + 12 d˜Q)
cos η(H˜ZT − d˜XY )− sin ηH˜Y T (−1.1± 0.8)× 10−27 GeV ” [105]√
(b˜X)2 + (b˜Y )2 (6.4± 5.4)× 10−32 GeV ” [106]
rn < 1.5× 10−30 Hg/Cs comparison [45]
|b˜J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−30 GeV ” [48], [49]*
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Table D12. Neutron sector, d = 3, 4 (part 2 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
cTX (−4± 6)× 10−6 Gravimetry [107]*
cTY (−1± 1)× 10−5 ” [107]*
cTZ (−1± 1)× 10−5 ” [107]*
c˜Q (−1.8± 2.2)× 10−14 GeV Quartz oscillators [108]
cTT (1.1± 1.4)× 10−6 Nuclear binding energy [63]
” (7.6± 6.7)× 10−6 Cs interferometer [64]
cY Z + cZY (4.8± 4.4)× 10−29 Ne/Rb/K magnetometer [90]
cXZ + cZX (−2.8± 3.4)× 10−29 ” [90]
cXY + cYX (−1.2± 1.4)× 10−29 ” [90]
cXX − cY Y (1.4± 1.7)× 10−29 ” [90]
|cQ| < 10−8 Combined WEP [28]*
|c'| < 10−8 Solar system [28]*
|c⊕| < 10−7 ” [28]*
1
4 |cQ|, |c(TJ)|, (J = X,Y, Z) < 5× 10−14 Astrophysics [109]*
min(|c11 − c22|, |c11 − c33|, |c22 − c33|) < 1.7× 10−8 Pulsar timing [110]*
|c˜J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−25 GeV Be/H comparison [111], [49]*
|c˜−|, |c˜Z | < 10−27 GeV Hg/Hg & Ne/He comparison [112], [113], [49]*
|d00| < 3× 10−7 Cs spectroscopy [83]*
” < 2× 10−7 ” [39]*
d˜J , g˜DJ , (J = X,Y ) < 3× 10−29 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [84]
|mdJT − 12ǫJKLmgKLT |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−28 GeV Maser/magnetometer [104]*
1
2 |d(XZ)|, |d(TZ)| < 5× 10−14 Astrophysics [109]*
|d˜J |, |g˜D,J |, (J = X,Y ) < 10−28 GeV Hg/Cs comparison [48], [49]*
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Table D13. Nonminimal neutron sector, d = 5, 6
Combination Result System Ref.
Re aNR221 (−3.3± 3.0)× 10−29 GeV−1 K/Rb/Ne magnetometer [74]*
Im aNR221 (−1.9± 2.3)× 10−29 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Re aNR222 (1.0± 1.2)× 10−29 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Im aNR222 (8.3± 9.6)× 10−30 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Re cNR221 (−3.3± 3.0)× 10−29 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Im cNR221 (−1.9± 2.3)× 10−29 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Re cNR222 (1.0± 1.2)× 10−29 GeV−1 ” [74]*
Im cNR222 (8.3± 9.6)× 10−30 GeV−1 ” [74]*
|ReHNR(0B)211 |, |ImHNR(0B)211 |, |Re gNR(0B)211 |, |Im gNR(0B)211 | < 4× 10−31 GeV−1 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
|ReHNR(1B)211 |, |ImHNR(1B)211 |, |Re gNR(1B)211 |, |Im gNR(1B)211 | < 2× 10−31 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)X(TXT )
eff < 1× 10−27 GeV−1 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
H˜
(5)X(TY T )
eff < 8× 10−28 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)X(TZT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (TXT )
eff < 8× 10−28 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (TY T )
eff < 8× 10−28 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (TZT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)X(JXJ)
eff < 4× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)X(JY J)
eff < 3× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)X(JZJ)
eff < 6× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (JXJ)
eff < 2× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (JY J)
eff < 3× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)Y (JZJ)
eff < 6× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
H˜
(5)TJTJ
eff < 6× 10−25 GeV−1 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)X(TXTT )
eff < 9× 10−28 GeV−2 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
g˜
(6)X(TY TT )
eff < 7× 10−28 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)X(TZTT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (TXTT )
eff < 6× 10−28 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (TY TT )
eff < 7× 10−28 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (TZTT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)X(JXJT )
eff < 9× 10−26 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)X(JY JT )
eff < 7× 10−26 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)X(JZJT )
eff < 2× 10−25 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (JXJT )
eff < 2× 10−25 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (JY JT )
eff < 7× 10−26 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)Y (JZJT )
eff < 2× 10−25 GeV−2 ” [74]*
g˜
(6)TJTJT
eff < 5× 10−25 GeV−2 ” [74]*
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Table D14. Nonminimal neutron sector, d ≥ 7 (part 1 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
Re aNR421 (−3.7± 3.4)× 10−27 GeV−3 K/Rb/Ne magnetometer [74]*
Im aNR421 (−2.2± 2.6)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Re aNR422 (1.1± 1.3)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Im aNR422 (0.9± 1.1)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Re cNR421 (−3.7± 3.4)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Im cNR421 (−2.2± 2.6)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Re cNR422 (1.1± 1.3)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
Im cNR422 (0.9± 1.1)× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
|ReHNR(0B)411 |, |ImHNR(0B)411 |, |Re gNR(0B)411 |, |Im gNR(0B)411 | < 4× 10−29 GeV−3 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
|ReHNR(1B)411 |, |ImHNR(1B)411 |, |Re gNR(1B)411 |, |Im gNR(1B)411 | < 2× 10−39 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(TXTTT )
eff < 8× 10−28 GeV−3 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
H˜
(7)X(TY TTT )
eff < 6× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(TZTTT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (TXTTT )
eff < 6× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (TY TTT )
eff < 6× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (TZTTT )
eff < 2× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JXJTT )
eff < 4× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JY JTT )
eff < 3× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JZJTT )
eff < 7× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JXJTT )
eff < 3× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JY JTT )
eff < 3× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JZJTT )
eff < 7× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)TJTJTT
eff < 2× 10−25 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JXJKK)
eff < 4× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JY JKK)
eff < 3× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)X(JZJKK)
eff < 7× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JXJKK)
eff < 3× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JY JKK)
eff < 3× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)Y (JZJKK)
eff < 7× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
H˜
(7)TJTJKK
eff < 6× 10−23 GeV−3 ” [74]*
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Table D14. Nonminimal neutron sector, d ≥ 7 (part 2 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
g˜
(8)X(TXTTTT )
eff < 7× 10−28 GeV−4 He/Xe magnetometer [74]*
g˜
(8)X(TY TTTT )
eff < 5× 10−28 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(TZTTTT )
eff < 1× 10−27 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (TXTTTT )
eff < 5× 10−28 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (TY TTTT )
eff < 5× 10−28 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (TZTTTT )
eff < 1× 10−27 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JXJTTT )
eff < 2× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JY JTTT )
eff < 1× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JZJTTT )
eff < 4× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JXJTTT )
eff < 1× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JY JTTT )
eff < 1× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JZJTTT )
eff < 3× 10−26 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)TJTJTTT
eff < 4× 10−25 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JXJTKK)
eff < 7× 10−24 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JY JTKK)
eff < 5× 10−24 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)X(JZJTKK)
eff < 1× 10−23 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JXJTKK)
eff < 5× 10−24 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JY JTKK)
eff < 5× 10−24 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)Y (JZJTKK)
eff < 1× 10−23 GeV−4 ” [74]*
g˜
(8)TJTJTKK
eff < 2× 10−23 GeV−4 ” [74]*
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Table D15. Photon sector, d = 3
Combination Result System Ref.
kZAF < 10
−28 GeV PVLAS [114]*
” < 10−19 GeV Hydrogen spectroscopy [114]*
|k(3)(V )10| < 16× 10−21 GeV Schumann resonances [115]*









4π (10+4−8)× 10−43 GeV CMB polarization [19]*
|k(3)
AF
| (15± 6)× 10−43 GeV ” [14]*, [13]*
k
(3)
(V )10 ±(3± 1)× 10−42 GeV ” [14]*
Re k
(3)
(V )11 ±(21+7−9)× 10−43 GeV ” [14]*
|k(3)
AF
| (0.57± 0.70)H0 Astrophysical birefringence [116]*
|2k(3)
AF
| 10−41 GeV ” [117]*
|∑jm Yjmk(3)(V )jm| < 6× 10−43 GeV ” [118]*, [13]*
|k(3)(V )00| < 14× 10−21 GeV Schumann resonances [115]*
k
(3)
(V )00 (1.1± 1.3± 1.5)× 10−43 GeV CMB polarization [119]
” (0.04± 0.35)× 10−43 GeV ” [120]*
” (−0.64± 0.50± 0.50)× 10−43 GeV ” [121]
” (4.3± 4.1)× 10−43 GeV ” [122]
” (−1.4± 0.9± 0.5)× 10−43 GeV ” [123]
” (2.3± 5.4)× 10−43 GeV ” [19]*
” < 2.5× 10−43 GeV ” [124]*, [19]*
” (1.2± 2.2)× 10−43 GeV ” [125], [19]*
” (12± 7)× 10−43 GeV ” [14]*
” (2.6± 1.9)× 10−43 GeV ” [126]*, [19]*
” (2.5± 3.0)× 10−43 GeV ” [127]*, [19]*
” (6.0± 4.0)× 10−43 GeV ” [128]*, [14]*
” (1.1± 1.4)H0 Astrophysical birefringence [116]*
” < 2× 10−42 GeV ” [118]*, [13]*
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 1 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(κ˜e−)XY | < 2.7× 10−22 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜e−)
XY (0.8± 0.4)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [130]
” (−0.7± 1.6)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
” (0.8± 0.6)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (−0.31± 0.73)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
” (0.0± 1.0± 0.3)× 10−17 ” [134]
” (−0.1± 0.6)× 10−17 ” [135]
” (−7.7± 4.0)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (2.9± 2.3)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (−3.1± 2.5)× 10−16 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (−0.63± 0.43)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (−1.7± 1.6)× 10−15 Optical, microwave resonators [68]*
” (−5.7± 2.3)× 10−15 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (1.7± 2.6)× 10−15 Optical resonators [140]
” (1.4± 1.4)× 10−13 Microwave resonators [141]
|(κ˜e−)XZ | < 2.1× 10−20 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜e−)
XZ (−0.3± 0.6)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [130]
” (−5.5± 4.0)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
” (1.5± 1.3)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (0.54± 0.70)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
” (0.4± 1.5± 0.1)× 10−17 ” [134]
” (−2.0± 0.9)× 10−17 ” [135]
” (−10.3± 3.9)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (−6.9± 2.2)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (5.7± 4.9)× 10−16 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (0.19± 0.37)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (−4.0± 3.3)× 10−15 Optical, microwave resonators [68]*
” (−3.2± 1.3)× 10−15 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (−6.3± 12.4)× 10−15 Optical resonators [140]
” (−3.5± 4.3)× 10−13 Microwave resonators [141]
|(κ˜e−)Y Z | < 2.1× 10−20 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜e−)
Y Z (0.0± 0.6)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [130]
” (−1.9± 3.2)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
” (1.7± 1.3)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (−0.97± 0.74)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
” (−0.6± 1.4± 0.5)× 10−17 ” [134]
” (−0.3± 1.4)× 10−17 ” [135]
” (0.9± 4.2)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (2.1± 2.1)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (−1.5± 4.4)× 10−16 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (−0.45± 0.37)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (0.52± 2.52)× 10−15 Optical, microwave resonators [68]*
” (−0.5± 1.3)× 10−15 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (3.6± 9.0)× 10−15 Optical resonators [140]
” (1.7± 3.6)× 10−13 Microwave resonators [141]
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 2 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(κ˜e−)XX − (κ˜e−)Y Y | < 5.5× 10−22 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜e−)
XX − (κ˜e−)Y Y (0.8± 0.8)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [130]
” (−1.5± 3.4)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
” (0.2± 1.0)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (0.80± 1.27)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
” (0.8± 2.0± 0.3)× 10−17 ” [134]
” (−2.0± 1.7)× 10−17 ” [135]
” (−12± 16)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (−5.0± 4.7)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (5.4± 4.8)× 10−16 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (−1.3± 0.9)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (2.8± 3.3)× 10−15 Optical, microwave resonators [68]*
” (−3.2± 4.6)× 10−15 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (8.9± 4.9)× 10−15 Optical resonators [140]
” (−1.0± 2.1)× 10−13 Microwave resonators [141]
(κ˜e−)
ZZ (4.8± 1.1)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [130]
” (−286± 279)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
” (143± 179)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (−0.04± 1.73)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
” (1.6± 2.4± 1.1)× 10−17 ” [134]
” (−0.2± 3.1)× 10−17 ” [135]
” (223± 290)× 10−16 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (143± 179)× 10−16 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (−1.9± 5.2)× 10−15 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (21± 57)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (−2.9± 2.2)× 10−14 Optical resonators [142]
|(κ˜e−)(kl)| < 4× 10−18 Astrophysics [143]*
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 3 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(κ˜o+)XY | < 6.6× 10−15 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜o+)
XY (−3.0± 3.4)× 10−14 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
κ˜XYo+ (0.7± 1.0)× 10−14 Optical ring cavity [144]
(κ˜o+)
XY (−1.5± 1.2)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
XY (−0.14± 0.78)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
(κ˜o+)
XY (1.5± 1.5± 0.2)× 10−13 ” [134]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
XY (−2.5± 2.5)× 10−17 ” [135]
(κ˜o+)
XY (1.7± 2.0)× 10−12 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (−0.9± 2.6)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (−2.5± 5.1)× 10−12 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (0.20± 0.21)× 10−11 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (−1.8± 1.5)× 10−11 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (14± 14)× 10−11 Optical resonators [140]
|(κ˜o+)XZ | < 5.7× 10−15 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜o+)
XZ (0.21± 1.7)× 10−14 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
κ˜XZo+ (−0.6± 1.2)× 10−14 Optical ring cavity [144]
(κ˜o+)
XZ (1.6± 2.2)× 10−13 Asymmetric optical resonator [145]
” (0.7± 1.4)× 10−12 ” [146]
” (1.7± 0.7)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
XZ (−0.45± 0.62)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
(κ˜o+)
XZ (−0.1± 1.0± 0.2)× 10−13 ” [134]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
XZ (1.5± 1.7)× 10−17 ” [135]
(κ˜o+)
XZ (−3.1± 2.3)× 10−12 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (−4.4± 2.5)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (−3.6± 2.7)× 10−12 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (−0.91± 0.46)× 10−11 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (−1.4± 2.3)× 10−11 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (−1.2± 2.6)× 10−11 Optical resonators [140]
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 4 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(κ˜o+)Y Z | < 5.2× 10−15 Laser interferometry [129]
(κ˜o+)
Y Z (−2.0± 1.6)× 10−14 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
κ˜Y Zo+ (0.5± 1.0)× 10−14 Optical ring cavity [144]
(κ˜o+)
Y Z (0.2± 0.7)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
Y Z (−0.34± 0.61)× 10−17 Rotating optical resonators [133]
(κ˜o+)
Y Z (−0.1± 1.0± 0.4)× 10−13 ” [134]
β⊕(κ˜o+)
Y Z (−1.0± 1.5)× 10−17 ” [135]
(κ˜o+)
Y Z (−2.8± 2.2)× 10−12 Optical, microwave resonators [67]*
” (−3.2± 2.3)× 10−12 Rotating microwave resonators [136]
” (2.9± 2.8)× 10−12 Rotating optical resonators [137]
” (0.44± 0.46)× 10−11 Rotating microwave resonators [138]
” (2.7± 2.2)× 10−11 Microwave resonator, maser [139]
” (0.1± 2.7)× 10−11 Optical resonators [140]√
(2cTX − κ˜Y Zo+ )2 + (2cTY − κ˜ZXo+ )2 < 8.6× 10−10 Compton scattering [147]*√
(2cTX − κ˜Y Zo+ )2 + (2cTY − κ˜ZXo+ )2 < 4.6× 10−10 ” [148]*
” < 1.6× 10−14 ” [149]
(κ˜o+)
YX − 0.432(κ˜o+)ZX (4.0± 8.4)× 10−9 Microwave resonators [141]
(κ˜o+)
XY − 0.209(κ˜o+)Y Z (4.0± 4.9)× 10−9 ” [141]
(κ˜o+)
XZ − 0.484(κ˜o+)Y Z (1.6± 1.7)× 10−9 ” [141]
(κ˜o+)
Y Z + 0.484(κ˜o+)
XZ (0.6± 1.9)× 10−9 ” [141]
|(κ˜o+)(ij)| < 2× 10−18 Astrophysics [143]*
Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 5 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
κ˜tr > −3× 10−19 Astrophysics [150]*
|κ˜tr| < 9.2× 10−10 Laser interferometry [129]
κ˜tr (−6.0± 4.0)× 10−10 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131]
|κ˜tr| < 2× 10−8 Relativistic Li ions [60]
κ˜tr (−2 to 0.0006)× 10−16 Astrophysics [151]*
” (−0.4± 0.9)× 10−10 Optical ring cavity [144]
” (3± 11)× 10−10 Asymmetric optical resonator [145]
” (3.4± 6.2)× 10−9 ” [146]
” (−1.5± 0.74)× 10−8 Rotating microwave resonators [132]
” (−0.3± 3)× 10−7 Microwave interferometer [152]
|κ˜tr − 43ce00| < 5× 10−15 Collider physics [153]*
κ˜tr − 43ce00 (−5.8 to 12)× 10−12 ” [154]*
κ˜tr − 43cp00 < 6× 10−20 Astrophysics [155]*
− [κ˜tr − 43ce00] < 9× 10−16 ” [155]*
κ˜tr < 1.4× 10−19 ” [143]*
|κ˜tr| < 8.4× 10−8 Optical atomic clocks [156]
” < 2.2× 10−7 Heavy-ion storage ring [157]*
” < 2× 10−14 Astrophysics [158]*
” < 3× 10−8 ge − 2 [158]*
” < 1.6× 10−5 Sagnac interferometer [159]
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 6 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|c(4)(I)00| < 3.3× 10−9 Laser interferometry [129]
|c(4)(I)10| < 6.7× 10−15 ” [129]
|Re c(4)(I)11| < 3.8× 10−15 ” [129]
|Im c(4)(I)11| < 4.1× 10−15 ” [129]
|c(4)(I)21| < 1.3× 10−20 ” [129]
|c(4)(I)22| < 1.8× 10−22 ” [129]
c
(4)
(I)10 (−7± 10)× 10−15 Optical ring cavity [144], [160]*
” (31± 35)× 10−15 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131], [160]*
Re c
(4)
(I)11 (4± 7)× 10−15 Optical ring cavity [144], [160]*
” (−14± 12)× 10−15 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131], [160]*
Im c
(4)
(I)11 (−4± 9)× 10−15 Optical ring cavity [144], [160]*
” (2 ± 12)× 10−15 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131], [160]*
c
(4)
(I)20 (−3.8± 0.9)× 10−17 Rotating optical oscillators [130], [160]*
Re c
(4)
(I)21 (−3.6± 2.6)× 10−18 Sapphire cavity oscillators [131], [160]*
Im c
(4)
(I)21 (1.2± 2.1)× 10−18 ” [131], [160]*
Re c
(4)
(I)22 (5 ± 11)× 10−19 ” [131], [160]*
Im c
(4)
(I)22 (−5± 10)× 10−19 ” [131], [160]*
c
(4)
(I)20 (3 ± 16)× 10−15 Rotating microwave resonators [161]
Re c
(4)
(I)21 (20± 23)× 10−17 ” [161]
Im c
(4)
(I)21 (137± 71)× 10−18 ” [161]
Re c
(4)
(I)22 (−4± 23)× 10−17 ” [161]
Im c
(4)
(I)22 (20± 22)× 10−18 ” [161]
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Table D16. Photon sector, d = 4 (part 7 of 7)
Combination Result System Ref.
|k(4)(E)20| < 2.4× 10−34 Spectropolarimetry [162]
|Re k(4)(E)21| < 1.0× 10−34 ” [162]
|Im k(4)(E)21| < 1.6× 10−34 ” [162]
|Re k(4)(E)22| < 2.4× 10−34 ” [162]
|Im k(4)(E)22| < 2.6× 10−34 ” [162]
|k(4)(B)20| < 1.5× 10−34 ” [162]
|Re k(4)(B)21| < 2.2× 10−34 ” [162]
|Im k(4)(B)21| < 1.4× 10−34 ” [162]
|Re k(4)(B)22| < 1.9× 10−34 ” [162]
|Im k(4)(B)22| < 2.5× 10−34 ” [162]
|∑jm 2Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 7× 10−32 ” [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 2× 10−31 ” [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(27◦, 6◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−37 Astrophysical birefringence [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(112◦, 279◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−38 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(61◦, 229◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−38 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(129◦, 333◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−38 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−37 ” [13]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)(k(4)(E)jm + ik(4)(B)jm)| < 10−37 ” [13]*
k
(4)
(E)20 ±(17+7−9)× 10−31 CMB polarization [14]*
k
(4)






2 < 1.4× 10−16 Astrophysical birefringence [165]*√∑
m(|k(4)(E)2m|2 + |k(4)(B)2m|2) < 5× 10−32 ” [11]*, [13]*
|ka| for some a < 2× 10−37 ” [166]*
|ka| for a = 1, . . . , 10 < 2× 10−32 ” [11]*
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Table D17. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 5
Combination Result System Ref.
|∑jm Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 1× 10−23 GeV−1 Spectropolarimetry [163]
|∑jm Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 3× 10−23 GeV−1 ” [163]
|k(5)(V )00| < 5× 10−23 GeV−1 ” [163]
|k(5)(V )00| < 5.0× 10−26 GeV−1 Astrophysical birefringence [167]
|k(5)(V )10| < 6.5× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )11| < 7.8× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )11| < 2.9× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|k(5)(V )20| < 3.0× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )21| < 7.5× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )21| < 2.4× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )22| < 2.1× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )22| < 1.7× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|k(5)(V )30| < 2.1× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )31| < 1.4× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )31| < 1.0× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )32| < 8.3× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )32| < 1.4× 10−26 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Re k(5)(V )33| < 9.7× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [167]
|Im k(5)(V )33| < 5.8× 10−27 GeV−1 ” [167]
|∑jm Yjm(27◦, 6◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 2× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 8× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(112◦, 279◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 7× 10−35 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 2× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(61◦, 229◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 2× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 9× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(129◦, 333◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 1× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 4× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 6× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [168], [164]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 3× 10−33 GeV−1 ” [169]*, [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(37◦, 0◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 1.2× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [170]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 4.2× 10−34 GeV−1 ” [170]*
|∑jm Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 7× 10−33 GeV−1 ” [13]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 2× 10−32 GeV−1 ” [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)k(5)(V )jm| < 4× 10−33 GeV−1 ” [13]*
|k(5)(V )00| < 1× 10−32 GeV−1 ” [13]*
k
(5)
(V )00 (3.2± 2.1)× 10−20 GeV−1 CMB polarization [171]*





−3)× 10−20 GeV−1 ” [14]*
” −(8+3−4)× 10−20 GeV−1 ” [14]*
k
(5)





−4)× 10−20 GeV−1 ” [14]*
” −(8± 3)× 10−20 GeV−1 ” [14]*
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Table D18. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 6 (part 1 of 2)
Combination Result System Ref.
Re (c¬6F )111 (−1.55± 1.08)× 106 GeV−2 Asymmetric optical resonator [172]
Im (c¬6F )111 (−1.51± 1.08)× 106 GeV−2 ” [172]
(c¬(6)F )(0E)110 (−0.1± 1.5)× 103 GeV−2 Optical ring cavity [173]
Re (c¬(6)F )(0E)111 (0.8± 1.1)× 103 GeV−2 ” [173]
Im (c¬(6)F )(0E)111 (−0.6± 1.0)× 103 GeV−2 ” [173]
(c¬(6)F )(0E)220 (3 ± 13)× 1010 GeV−2 Rotating microwave resonators [161]
Re (c¬(6)F )(0E)221 (17± 19)× 108 GeV−2 ” [161]
Im (c¬(6)F )(0E)221 (114± 59)× 107 GeV−2 ” [161]
Re (c¬(6)F )(0E)222 (−3± 19)× 108 GeV−2 ” [161]
Im (c¬(6)F )(0E)222 (37± 40)× 107 GeV−2 ” [161]
|∑jm Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)c(6)(I)jm| < 60 GeV−2 Photometry [163]
|∑jm Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)c(6)(I)jm| < 800 GeV−2 ” [163]
|c(6)(I)00| < 200 GeV−2 ” [163]
c
(6)
(I)00 < 4× 10−23 GeV−2 Astrophysical dispersion [174]*
|c(6)(I)21| < 1.0× 10−2 GeV−2 Laser interferometry [129]
|c(6)(I)22| < 1.3× 10−4 GeV−2 ” [129]
|c(6)(I)41| < 1.3× 10−2 GeV−2 ” [129]
|c(6)(I)42| < 2.4× 10−4 GeV−2 ” [129]
|c(6)(I)43| < 3.0× 10−4 GeV−2 ” [129]
|c(6)(I)44| < 2.6× 10−4 GeV−2 ” [129]
c
(6)
(I)00 (−2.705 to 3.925)× 10−14 GeV−2 Astrophysical dispersion [175]
c
(6)
(I)10 (−3.753 to 2.889)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)11 (−2.816 to 3.574)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)11 (−3.299 to 5.984)× 10−15 GeV−2 ” [175]
c
(6)
(I)20 (−4.232 to 3.032)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)21 (−1.590 to 1.043)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)21 (−4.412 to 3.288)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)22 (−2.353 to 3.113)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)22 (−5.144 to 6.634)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
c
(6)
(I)30 (−4.823 to 6.435)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)31 (−2.439 to 1.798)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)31 (−2.822 to 2.078)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)32 (−3.125 to 3.855)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)32 (−2.171 to 1.624)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)33 (−3.693 to 2.943)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)33 (−4.216 to 5.656)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
c
(6)
(I)40 (−2.313 to 2.739)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)41 (−9.021 to 11.31)× 10−15 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)41 (−2.953 to 3.904)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)42 (−4.650 to 6.846)× 10−15 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)42 (−2.489 to 1.961)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)43 (−7.276 to 10.14)× 10−15 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)43 (−1.246 to 1.343)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Re c
(6)
(I)44 (−3.919 to 2.923)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
Im c
(6)
(I)44 (−1.801 to 1.427)× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [175]
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Table D18. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 6 (part 2 of 2)




(I)jm (−2.8 to 34)× 10−16 GeV−2 Astrophysical dispersion [176]
c
(6)




(I)jm (−8.7 to 20)× 10−20 GeV−2 ” [177]
c
(6)




(I)jm (−0.31 to 0.16)× 10−20 GeV−2 ” [177]
c
(6)




(I)jm (−3.4 to 5.2)× 10−20 GeV−2 ” [177]
c
(6)




(I)jm (−11 to 5.2)× 10−20 GeV−2 ” [177]
c
(6)




(I)jm < 3.9× 10−22 GeV−2 ” [178]
c
(6)




(I)jm < 3.2× 10−20 GeV−2 ” [179], [13]*
c
(6)
(I)00 < 1.1× 10−19 GeV−2 ” [179], [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(120◦, 330◦)c(6)(I)jm| < 7.4× 10−22 GeV−2 ” [180], [13]*











−7 × 10−22 GeV−2 ” [181], [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(99.7◦, 240◦)c(6)(I)jm| < 1× 10−16 GeV−2 ” [182], [13]*
|c(6)(I)00| < 4× 10−16 GeV−2 ” [182], [13]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 5× 10−15 GeV−2 Spectropolarimetry [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 1× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(27◦, 6◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−31 GeV−2 Astrophysical birefringence [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(112◦, 279◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−32 GeV−2 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(61◦, 229◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−31 GeV−2 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(129◦, 333◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−31 GeV−2 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−29 GeV−2 ” [13]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)(k(6)(E)jm + ik(6)(B)jm)| . 10−29 GeV−2 ” [13]*
k
(6)
(E)20 ±(11+4−5)× 10−10 GeV−2 CMB polarization [14]*
k
(6)
(E)30 ±(11+5−6)× 10−10 GeV−2 ” [14]*
k
(6)
(E)40 ±(11+5−6)× 10−10 GeV−2 ” [14]*
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Table D19. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 7
Combination Result System Ref.
|∑jm Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 2× 10−6 GeV−3 Spectropolarimetry [163]
|∑jm Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 4× 10−6 GeV−3 ” [163]
|k(7)(V )00| < 6× 10−6 GeV−3 ” [163]
|∑jm Yjm(27◦, 6◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 2× 10−28 GeV−3 Astrophysical birefringence [164]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 8× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(112◦, 279◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 4× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 1× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(61◦, 229◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 2× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 8× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(129◦, 333◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 8× 10−28 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 3× 10−27 GeV−3 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 2× 10−24 GeV−3 ” [13]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 7× 10−24 GeV−3 ” [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)k(7)(V )jm| < 5× 10−25 GeV−3 ” [13]*
|k(7)(V )00| < 2× 10−24 GeV−3 ” [13]*
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Table D20. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 8 (part 1 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
Re (c¬8F )311 − 0.093Re (c¬8F )111 (−5.33± 3.70)× 1021 GeV−4 Asymmetric optical resonator [172]
Im (c¬8F )311 − 0.093 Im(c¬8F )111 (−5.21± 3.68)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Re (c¬8F )111 (7.32± 5.04)× 1022 GeV−4 ” [172]
Im (c¬8F )111 (7.14± 5.00)× 1022 GeV−4 ” [172]
Re (c¬8F )311 (1.48± 0.98)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Im (c¬8F )311 (1.43± 0.98)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Re (c¬8F )332 (20.19± 12.24)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Im (c¬8F )332 (−3.60± 12.24)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Re (c¬8F )333 (−2.78± 3.80)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
Im (c¬8F )333 (−4.22± 3.82)× 1021 GeV−4 ” [172]
(c¬(8)F )(0E)310 − 0.020(c¬(8)F )(0E)110 (−0.2± 1.9)× 1019 GeV−4 Optical ring cavity [173]
Re
[
(c¬(8)F )(0E)311 − 0.020(c¬(8)F )(0E)111
]
(1.4± 1.3)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Im
[
(c¬(8)F )(0E)311 − 0.020(c¬(8)F )(0E)111
]
(0.1± 1.3)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
(c¬(8)F )(0E)330 (−0.8± 3.3)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)331 (−0.3± 1.9)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)331 (−2.8± 1.9)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)332 (2.2± 1.3)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)332 (0.2± 1.3)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)333 (−0.1± 1.6)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)333 (−0.1± 1.6)× 1019 GeV−4 ” [173]
(c¬(8)F )(0E)220 − 94(c¬(8)F )(0E)420 − 20(c¬(8)F )(0E)440 (5± 23)× 1037 GeV−4 Rotating microwave resonators [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)221 − 98Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)421 + 48Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)441 (11± 15)× 1036 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)221 − 98 Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)421 + 48 Im(c¬(8)F )(0E)441 (39± 15)× 1036 GeV−4 ” [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)221 − 92Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)421 − 11Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)441 (58± 55)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)221 − 92 Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)421 − 11 Im(c¬(8)F )(0E)441 (7± 55)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)222 − 96Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)422 + 3Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)442 (66± 29)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)222 − 96 Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)422 + 3 Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)442 (−26± 28)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)222 − 94Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)422 + 49Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)442 (−8± 24)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)222 − 94 Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)422 + 49 Im(c¬(8)F )(0E)442 (−25± 25)× 1035 GeV−4 ” [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)443 (−11± 15)× 1033 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)443 (−89± 53)× 1032 GeV−4 ” [161]
Re (c¬(8)F )(0E)444 (−5± 29)× 1033 GeV−4 ” [161]
Im (c¬(8)F )(0E)444 (−10± 28)× 1032 GeV−4 ” [161]
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Table D20. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 8 (part 2 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
|∑jm Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)c(8)(I)jm| < 8× 1018 GeV−4 Photometry [163]
|∑jm Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)c(8)(I)jm| < 1× 1020 GeV−4 ” [163]




(I)jm (−1.5 to 20)× 10−13 GeV−4 Astrophysical dispersion [176]
c
(8)




(I)jm < 2.1× 10−25 GeV−4 ” [178]
c
(8)




(I)jm < 2.6× 10−23 GeV−4 ” [179], [13]*
c
(8)
(I)00 < 9.2× 10−23 GeV−4 ” [179], [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(99.7◦, 240◦)c(8)(I)jm| < 3× 10−13 GeV−4 ” [182], [13]*
|c(8)(I)00| < 9× 10−13 GeV−4 ” [182], [13]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 200 GeV−4 Spectropolarimetry [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 400 GeV−4 ” [163]
|∑jm 2Yjm(27◦, 6◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−25 GeV−4 Astrophysical birefringence [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(112◦, 279◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−25 GeV−4 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(61◦, 229◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−24 GeV−4 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(129◦, 333◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−24 GeV−4 ” [164]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−20 GeV−4 ” [13]*
|∑jm 2Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)(k(8)(E)jm + ik(8)(B)jm)| . 10−20 GeV−4 ” [13]*
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Table D20. Nonminimal photon sector, d = 8 (part 3 of 3)








(8)Y ZY ZY ZY Z













(8)Y ZY ZY ZXZ








(8)Y ZY ZY ZXY








(8)Y ZY ZY ZTZ








(8)Y ZY ZY ZTY








(8)Y ZY ZY ZTX








(8)XYXY XY Y Z



























(8)XYXY Y ZY Z













(8)TY TY Y ZY Z





F < 4.3× 10−7 GeV−4 ” [183]*
k
(8)TZTZXY XY


























(8)Y ZY ZTY XZ



































(8)Y ZY ZTY XY

















(8)Y ZY ZTY TZ








































(8)XYXY TY Y Z





































F < 3.2× 10−7 GeV−4 ” [183]*
k
(8)TXTY XZY Z




(8)TY TZXY Y Z





F < 3.5× 10−7 GeV−4 ” [183]*
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Table D21. Nonminimal photon sector, d ≥ 9
Combination Result System Ref.
|∑jm Yjm(110.47◦, 71.34◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 3× 1011 GeV−5 Spectropolarimetry [163]
|∑jm Yjm(330.68◦, 42.28◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 8× 1011 GeV−5 ” [163]
|k(9)(V )00| < 1× 1012 GeV−5 ” [163]
|∑jm Yjm(27◦, 6◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 2× 10−22 GeV−5 Astrophysical birefringence [164]*
|k(9)(V )00| < 8× 10−22 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(112◦, 279◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 2× 10−21 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|k(9)(V )00| < 7× 10−21 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(61◦, 229◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 2× 10−20 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|k(9)(V )00| < 7× 10−20 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(129◦, 333◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 5× 10−21 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|k(9)(V )00| < 2× 10−20 GeV−5 ” [164]*
|∑jm Yjm(98.2◦, 182.1◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 6× 10−16 GeV−5 ” [13]*
|k(9)(V )00| < 2× 10−15 GeV−5 ” [13]*
|∑jm Yjm(87.3◦, 37.3◦)k(9)(V )jm| < 1× 10−16 GeV−5 ” [13]*




(I)jm (−9.1 to 100)× 10−11 GeV−6 Astrophysical dispersion [176]
c
(10)
(I)00 (−3.2 to 35)× 10−10 GeV−6 ” [176]
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Table D22. Nonminimal matter-photon sector, d ≥ 5
Combination Result System Ref.
|˜bXXF,e + b˜Y YF,e | < 2× 10−8 GeV−1 Penning trap [32]*
|˜bZZF,e| < 8× 10−9 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b(XZ)F,e | < 4× 10−10 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b(Y Z)F,e | < 4× 10−10 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b∗XXF,e + b˜∗Y YF,e | < 2× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b∗ZZF,e | < 8× 10−9 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜bXXF,p + b˜Y YF,p | < 1.1× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [81]
|˜bZZF,p| < 7.8× 10−9 GeV−1 ” [81]
|˜b∗XXF,p + b˜∗Y YF,p | < 7.4× 10−9 GeV−1 ” [81]
|˜b∗ZZF,p | < 2.7× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [81]
|˜bXXF,p + b˜Y YF,p | < 1.2× 10−6 GeV−1 ” [82]
|˜bZZF,p| < 8.8× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [82]
|˜b∗XXF,p + b˜∗Y YF,p | < 8.3× 10−7 GeV−1 ” [82]
|˜b∗ZZF,p | < 3.0× 10−6 GeV−1 ” [82]
|˜bXXF,p + b˜Y YF,p | < 1× 10−5 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜bZZF,p| < 1× 10−5 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b∗XXF,p + b˜∗Y YF,p | < 2× 10−5 GeV−1 ” [32]*
|˜b∗ZZF,p | < 8× 10−6 GeV−1 ” [32]*
ξTe < 10
−3 GeV−1 Bhabha, e−e+ scattering [184]*
|λe,4Tij |, |λe,1T0i| < 5.5× 10−11 GeV−1 Penning trap [185]*
|λe,4T0i|, |λ′e,1Ti0| < 3.8× 10−16 GeV−1 Electric dipole moment [185]*
|λe,1Tii| < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 ” [186]*
|λe,1T00| < 3.8× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [186]*
|λ′e,1Tii| < 3.5× 10−11 GeV−1 Penning trap [186]*
λe(κHB)33, |λe,A(κDB)33| < 2.3× 10−11 GeV−1 ” [187]*
λe(κHE)11 < 3.8× 10−16 GeV−1 Electric dipole moment [187]*
|λe,A(κDE)ii| < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 ” [187]*
0.71(dµ,XX + dµ,Y Y ) + 0.57dµ,ZZ < 1.5× 10−7 ” [188]
dn,12 < 1.5× 10−24 e cm ” [189]
dn,24 < 1.0× 10−24 e cm ” [189]
0.8d0d − 0.4d0u − 0.1d0s < 10−25 e cm ” [190]*
|c(6)F,pααY Z |, |c(6)F,pααY ZX | < 3× 10−9 GeV−2 Penning trap [32]*,[191]*
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Table D23. Muon sector, d = 3
Combination Result System Ref.
|ReHNR(0B)011 |, |ImHNR(0B)011 |, |Re gNR(0B)011 |, |Im gNR(0B)011 | < 2× 10−22 GeV Muonium spectroscopy [20]*
|ReHNR(1B)011 |, |ImHNR(1B)011 |, |Re gNR(1B)011 |, |Im gNR(1B)011 | < 7× 10−23 GeV ” [20]*
bT /mµ (7.3± 5.0)× 10−7 Muon decay [192]*














2 < 2.6× 10−24 GeV ” [193]√
(b˜X)2 + (b˜Y )2 < 2× 10−23 GeV Muonium spectroscopy [194]
bZ − 1.19(mµdZ0 +HXY ) (−1.4± 1.0)× 10−22 GeV BNL, CERN gµ − 2 data [195]
bZ (−2.3± 1.4)× 10−22 GeV CERN gµ − 2 data [195], [196]*
|ReH(3)(0B)011 |, |ImH(3)(0B)011 | < 5× 10−23 GeV ” [20]*
Hˇ
(3)
010 (−1.6± 1.7)× 10−22 GeV BNL, CERN gµ − 2 data [20]*
|Re Hˇ(3)011|, |Im Hˇ(3)011| < 2.0× 10−24 GeV BNL gµ − 2 [20]*
mµdZ0 +HXY (1.8± 6.0)× 10−23 GeV ” [193]
Table D24. Muon sector, d = 4
Combination Result System Ref.
cTT + 0.35(cXX + cY Y ) + 0.28cZZ < 8.5× 10−11 BNL gµ − 2 [197]*
|cµ − cγ | < 3× 10−11 Astrophysics [50]*
cTT − 0.05cZZ (4.9± 1.1)× 10−8 Muon decay [192]*
|c| < 10−11 Astrophysics [72]*





011| < 6.6× 10−25 BNL gµ − 2 [20]*
ˇg
(4)
010 (−2.3± 2.4)× 10−25 ” [20]*
mµg
(M)









2 < 1.1× 10−27 GeV ” [20]*
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Table D25. Nonminimal muon sector, d ≥ 5
Combination Result System Ref.
|˚aNR2 | < 8× 10−6 GeV−1 Muonium spectroscopy [20]*
|˚cNR2 | < 8× 10−6 GeV−1 ” [20]*
|ReHNR(0B)211 |, |ImHNR(0B)211 |, |Re gNR(0B)211 |, |Im gNR(0B)211 | < 1× 10−11 GeV−1 ” [20]*
|ReHNR(1B)211 |, |ImHNR(1B)211 |, |Re gNR(1B)211 |, |Im gNR(1B)211 | < 6× 10−12 GeV−1 ” [20]*
a˚UR(5) −mµg˚UR(6) (−1 to 1)× 10−34 GeV−1 Astrophysics [78]*, [18]*
|ReH(5)(0B)011 |, |ImH(5)(0B)011 | < 5× 10−21 GeV−1 Muonium spectroscopy [20]*
|Re Hˇ(5)011|, |Im Hˇ(5)011|, |Re Hˇ(5)211|, |Im Hˇ(5)211| < 2.1× 10−25 GeV−1 BNL gµ − 2 [20]*





210 (−1.7± 1.7)× 10−23 GeV−1 BNL, CERN gµ − 2 data [20]*
Hˇ
(5)
230 (2.9± 3.0)× 10−24 GeV−1 ” [20]*
c˚UR(6) (−8.5 to 0.0025)× 10−20 GeV−2 Astrophysics [78]*, [18]*



















210 (−2.4± 2.5)× 10−26 GeV−2 ” [20]*
ˇg
(6)
230 (−2.5± 2.5)× 10−26 GeV−2 ” [20]*
|˚aNR4 | < 1× 105 GeV−3 Muonium spectroscopy [20]*
|˚aNR4 | < 1× 106 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|˚cNR4 | < 1× 105 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|˚cNR4 | < 1× 106 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|ReHNR(0B)411 |, |ImHNR(0B)411 |, |Re gNR(0B)411 |, |Im gNR(0B)411 | < 2× 10−1 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|ReHNR(1B)411 |, |ImHNR(1B)411 |, |Re gNR(1B)411 |, |Im gNR(1B)411 | < 8× 10−2 GeV−3 ” [20]*












430 (3.0± 3.1)× 10−25 GeV−3 ” [20]*
Hˇ
(7)
450 (2.6± 2.6)× 10−25 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|Re Hˇ(7)011|, |Im Hˇ(7)011|, |Re Hˇ(7)211|, |Im Hˇ(7)211| < 2.2× 10−26 GeV−3 BNL gµ − 2 [20]*
|Re Hˇ(7)411|, |Im Hˇ(7)411| < 2.2× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|Re Hˇ(7)231|, |Im Hˇ(7)231|, |Re Hˇ(7)431|, |Im Hˇ(7)431| < 1.4× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [20]*
|Re Hˇ(7)451|, |Im Hˇ(7)451| < 1.1× 10−26 GeV−3 ” [20]*












430 (−2.6± 2.6)× 10−27 GeV−4 ” [20]*
ˇg
(8)

















































650 (2.7± 2.7)× 10−26 GeV−5 ” [20]*
Hˇ
(9)





















650 (1.7± 1.7)× 10−28 GeV−6 ” [20]*
ˇg
(10)
670 (1.3± 1.4)× 10−28 GeV−6 ” [20]*
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Table D26. Tau sector, d ≥ 3
Combination Result System Ref.
|bµ| < 8.5× 10−11 GeV Astrophysics [198]*
|cτ − cγ | < 1.2× 10−9 ” [50]*
|c| < 10−8 ” [72]*
a˚UR(5) −mτ g˚UR(6) (−2 to 2)× 10−33 GeV−1 ” [78]*, [18]*
Table D27. Neutrino sector, d = 2






> −1× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*






> −2× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*






> −2× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*








< 1× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*
” < 3× 10−17 GeV2 Mainz tritium decay [199]*
|Re (c(2)eff )eµ10 | < 1.5× 10−19 GeV2 LSND [15]*
” < 4.1× 10−20 GeV2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.3× 10−20 GeV2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(2)eff )eµ11 | < 3.0× 10−20 GeV2 LSND [15]*
” < 3.1× 10−20 GeV2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.8× 10−20 GeV2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(2)eff )eµ11 | < 3.0× 10−20 GeV2 LSND [15]*
” < 2.6× 10−20 GeV2 MiniBooNE [15]*








> −3× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*








< 1× 10−17 GeV2 Troitsk tritium decay [199]*
” < 3× 10−17 GeV2 Mainz tritium decay [199]*
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Table D28. Neutrino sector, d = 3 (part 1 of 5)
Combination Result System Ref.
a˚
(3)
of < 4× 10−6 GeV Double beta decay [200]
” (−26.5 to 7.60)× 10−6 GeV ” [201]
” < 7.5× 10−8 GeV ” [202]
|(a(3)of )00| < 3× 10−8 GeV Tritium decay [199]*
|(a(3)of )10| < 3× 10−8 GeV ” [199]*
|˚a(3)| < 5× 10−13 GeV IceCube meson threshold [203]*
” < 1.9× 10−7 GeV ” [15]*
|(a(3)eff )ee00| < 8.8× 10−20 GeV SNO [204]
|(a(3)eff )ee10| < 4.3× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )ee11| < 2.3× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Im (a(3)eff )ee11| < 2.5× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
(aR)
X
e¯e¯ (−5± 25)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
e¯e¯ (5± 25)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
|(a(3)eff )eµ00 | < 9.8× 10−20 GeV SNO [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ00 | < 1.3× 10−18 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−19 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 9.2× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|(a(3)eff )eµ10 | < 4.2× 10−21 GeV SNO [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ10 | < 3.8× 10−18 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−19 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 7.1× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ11 | < 2.2× 10−21 GeV SNO [204]
” < 7.6× 10−19 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 8.7× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.1× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(3)eff )eµ11 | < 2.5× 10−21 GeV SNO [204]
” < 7.6× 10−19 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 7.2× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.5× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ20 | < 1.3× 10−18 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−19 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ21 | < 1.7× 10−18 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 5.2× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.8× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(3)eff )eµ21 | < 1.7× 10−18 GeV LSND [15]*
” < 4.3× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 5.1× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(3)eff )eµ22 | < 6.9× 10−19 GeV LSND [15]*
|Im (a(3)eff )eµ22 | < 6.9× 10−19 GeV ” [15]*
|˚a(3)eµ | < 3.6× 10−19 GeV ” [15]*
” < 4.2× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.6× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [15]*
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Table D28. Neutrino sector, d = 3 (part 2 of 5)
Combination Result System Ref.
(aR)
X
e¯µ¯ (−3.4± 5.5)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
e¯µ¯ (−0.3± 5.5)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
Re (aTeµ), Im (a
T
eµ) < 1.8× 10−23 GeV Super-Kamiokande [206]
|Re (aL)Teµ|, |Im (aL)Teµ| < 4.2× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [207]
” < 2.6× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [207]
(aL)
T
eµ (−3.1± 0.9)× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [208]
(aL)
T
e¯µ¯ (0.2± 1.0)× 10−19 GeV LSND [208]
|Re (aL)Xeµ|, |Im (aL)Xeµ| < 1.6× 10−21 GeV Double Chooz [209]
” < 6.0× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [207]
” < 5.6× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 2.2× 10−20 GeV MINOS [210]
(aL)
X
eµ (0.6± 1.9)× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [208]
(aL)
X
e¯µ¯ (4.2± 1.5)× 10−19 GeV LSND [208]
|Re (aL)Yeµ|, |Im (aL)Yeµ| < 6.1× 10−20 GeV Double Chooz [209]
” < 5.0× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [207]
” < 5.9× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 2.2× 10−20 GeV MINOS [210]
(aL)
Y
eµ (−0.9± 1.8)× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [208]
(aL)
Y
e¯µ¯ (−1.7± 1.8)× 10−19 GeV LSND [208]
|Re (aL)Zeµ|, |Im (aL)Zeµ| < 5.6× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [207]
” < 3.5× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE ν [207]
(aL)
Z
eµ (−4.2± 1.2)× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [208]
(aL)
Z
e¯µ¯ (1.0± 5.4)× 10−19 GeV LSND [208]
−(aL)Teµ − 0.29(aL)Zeµ (5.8± 1.7)× 10−20 GeV Double Chooz [211]





eµ (0.5± 0.8)× 10−20 GeV ” [211]∣∣(aL)Teµ + 0.75(aL)Zeµ
−0.36[1.22(cL)TTeµ + 1.50(cL)TZeµ + 0.34(cL)ZZeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (3.1± 0.6± 0.9)× 10−20 GeV MiniBooNE [212]∣∣− (aL)Teµ − 0.75(aL)Zeµ
−0.60[1.22(cL)TTeµ + 1.50(cL)TZeµ + 0.34(cL)ZZeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (0.1± 0.8± 0.1)× 10−20 GeV ” [212]∣∣0.66(aL)Yeµ
−0.36[1.33(cL)TYeµ + 0.99(cL)Y Zeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (0.6± 0.9± 0.3)× 10−20 GeV ” [212]∣∣− 0.66(aL)Yeµ
−0.60[1.33(cL)TYeµ + 0.99(cL)Y Zeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (2.4± 1.3± 0.5)× 10−20 GeV ” [212]∣∣0.66(aL)Xeµ
−0.36[1.33(cL)TXeµ + 0.99(cL)XZeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (0.4± 0.9± 0.4)× 10−20 GeV ” [212]∣∣− 0.66(aL)Xeµ
−0.60[1.33(cL)TXeµ + 0.99(cL)XZeµ ] GeV
∣∣ (2.1± 1.2± 0.4)× 10−20 GeV ” [212]
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Table D28. Neutrino sector, d = 3 (part 3 of 5)
Combination Result System Ref.
Cµe (−0.3± 3.0)× 10−20 GeV T2K [213]
(Ac)µe (0.3± 3.2)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(As)µe (0.4± 3.8)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(Bc)µe (−1.2± 2.6)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(Bs)µe (2.0± 3.1)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
|(C)e¯µ¯|2 (10.7± 2.6± 1.3)× (10−19 GeV)2 LSND [214]
|(C)e¯µ¯|2 + 12 |(As)e¯µ¯|2 + 12 |(Ac)e¯µ¯|2 (9.9± 2.3± 1.4)× (10−19 GeV)2 ” [214]
|(C)e¯µ¯|2 + 12 |(As)e¯µ¯|2 + 12 |(Ac)e¯µ¯|2
+ 12 |(Bs)e¯µ¯|2 + 12 |(Bc)e¯µ¯|2
(10.5± 2.4± 1.4)× (10−19 GeV)2 ” [214]
|(a(3)eff )eτ00 | < 6.5× 10−20 GeV SNO [204]
|(a(3)eff )eτ10 | < 2.8× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )eτ11 | < 1.5× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Im (a(3)eff )eτ11 | < 1.7× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
(aR)
X
e¯τ¯ (−5.6± 8.0)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
e¯τ¯ (−0.9± 8.0)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
Re (aTeτ ) < 4.1× 10−23 GeV Super-Kamiokande [206]
Im (aTeτ ) < 2.8× 10−23 GeV ” [206]
|Re (aL)Teτ |, |Im (aL)Teτ | < 7.8× 10−20 GeV Double Chooz [209]
|Re (aL)Xeτ |, |Im (aL)Xeτ | < 4.4× 10−20 GeV ” [209]
|Re (aL)Yeτ |, |Im (aL)Yeτ | < 9.0× 10−20 GeV ” [209]
|Re (aL)Zeτ |, |Im (aL)Zeτ | < 2.7× 10−19 GeV ” [209]∣∣− (aL)Teτ − 0.29(aL)Zeτ + 0.0042[−1.46(cL)TTeτ
−0.57(cL)TZeτ + 0.38(cL)ZZeτ ] GeV
∣∣ < 7.8× 10−20 GeV ” [211]∣∣− 0.91(aL)Xeτ + 0.29(aL)Yeτ + 0.0042[−1.83(cL)TXeτ
+0.58(cL)
TY
eτ − 0.52(cL)XZeτ + 0.16(cL)Y Zeτ ] GeV








∣∣ < 7.0× 10−20 GeV ” [211]∣∣0.0042[0.26((cL)XXeτ − (cL)Y Yeτ ) + 0.75(cL)XYeτ ] GeV∣∣ < 5.4× 10−20 GeV ” [211]∣∣0.0042[0.38((cL)XXeτ − (cL)Y Yeτ )− 0.53(cL)XYeτ ] GeV∣∣ < 5.4× 10−20 GeV ” [211]
|(a(3)eff )µµ00 | < 8.2× 10−20 GeV SNO [204]
|(a(3)eff )µµ10 | < 5.4× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )µµ11 | < 2.9× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Im (a(3)eff )µµ11 | < 3.2× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
(aR)
X
µ¯µ¯ (9± 45)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
µ¯µ¯ (−9± 45)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
|(aL)0µµ − (aL)0ττ | < 1.9× 10−23 GeV Super-Kamiokande [215]*
|(aL)Xµµ|, |(aL)Yµµ|| < 4.8× 10−20 GeV T2K [216]
|(aL)0µµ − (aL)0ττ | < 6.3× 10−24 GeV Super-Kamiokande [217]*
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Table D28. Neutrino sector, d = 3 (part 4 of 5)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(a(3)eff )µτ00 | < 7.5× 10−20 GeV SNO [204]
|(a(3)eff )µτ10 | < 5.1× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )µτ11 | < 2.8× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Im (a(3)eff )µτ11 | < 3.1× 10−21 GeV ” [204]
|Re a˚(3)µτ |, |Im a˚(3)µτ | < 2.0× 10−24 GeV IceCube [218]
(aR)
X
µ¯τ¯ (10± 51)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
µ¯τ¯ (−9± 51)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
|(aL)0µτ | < 4.3× 10−24 GeV Super-Kamiokande [215]*
(aL)
0
µτ (−2.3 to 2.1)× 10−24 GeV IceCube [215]*
|Re (aL)0µτ | < 1.4× 10−24 GeV Super-Kamiokande [217]*
Re (aL)
0
µτ (−1.95 to 0.683)× 10−23 GeV MINOS [217]*
Re (aTµτ ) < 6.5× 10−24 GeV Super-Kamiokande [206]
Im (aTµτ ) < 5.1× 10−24 GeV ” [206]
Re (aµτ ) < 4.1× 10−24 GeV ” [219]
Im (aµτ ) < 5.1× 10−24 GeV ” [219]
|Re (aL)Xµτ | < 5.9× 10−23 GeV MINOS [210]
|Im (aL)Xµτ | < 2.2× 10−20 GeV ” [210]
|(aL)Xµτ | < 1.8× 10−23 GeV IceCube [220]
” < 5.9× 10−23 GeV MINOS FD [221]
|Re (aL)Yµτ | < 6.1× 10−23 GeV MINOS [210]
|Im (aL)Yµτ | < 2.2× 10−20 GeV ” [210]
|(aL)Yµτ | < 1.8× 10−23 GeV IceCube [220]
” < 6.1× 10−23 GeV MINOS FD [221]
Cµτ (−0.8± 3.0)× 10−20 GeV T2K [213]
(Ac)µτ (−0.4± 3.2)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(As)µτ (−3.2± 3.8)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(Bc)µτ (−0.4± 2.6)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
(Bs)µτ (1.1± 3.1)× 10−20 GeV ” [213]
|aXL |, |aYL | < 3.0× 10−20 GeV MINOS ND [222]
a cosρ excluded Multiple [223]*
a sin ρ nˆ excluded ” [223]*
b < 1.6× 10−23 GeV Atmospheric [224]
aˇ/˚c < 5 GeV ” [224]
|(a(3)eff )ττ00 | < 2.7× 10−19 GeV SNO [204]
|(a(3)eff )ττ10 | < 2.0× 10−20 GeV ” [204]
|Re (a(3)eff )ττ11 | < 1.1× 10−20 GeV ” [204]
|Im (a(3)eff )ττ11 | < 1.2× 10−20 GeV ” [204]
(aR)
X
τ¯τ¯ (13± 58)× 10−20 GeV Daya Bay [205]
(aR)
Y
τ¯ τ¯ (−10± 58)× 10−20 GeV ” [205]
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Table D28. Neutrino sector, d = 3 (part 5 of 5)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re H˜Xeµ|, |Im H˜Xeµ| < 3.3× 10−21 GeV MINOS FD [225]
|Re H˜Yeµ|, |Im H˜Yeµ| < 3.3× 10−21 GeV ” [225]
|Re H˜Zeµ¯|, |Im H˜Zeµ¯| < 1.4× 10−19 GeV Double Chooz [226]
|Re H˜Xeτ |, |Im H˜Xeτ | < 3.4× 10−21 GeV MINOS FD [225]
|Re H˜Yeτ |, |Im H˜Yeτ | < 3.6× 10−21 GeV ” [225]
|Re H˜Zeτ¯ |, |Im H˜Zeτ¯ | < 1.4× 10−19 GeV Double Chooz [226]
|Re H˜Xµτ |, |Im H˜Xµτ | < 1.1× 10−22 GeV MINOS FD [225]
|Re H˜Yµτ |, |Im H˜Yµτ | < 1.0× 10−22 GeV ” [225]
|Re H˜Zµτ¯ |, |Im H˜Zµτ¯ | < 1.7× 10−18 GeV Double Chooz [226]
Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 1 of 13)






> −4× 10−19 IceCube [227]*
|(c(4)of )00| < 7.1× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






−8.4± 1.1+1.2−0.9 × 10−5 OPERA time of flight [15]*






(−1 to 4)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*
|(c(4)of )10| < 4.4× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






11.8± 1.6+1.7−1.2 × 10−5 OPERA time of flight [15]*








(−3 to 2)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*








(−2 to 2)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*






(−1 to 7)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*
|(c(4)of )20| < 3.9× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






15.2± 2.1+2.2−1.5 × 10−5 OPERA time of flight [15]*








(−2 to 3)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*








(−2 to 5)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*








(−5 to 2)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*








(−3 to 4)× 10−17 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(4)of )22| < 9.8× 10−8 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 2 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
c˚(4) > −5.2× 10−21 IceCube [228]*
” > −2× 10−12 Atmospheric threshold [227]*
” > −3× 10−13 Atmospheric Cˇerenkov [227]*
” > −5× 10−19 Astrophysical Cˇerenkov [227]*
” > −3× 10−19 IceCube [229]*
|˚c(4)| < 2.0× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−5 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
c˚(4) −23.7± 3.2+3.4−2.4 × 10−6 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −5.1± 2.9× 10−5 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” > −4.7× 10−13 IceCube meson threshold [15]*
” > −10−12 ” [230]*, [15]*
” > −4× 10−15 ” [231]*, [15]*
” > −3× 10−5 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −6× 10−6 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −3× 10−11 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −8.5× 10−12 ” [232]*, [15]*
” > −2× 10−8 ICARUS, Cˇerenkov emission [233], [15]*
|(cL)(TX)| < 2.3× 10−5 Pion decay [234]*
|(cL)(TY )| < 2.3× 10−5 ” [234]*
|(cL)−| < 5.4× 10−5 ” [234]*
|(cL)(XY )| < 5.4× 10−5 ” [234]*
|(cL)(XZ)| < 4.0× 10−5 ” [234]*
|(cL)(Y Z)| < 4.0× 10−5 ” [234]*
(cνeL )00 < 2× 10−11 Cosmic rays [235]*
c excluded Multiple [223]*
” < 1.4× 10−26 Atmospheric [224]
|(c(4)eff )ee00| < 2.3× 10−18 SNO [204]
|(c(4)eff )ee10| < 3.9× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ee11| < 2.0× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ee11| < 2.2× 10−19 ” [204]
|(c(4)eff )ee20| < 1.1× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ee21| < 6.1× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ee21| < 6.4× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ee22| < 2.5× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ee22| < 2.6× 10−19 ” [204]
(cR)
XY
e¯e¯ (6 ± 23)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
(cR)
XZ
e¯e¯ (−20± 70)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
Y Z
e¯e¯ (−10± 70)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
XX
e¯e¯ − (cR)Y Ye¯e¯ (13± 46)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TX
e¯e¯ (−15± 55)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TY
e¯e¯ (2 ± 55)× 10−18 ” [205]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 3 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(c(4)eff )eµ00 | < 2.5× 10−18 SNO [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ00 | < 3.2× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 4.1× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|(c(4)eff )eµ10 | < 3.7× 10−19 SNO [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ10 | < 9.6× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 3.2× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ11 | < 2.0× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 1.9× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(4)eff )eµ11 | < 2.2× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 1.9× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|(c(4)eff )eµ20 | < 1.1× 10−18 SNO [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ20 | < 3.3× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 5.5× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ21 | < 6.1× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 4.4× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.0× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(4)eff )eµ21 | < 6.3× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 4.4× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.5× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ22 | < 2.4× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 1.7× 10−17 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(4)eff )eµ22 | < 2.6× 10−19 SNO [204]
” < 1.7× 10−17 LSND [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ30 | < 4.5× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−18 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 7.6× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ31 | < 2.5× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.0× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(4)eff )eµ31 | < 2.5× 10−17 LSND [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 8.4× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(4)eff )eµ32 | < 3.4× 10−17 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(4)eff )eµ32 | < 3.4× 10−17 LSND [15]*
|˚c(4)eµ | < 9.1× 10−18 LSND [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.3× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 4 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
(cR)
XY
e¯µ¯ (1.0± 4.1)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XYeµ |, |Im (cL)XYeµ | < 2.2× 10−21 MINOS [210]
(cR)
XZ
e¯µ¯ (−2.1± 6.8)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XZeµ |, |Im (cL)XZeµ | < 1.1× 10−19 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 6.2× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 1.1× 10−21 MINOS [210]
(cL)
XZ
eµ (−1.1± 3.7)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
XZ
e¯µ¯ (−2.7± 1.0)× 10−17 LSND [208]
(cR)
Y Z
e¯µ¯ (−1.4± 6.8)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)Y Zeµ |, |Im (cL)Y Zeµ | < 9.2× 10−20 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 6.5× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 1.1× 10−21 MINOS [210]
(cL)
Y Z
eµ (1.7± 3.4)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
Y Z
e¯µ¯ (1.1± 1.2)× 10−17 LSND [208]
(cR)
XX
e¯µ¯ − (cR)Y Ye¯µ¯ (1.0± 8.2)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XXeµ |, |Im (cL)XXeµ | < 4.6× 10−21 MINOS [210]
|Re (cL)Y Yeµ |, |Im (cL)Y Yeµ | < 4.5× 10−21 MINOS [210]
|Re (cL)ZZeµ |, |Im (cL)ZZeµ | < 3.4× 10−19 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 1.3× 10−19 MiniBooNE ν [207]
(cL)
ZZ
eµ (2.6± 0.8)× 10−19 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
ZZ
e¯µ¯ (−1.1± 5.9)× 10−18 LSND [208]
Re (cTTeµ ), Im (c
TT
eµ ) < 1.1× 10−18 Super-Kamiokande [206]
|Re (cL)TTeµ |, |Im (cL)TTeµ | < 9.6× 10−20 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 3.6× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
(cL)
TT
eµ (7.2± 2.1)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
TT
e¯µ¯ (0.3± 1.8)× 10−18 LSND [208]
(cR)
TX
e¯µ¯ (−4.5± 7.1)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)TXeµ |, |Im (cL)TXeµ | < 8.4× 10−20 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 4.6× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 9.0× 10−23 MINOS [210]
(cL)
TX
eµ (−0.9± 2.8)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
TX
e¯µ¯ (−5.2± 1.9)× 10−18 LSND [208]
(cR)
TY
e¯µ¯ (−0.9± 7.1)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)TYeµ |, |Im (cL)TYeµ | < 6.9× 10−20 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 4.9× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
” < 9.0× 10−23 MINOS [210]
(cL)
TY
eµ (1.3± 2.6)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
TY
e¯µ¯ (2.1± 2.2)× 10−18 LSND [208]
|Re (cL)TZeµ |, |Im (cL)TZeµ | < 7.8× 10−20 MiniBooNE [207]
” < 2.9× 10−20 MiniBooNE ν [207]
(cL)
TZ
eµ (5.9± 1.7)× 10−20 MiniBooNE [208]
(cL)
TZ
e¯µ¯ (1.3± 6.7)× 10−18 LSND [208]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 5 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(c(4)eff )eτ00 | < 1.6× 10−18 SNO [204]
|(c(4)eff )eτ10 | < 2.5× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eτ11 | < 1.3× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )eτ11 | < 1.5× 10−19 ” [204]
|(c(4)eff )eτ20 | < 7.4× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eτ21 | < 4.0× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )eτ21 | < 4.2× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )eτ22 | < 1.6× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )eτ22 | < 1.7× 10−19 ” [204]
(cR)
XY
e¯τ¯ (1.3± 5.3)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
(cR)
XZ
e¯τ¯ (−2.7± 8.4)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
Y Z
e¯τ¯ (−1.9± 8.4)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
XX
e¯τ¯ − (cR)Y Ye¯τ¯ (0.9± 10.5)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TX
e¯τ¯ (−6.9± 9.7)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TY
e¯τ¯ (−1.6± 9.7)× 10−18 ” [205]
Re (cTTeτ ) < 1.2× 10−24 Super-Kamiokande [206]
Im (cTTeτ ) < 1.4× 10−24 ” [206]
|Re (cL)XYeτ |, |Im (cL)XYeτ | < 3.4× 10−18 Double Chooz [209]
|Re (cL)XZeτ |, |Im (cL)XZeτ | < 1.8× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)Y Zeτ |, |Im (cL)Y Zeτ | < 3.8× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)XXeτ |, |Im (cL)XXeτ | < 3.9× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)Y Yeτ |, |Im (cL)Y Yeτ | < 3.9× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)ZZeτ |, |Im (cL)ZZeτ | < 4.9× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)TTeτ |, |Im (cL)TTeτ | < 1.3× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)TXeτ |, |Im (cL)TXeτ | < 5.2× 10−18 ” [209]
|Re (cL)TYeτ |, |Im (cL)TYeτ | < 1.1× 10−17 ” [209]
|Re (cL)TZeτ |, |Im (cL)TZeτ | < 3.2× 10−17 ” [209]
|(c(4)eff )µµ00 | < 2.9× 10−18 SNO [204]
|(c(4)eff )µµ10 | < 4.8× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µµ11 | < 2.6× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µµ11 | < 2.8× 10−19 ” [204]
|(c(4)eff )µµ20 | < 1.4× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µµ21 | < 7.7× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µµ21 | < 8.1× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µµ22 | < 3.1× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µµ22 | < 3.3× 10−19 ” [204]
(cR)
XY
µ¯µ¯ (−11± 42)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
(cR)
XZ
µ¯µ¯ (36± 128)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
Y Z
µ¯µ¯ (19± 128)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
XX
µ¯µ¯ − (cR)Y Yµ¯µ¯ (−24± 84)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TX
µ¯µ¯ (26± 99)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TY















µµ < 3.1× 10−20 ” [216]
(cL)
XY
µµ < 1.6× 10−20 ” [216]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 6 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|(c(4)eff )µτ00 | < 2.7× 10−18 SNO [204]
|(c(4)eff )µτ10 | < 4.5× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µτ11 | < 2.5× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µτ11 | < 2.7× 10−19 ” [204]
|(c(4)eff )µτ20 | < 1.4× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µτ21 | < 7.2× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µτ21 | < 7.7× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )µτ22 | < 3.0× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )µτ22 | < 3.1× 10−19 ” [204]
|Re c˚(4)µτ |, |Im c˚(4)µτ | < 2.7× 10−28 IceCube [218]
(cR)
XY
µ¯τ¯ (−12± 46)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XYµτ | < 1.2× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)XYµτ | < 2.2× 10−21 ” [210]
|(cL)XYµτ | < 1.2× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
(cR)
XZ
µ¯τ¯ (39± 139)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XZµτ | < 0.7× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)XZµτ | < 1.1× 10−21 ” [210]
|(cL)XZµτ | < 0.7× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
(cR)
Y Z
µ¯τ¯ (21± 139)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)Y Zµτ | < 0.7× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)Y Zµτ | < 1.1× 10−21 ” [210]
|(cL)Y Zµτ | < 0.7× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
(cR)
XX
µ¯τ¯ − (cR)Y Yµ¯τ¯ (−26± 92)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)XXµτ | < 2.5× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)XXµτ | < 4.6× 10−21 ” [210]
|(cL)XXµτ | < 2.5× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
|Re (cL)Y Yµτ | < 2.4× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)Y Yµτ | < 4.5× 10−21 ” [210]
|(cL)Y Yµτ | < 2.4× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
Re (cTTµτ ) < 5.8× 10−27 Super-Kamiokande [206]
Im (cTTµτ ) < 5.6× 10−27 ” [206]
Re (cµτ ) < 1.7× 10−27 ” [219]
Im (cµτ ) < 1.7× 10−27 ” [219]
(cR)
TX
µ¯τ¯ (29± 109)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)TXµτ | < 0.5× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)TXµτ | < 9.0× 10−23 ” [210]
|(cL)TXµτ | < 3.7× 10−27 IceCube [220]
” < 0.5× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
(cR)
TY
µ¯τ¯ (−4± 109)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
|Re (cL)TYµτ | < 0.5× 10−23 MINOS [210]
|Im (cL)TYµτ | < 9.0× 10−23 ” [210]
|(cL)TYµτ | < 3.7× 10−27 IceCube [220]
” < 0.5× 10−23 MINOS FD [221]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 7 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|cXYL | < 2.7× 10−21 MINOS ND [222]
|cXZL | < 1.3× 10−21 ” [222]
|cY ZL | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [222]
|cXXL | < 5.6× 10−21 ” [222]
|cY YL | < 5.5× 10−21 ” [222]
|cTXL |, |cTYL | < 9× 10−23 ” [222]
|(c(4)eff )ττ00 | < 1.1× 10−17 SNO [204]
|(c(4)eff )ττ10 | < 1.8× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ττ11 | < 9.8× 10−19 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ττ11 | < 1.1× 10−18 ” [204]
|(c(4)eff )ττ20 | < 5.4× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ττ21 | < 2.9× 10−18 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ττ21 | < 3.1× 10−18 ” [204]
|Re (c(4)eff )ττ22 | < 1.2× 10−18 ” [204]
|Im (c(4)eff )ττ22 | < 1.2× 10−18 ” [204]
(cR)
XY
τ¯ τ¯ (−14± 51)× 10−18 Daya Bay [205]
(cR)
XZ
τ¯ τ¯ (43± 153)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
Y Z
τ¯ τ¯ (22± 152)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
XX
τ¯τ¯ − (cR)Y Yτ¯ τ¯ (−29± 103)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TX
τ¯ τ¯ (34± 122)× 10−18 ” [205]
(cR)
TY
τ¯ τ¯ (−4± 122)× 10−18 ” [205]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 8 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTee |, |Im g˜XTee | < 2.3× 10−27 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXee |, |Im g˜XXee | < 4.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYee |, |Im g˜XYee | < 2.9× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZee |, |Im g˜XZee | < 6.8× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Tee |, |Im g˜Y Tee | < 2.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXee |, |Im g˜YXee | < 2.6× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yee |, |Im g˜Y Yee | < 4.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zee |, |Im g˜Y Zee | < 9.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTee |, |Im g˜ZTee | < 1.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXee |, |Im g˜ZXee | < 2.4× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYee |, |Im g˜ZYee | < 2.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZee |, |Im g˜ZZee | < 6.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKee¯ |, |Im g˜JKee¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 1× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTee¯ |, |Im g˜ZTee¯ | < 9.7× 10−18 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZee¯ |, |Im g˜ZZee¯ | < 3.3× 10−17 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTee |, |Im g˜XTee | < 7.6× 10−22 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Tee |, |Im g˜Y Tee | < 7.6× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZee |, |Im g˜XZee | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zee |, |Im g˜Y Zee | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXee |, |Im g˜ZXee | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYee |, |Im g˜ZYee | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXee |, |Im g˜XXee | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yee |, |Im g˜Y Yee | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYee |, |Im g˜XYee | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXee |, |Im g˜YXee | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 9 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTeµ |, |Im g˜XTeµ | < 2.0× 10−27 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXeµ |, |Im g˜XXeµ | < 4.0× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYeµ |, |Im g˜XYeµ | < 2.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZeµ |, |Im g˜XZeµ | < 5.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Teµ |, |Im g˜Y Teµ | < 1.8× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXeµ |, |Im g˜YXeµ | < 2.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yeµ |, |Im g˜Y Yeµ | < 3.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zeµ |, |Im g˜Y Zeµ | < 8.1× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTeµ |, |Im g˜ZTeµ | < 1.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXeµ |, |Im g˜ZXeµ | < 2.0× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYeµ |, |Im g˜ZYeµ | < 2.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZeµ |, |Im g˜ZZeµ | < 5.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKeµ¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 1× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTeµ¯ |, |Im g˜ZTeµ¯ | < 2.7× 10−17 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZeµ¯ |, |Im g˜ZZeµ¯ | < 9.3× 10−17 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTeµ |, |Im g˜XTeµ | < 7.6× 10−22 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Teµ |, |Im g˜Y Teµ | < 7.6× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZeµ |, |Im g˜XZeµ | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zeµ |, |Im g˜Y Zeµ | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXeµ |, |Im g˜ZXeµ | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYeµ |, |Im g˜ZYeµ | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXeµ |, |Im g˜XXeµ | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yeµ |, |Im g˜Y Yeµ | < 2.1× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYeµ |, |Im g˜XYeµ | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXeµ |, |Im g˜YXeµ | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 10 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTeτ |, |Im g˜XTeτ | < 3.4× 10−27 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXeτ |, |Im g˜XXeτ | < 6.9× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYeτ |, |Im g˜XYeτ | < 4.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZeτ |, |Im g˜XZeτ | < 1.0× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Teτ |, |Im g˜Y Teτ | < 3.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXeτ |, |Im g˜YXeτ | < 3.9× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yeτ |, |Im g˜Y Yeτ | < 6.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zeτ |, |Im g˜Y Zeτ | < 1.4× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTeτ |, |Im g˜ZTeτ | < 2.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXeτ |, |Im g˜ZXeτ | < 3.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYeτ |, |Im g˜ZYeτ | < 4.0× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZeτ |, |Im g˜ZZeτ | < 9.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKeτ¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 2× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTeτ¯ |, |Im g˜ZTeτ¯ | < 2.7× 10−17 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZeτ¯ |, |Im g˜ZZeτ¯ | < 9.3× 10−17 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTeτ |, |Im g˜XTeτ | < 8.2× 10−22 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Teτ |, |Im g˜Y Teτ | < 7.6× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZeτ |, |Im g˜XZeτ | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zeτ |, |Im g˜Y Zeτ | < 1.2× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXeτ |, |Im g˜ZXeτ | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYeτ |, |Im g˜ZYeτ | < 1.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXeτ |, |Im g˜XXeτ | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yeτ |, |Im g˜Y Yeτ | < 2.1× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYeτ |, |Im g˜XYeτ | < 2.1× 10−21 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXeτ |, |Im g˜YXeτ | < 2.0× 10−21 ” [225]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 11 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTµµ |, |Im g˜XTµµ | < 6.6× 10−27 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXµµ |, |Im g˜XXµµ | < 1.3× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYµµ |, |Im g˜XYµµ | < 8.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZµµ |, |Im g˜XZµµ | < 1.9× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Tµµ |, |Im g˜Y Tµµ | < 6.2× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXµµ |, |Im g˜YXµµ | < 7.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yµµ |, |Im g˜Y Yµµ | < 1.2× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zµµ |, |Im g˜Y Zµµ | < 2.7× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTµµ |, |Im g˜ZTµµ | < 4.9× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXµµ |, |Im g˜ZXµµ | < 6.8× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYµµ |, |Im g˜ZYµµ | < 7.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZµµ |, |Im g˜ZZµµ | < 1.8× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKµµ¯ |, |Im g˜JKµµ¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 3× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTµµ¯ |, |Im g˜ZTµµ¯ | < 2.3× 10−16 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZµµ¯ |, |Im g˜ZZµµ¯ | < 8.1× 10−16 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTµµ |, |Im g˜XTµµ | < 8.9× 10−24 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Tµµ |, |Im g˜Y Tµµ | < 8.6× 10−24 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZµµ |, |Im g˜XZµµ | < 1.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zµµ |, |Im g˜Y Zµµ | < 1.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXµµ |, |Im g˜ZXµµ | < 1.2× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYµµ |, |Im g˜ZYµµ | < 1.1× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXµµ |, |Im g˜XXµµ | < 2.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yµµ |, |Im g˜Y Yµµ | < 2.2× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYµµ |, |Im g˜XYµµ | < 2.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXµµ |, |Im g˜YXµµ | < 2.2× 10−23 ” [225]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 12 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTµτ |, |Im g˜XTµτ | < 5.8× 10−27 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXµτ |, |Im g˜XXµτ | < 1.2× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYµτ |, |Im g˜XYµτ | < 7.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZµτ |, |Im g˜XZµτ | < 1.7× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Tµτ |, |Im g˜Y Tµτ | < 5.4× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXµτ |, |Im g˜YXµτ | < 6.5× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yµτ |, |Im g˜Y Yµτ | < 1.0× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zµτ |, |Im g˜Y Zµτ | < 2.4× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTµτ |, |Im g˜ZTµτ | < 4.3× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXµτ |, |Im g˜ZXµτ | < 5.9× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYµτ |, |Im g˜ZYµτ | < 6.7× 10−27 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZµτ |, |Im g˜ZZµτ | < 1.5× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKµτ¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 3× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTµτ¯ |, |Im g˜ZTµτ¯ | < 4.4× 10−16 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZµτ¯ |, |Im g˜ZZµτ¯ | < 1.5× 10−15 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTµτ |, |Im g˜XTµτ | < 8.6× 10−24 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Tµτ |, |Im g˜Y Tµτ | < 8.4× 10−24 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZµτ |, |Im g˜XZµτ | < 1.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zµτ |, |Im g˜Y Zµτ | < 1.4× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXµτ |, |Im g˜ZXµτ | < 1.1× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYµτ |, |Im g˜ZYµτ | < 1.2× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXµτ |, |Im g˜XXµτ | < 2.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yµτ |, |Im g˜Y Yµτ | < 2.2× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYµτ |, |Im g˜XYµτ | < 2.3× 10−23 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXµτ |, |Im g˜YXµτ | < 2.2× 10−23 ” [225]
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Table D29. Neutrino sector, d = 4 (part 13 of 13)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re g˜XTττ |, |Im g˜XTττ | < 2.0× 10−26 KamLAND [236]*
|Re g˜XXττ |, |Im g˜XXττ | < 4.1× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XYττ |, |Im g˜XYττ | < 2.6× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜XZττ |, |Im g˜XZττ | < 5.9× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Tττ |, |Im g˜Y Tττ | < 1.9× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜YXττ |, |Im g˜YXττ | < 2.3× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Yττ |, |Im g˜Y Yττ | < 3.7× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜Y Zττ |, |Im g˜Y Zττ | < 8.4× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZTττ |, |Im g˜ZTττ | < 1.5× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZXττ |, |Im g˜ZXττ | < 2.1× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZYττ |, |Im g˜ZYττ | < 2.4× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜ZZττ |, |Im g˜ZZττ | < 5.4× 10−26 ” [236]*
|Re g˜JKττ¯ |, |Im g˜JKττ¯ |, (J,K = X,Y, Z) < 9× 10−8 Double beta decay [237]
|Re g˜ZTττ¯ |, |Im g˜ZTττ¯ | < 2.3× 10−16 Double Chooz [226]
|Re g˜ZZττ¯ |, |Im g˜ZZττ¯ | < 8.1× 10−16 ” [226]
|Re g˜XTττ |, |Im g˜XTττ | < 1.8× 10−22 MINOS FD [225]
|Re g˜Y Tττ |, |Im g˜Y Tττ | < 1.8× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XZττ |, |Im g˜XZττ | < 2.9× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Zττ |, |Im g˜Y Zττ | < 2.9× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZXττ |, |Im g˜ZXττ | < 2.4× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜ZYττ |, |Im g˜ZYττ | < 2.4× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XXττ |, |Im g˜XXττ | < 4.8× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜Y Yττ |, |Im g˜Y Yττ | < 4.8× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜XYττ |, |Im g˜XYττ | < 4.8× 10−22 ” [225]
|Re g˜YXττ |, |Im g˜YXττ | < 4.8× 10−22 ” [225]
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Table D30. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 5 (part 1 of 3)






25.7± 3.3+3.5−2.5 × 10−7 GeV−1 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 3.0± 1.7× 10−5 GeV−1 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(a(5)of )00| < 2.4× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 2.1× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 3.5× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






−34.7± 4.7+5.0−3.5 × 10−7 GeV−1 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 2.7± 1.5× 10−5 GeV−1 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(a(5)of )10| < 2.7× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 2.3× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )11| < 3.8× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 3.8× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )11| < 4.1× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






−44.8± 6.1+6.4−4.5 × 10−7 GeV−1 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 9.4± 5.3× 10−5 GeV−1 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(a(5)of )20| < 1.0× 10−5 GeV−1 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 9.0× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )21| < 1.8× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.8× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )21| < 2.0× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )22| < 1.1× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )22| < 4.9× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 4.9× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
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Table D30. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 5 (part 2 of 3)






21.1± 2.9+3.0−2.1 × 10−7 GeV−1 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −4.1± 2.3× 10−5 GeV−1 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(a(5)of )30| < 2.1× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 1.8× 10−6 GeV−1 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 2.1× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.1× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )31| < 1.2× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )31| < 1.3× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )32| < 4.3× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 4.3× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )32| < 2.0× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)of )33| < 8.6× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 8.6× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Im (a(5)of )33| < 2.8× 10−6 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.8× 10−9 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*∑







10± 19× 10−8 GeV−1 OPERA time of flight [15]*
a˚(5) 69.7± 9.4+10.0−7.1 × 10−8 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” 10± 19× 10−8 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” 8.5± 4.8× 10−6 GeV−1 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” < 1× 10−6 GeV−1 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” < 1× 10−7 GeV−1 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚a(5)| < 6.7× 10−7 GeV−1 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 5.8× 10−7 GeV−1 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 5× 10−25 GeV−1 IceCube meson threshold [203]*
” < 1.2× 10−18 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” < 4× 10−16 GeV−1 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” < 1.0× 10−7 GeV−1 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.0× 10−10 GeV−1 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ00 | < 8.1× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−18 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.6× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ10 | < 2.4× 10−15 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 8.9× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ11 | < 4.8× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 6.7× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ11 | < 4.8× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 5.6× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
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Table D30. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 5 (part 3 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ20 | < 8.1× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−18 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ21 | < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ21 | < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 3.3× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ22 | < 4.3× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ22 | < 4.3× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ30 | < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” < 5.7× 10−18 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−18 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ31 | < 6.3× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ31 | < 6.3× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 3.3× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ32 | < 8.4× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ32 | < 8.4× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ40 | < 1.1× 10−15 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−18 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ41 | < 6.5× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 7.2× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ41 | < 6.5× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
” < 5.9× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.5× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (a(5)eff )eµ42 | < 6.8× 10−16 GeV−1 LSND [15]*
|Im (a(5)eff )eµ42 | < 6.8× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [15]*
|˚a(5)eµ | < 2.3× 10−16 GeV−1 ” [15]*
” < 3.2× 10−19 GeV−1 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 7.2× 10−20 GeV−1 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re a˚(5)µτ |, |Im a˚(5)µτ | < 1.5× 10−32 GeV−1 IceCube [218]
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Table D31. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 6 (part 1 of 4)






> −3× 10−31 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
” −9.7± 1.3+1.4−1.0 × 10−8 GeV−2 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −6.7± 3.8× 10−6 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(c(6)of )00| < 5.3× 10−8 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






(−2 to 9)× 10−28 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
” 13.6± 1.8+2.0−1.3 × 10−8 GeV−2 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −5.9± 3.4× 10−6 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(c(6)of )10| < 5.9× 10−8 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−6 to 5)× 10−28 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )11| < 2.6× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−3 to 3)× 10−28 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )11| < 2.7× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






(−0.4 to 7)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
” 17.6± 2.4+2.5−1.8 × 10−8 GeV−2 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 2.1± 1.2× 10−5 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(c(6)of )20| < 2.3× 10−7 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 1.3× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 2)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )21| < 1.2× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 3)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )21| < 1.3× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−5 to 0.6)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )22| < 7.0× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 4)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )22| < 3.3× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−7 GeV−2 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
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Table D31. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 6 (part 2 of 4)






(−1 to 0.4)× 10−26 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
” −8.3± 1.1+1.2−0.8 × 10−8 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 9.1± 5.4× 10−6 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(c(6)of )30| < 4.6× 10−8 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 1.4× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−0.2 to 1)× 10−26 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )31| < 8.1× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−5 to 3)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )31| < 8.7× 10−6 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−0.2 to 1)× 10−26 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )32| < 2.8× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−4 to 6)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )32| < 1.3× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−5 to 6)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )33| < 5.7× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 0.07)× 10−26 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )33| < 1.9× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*






(−5 to 2)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
” 24.2± 3.3+3.5−2.5 × 10−8 GeV−2 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 5.2± 3.0× 10−6 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
|(c(6)of )40| < 5.6× 10−8 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 1.8× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 3)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )41| < 6.4× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 0.6)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )41| < 6.9× 10−6 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−1 to 3)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )42| < 1.6× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−2 to 1)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )42| < 7.3× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−8 GeV−2 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
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Table D31. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 6 (part 3 of 4)








(−1 to 0.9)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )43| < 2.0× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−2 to 1)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )43| < 6.8× 10−5 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−2 to 1)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Re (c(6)of )44| < 5.3× 10−4 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*








(−0.5 to 1)× 10−27 GeV−2 IceCube [227]*
|Im (c(6)of )44| < 1.2× 10−3 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 3.9× 10−7 GeV−2 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
c˚(6) > −5.23× 10−35 GeV−2 IceCube [228]*
” > −2× 10−24 GeV−2 Atmospheric threshold [227]*
” > −3× 10−25 GeV−2 Atmospheric Cˇerenkov [227]*
” > −5× 10−31 GeV−2 Astrophysical Cˇerenkov [227]*
” −27.3± 3.7+3.9−2.8 × 10−9 GeV−2 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −1.9± 1.1× 10−6 GeV−2 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” > −2.9× 10−24 GeV−2 IceCube meson threshold [15]*
” > −8× 10−8 GeV−2 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −3× 10−9 GeV−2 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −3× 10−21 GeV−2 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚c(6)| < 1.5× 10−8 GeV−2 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 6.7× 10−6 GeV−2 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−9 GeV−2 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ00 | < 2.0× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 3.2× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.3× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ10 | < 6.0× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 2.5× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.3× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ11 | < 1.2× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 1.9× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.7× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ11 | < 1.2× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.9× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
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Table D31. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 6 (part 4 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ20 | < 2.0× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 4.2× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 5.6× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ21 | < 2.7× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ21 | < 2.7× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 9.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ22 | < 1.1× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ22 | < 1.1× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ30 | < 2.8× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
” < 1.6× 10−17 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.1× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ31 | < 1.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ31 | < 1.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 9.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.3× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ32 | < 2.1× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ32 | < 2.1× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ40 | < 2.8× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
” < 3.0× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ41 | < 1.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ41 | < 1.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 1.6× 10−17 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 4.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ42 | < 1.7× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ42 | < 1.7× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ50 | < 2.0× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 2.3× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.1× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ51 | < 2.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 7.7× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.5× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ51 | < 2.6× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 6.3× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.6× 10−18 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re (c(6)eff )eµ52 | < 1.4× 10−14 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
|Im (c(6)eff )eµ52 | < 1.4× 10−14 GeV−2 ” [15]*
|˚c(6)eµ | < 5.7× 10−15 GeV−2 LSND [15]*
” < 9.0× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 1.2× 10−19 GeV−2 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re c˚(6)µτ |, |Im c˚(6)µτ | < 9.1× 10−37 GeV−2 IceCube [218]
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Table D32. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 7
Combination Result System Ref.
a˚(7) 12.1± 1.6+1.7−1.2 × 10−10 GeV−3 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 4.7± 2.7× 10−7 GeV−3 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” < 5× 10−9 GeV−3 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” < 6× 10−11 GeV−3 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚a(7)| < 3.7× 10−10 GeV−3 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 3.2× 10−10 GeV−3 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 5.0× 10−4 GeV−3 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 7.1× 10−8 GeV−3 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
” < 5× 10−37 GeV−3 IceCube meson threshold [203]*
” < 7.3× 10−30 GeV−3 ” [15]*
” < 2× 10−26 GeV−3 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚a(7)eµ | < 1.4× 10−13 GeV−3 LSND [15]*
” < 2.5× 10−18 GeV−3 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 2.0× 10−19 GeV−3 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re a˚(7)µτ |, |Im a˚(7)µτ | < 3.6× 10−41 GeV−3 IceCube [218]
Table D33. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d = 8
Combination Result System Ref.
c˚(8) > −2× 10−36 GeV−4 Atmospheric threshold [227]*
” > −2× 10−37 GeV−4 Atmospheric Cˇerenkov [227]*
” > −5× 10−43 GeV−4 Astrophysical Cˇerenkov [227]*
” −56.8± 7.7+8.1−5.8 × 10−12 GeV−4 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −12.6± 7.2× 10−8 GeV−4 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” > −1.8× 10−35 GeV−4 IceCube meson threshold [15]*
” > −3× 10−10 GeV−4 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −1× 10−12 GeV−4 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −2× 10−31 GeV−4 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚c(8)| < 9.9× 10−12 GeV−4 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 4.0× 10−2 GeV−4 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 2.7× 10−6 GeV−4 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|˚c(8)eµ | < 3.6× 10−12 GeV−4 LSND [15]*
” < 6.9× 10−18 GeV−4 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 3.3× 10−19 GeV−4 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
|Re c˚(8)µτ |, |Im c˚(8)µτ | < 1.4× 10−45 GeV−4 IceCube [218]
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Table D34. Nonminimal neutrino sector, d ≥ 9
Combination Result System Ref.
a˚(9) 27.8± 3.8+4.0−2.8 × 10−13 GeV−5 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” 3.5± 2.0× 10−8 GeV−5 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” < 2× 10−11 GeV−5 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” < 3× 10−14 GeV−5 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚a(9)| < 2.7× 10−13 GeV−5 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 2.4× 10−13 GeV−5 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*
” < 3.3 GeV−5 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 1.1× 10−4 GeV−5 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
” < 5× 10−49 GeV−5 IceCube meson threshold [203]*
” < 4.6× 10−41 GeV−5 ” [15]*
” < 2× 10−36 GeV−5 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚a(9)eµ | < 8.9× 10−11 GeV−5 LSND [15]*
” < 1.9× 10−17 GeV−5 MiniBooNE [15]*
” < 5.6× 10−19 GeV−5 MiniBooNE ν [15]*
c˚(10) > −2× 10−48 GeV−6 Atmospheric threshold [227]*
” > −2× 10−49 GeV−6 Atmospheric Cˇerenkov [227]*
” > −5× 10−55 GeV−6 Astrophysical Cˇerenkov [227]*
” −14.0± 1.9+2.0−1.4 × 10−14 GeV−6 OPERA time of flight [15]*
” −10.0± 5.7× 10−9 GeV−6 MINOS time of flight [15]*
” > −1.1× 10−46 GeV−6 IceCube meson threshold [15]*
” > −9× 10−13 GeV−6 17 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −8× 10−16 GeV−6 43 GeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
” > −2× 10−41 GeV−6 100 TeV, Cˇerenkov emission [15]*
|˚c(10)| < 7.8× 10−15 GeV−6 Fermilab time of flight [15]*
” < 2.9× 102 GeV−6 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
” < 4.5× 10−3 GeV−6 SN1987A dispersion [15]*
|˚c(10)eµ | < 2.2× 10−9 GeV−6 LSND [15]*
” < 5.4× 10−17 GeV−6 MiniBooNE [15]*









− (c(d)of )j0] 2.37± 0.32
+0.34










− (c(d)of )j0] 5.1± 2.9× 10




[± (a(d)of )j0 − (c(d)of )j0]∣∣ < 4× 10


























]∣∣ < 2× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*∑
d(d− 3)(17 GeV)d−4(˚a(d) − c˚(d)) 2.37± 0.32+0.34−0.24 × 10−5 OPERA time of flight [15]*∑
d(d− 3)(3 GeV)d−4(˚a(d) − c˚(d)) 5.1± 2.9× 10−5 MINOS time of flight [15]*∣∣∑
d(d− 3)(30 GeV)d−4(±a˚(d) − c˚(d))
∣∣ < 4× 10−5 Fermilab time of flight [15]*∣∣∑
d(d− 3)(30 GeV)d−4 a˚(d)
∣∣ < 3.5× 10−5 Fermilab νν comparison [15]*∣∣∑
d(d− 3)(10 MeV)d−4 (˚a(d) + c˚(d))
∣∣ < 2× 10−9 SN1987A time of flight [15]*
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Table D35. Quark sector, d = 3
Combination Result System Ref.
∆aK0 (−6.0± 7.7stat ± 3.1syst)× 10−18 GeV K oscillations [238]
∆aKX (0.9± 1.5stat ± 0.6syst)× 10−18 GeV ” [238]
∆aKY (−2.0± 1.5stat ± 0.5syst)× 10−18 GeV ” [238]
∆aKZ (3.1± 1.7stat ± 0.5syst)× 10−18 GeV ” [238]
∆aK0 (0.4± 1.8)× 10−17 GeV ” [239], [240]
∆aKX (−6.3± 6.0)× 10−18 GeV ” [239]
∆aKY (2.8± 5.9)× 10−18 GeV ” [239]
∆aKZ (2.4± 9.7)× 10−18 GeV ” [239]
∆aKZ (−1± 4)× 10−17 GeV ” [240]
|∆aK1 | < 9.2× 10−22 GeV ” [241]
|∆aK2 | < 9.2× 10−22 GeV ” [241]
|(∆aK)T − 0.60(∆aK)Z | < 5× 10−21 GeV ” [242]*, [243]*
ND(∆aD0 − 0.6∆aDZ ) (−2.8 to 4.8)× 10−16 GeV D oscillations [244]
ND∆aDX (−7 to 3.8)× 10−16 GeV ” [244]
ND∆aDY (−7 to 3.8)× 10−16 GeV ” [244]
∆aB0 − 0.30∆aBZ (−1.9± 0.8stat ± 0.4syst)× 10−14 GeV Bd oscillations [245]
∆aB0 − 0.38∆aBZ (−0.10± 0.82stat ± 0.54syst)× 10−15 GeV ” [246]
0.38∆aB0 +∆a
B
Z (−0.20± 0.22stat ± 0.04syst)× 10−13 GeV ” [246]
∆aBX (1.97± 1.30stat ± 0.29syst)× 10−15 GeV ” [246]
∆aBY (0.44± 1.26stat ± 0.29syst)× 10−15 GeV ” [246]
∆aB0 − 0.38∆aBZ (0.9± 2.8)× 10−15 GeV ” [247]*
NB(∆aB0 − 0.30∆aBZ ) (−3.0± 2.4)× 10−15 GeV ” [248]
NB∆aX (−22± 7)× 10−15 GeV ” [248]
NB∆aY (−27 to − 4)× 10−15 GeV ” [248]




2 + (∆aBY )
2 (37± 16)× 10−15 GeV ” [249]
∆aBs0 − 0.38∆aBsZ (−0.89± 1.41stat ± 0.36syst)× 10−14 GeV Bs oscillations [246]
0.38∆aBs0 +∆a
Bs
Z (−0.47± 0.39stat ± 0.08syst)× 10−12 GeV ” [246]
∆aBsX (1.01± 2.08stat ± 0.71syst)× 10−14 GeV ” [246]
∆aBsY (−3.83± 2.09stat ± 0.71syst)× 10−14 GeV ” [246]
∆aBs⊥ < 1.2× 10−12 GeV ” [250]
∆aBsT − 0.396∆aBsZ (−0.8 to 3.9)× 10−13 GeV ” [250]
∆aBs0 − 0.38∆aBsZ (5 ± 3)× 10−14 GeV ” [247]*
(∆aBs)T (3.7± 3.8)× 10−12 GeV ” [243]*
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Table D36. Quark sector, d ≥ 4
Combination Result System Ref.
|cTTu | ≡ | 34 c˚UR(4)u |, |cTTd | ≡ | 34 c˚UR(4)d | < 1.8× 10−21 Astrophysics [78]*, [18]*, [251]*
c˚
UR(4)
q (−0.01 to 1.8)× 10−21 ” [78]*, [18]*
c˚
UR(4)
q − 2˚cUR(4)e (−0.001 to 2)× 10−20 ” [78]*, [18]*
(kpi)XX − (kpi)Y Y , (kpi)(XY ) < 10−23 Chiral perturbation theory [252]*
(kpi)(XZ), (kpi)(Y Z) < 10
−24 ” [252]*
δpi > −7× 10−13 Astrophysics [253]*
δpi (−1.5 to 200)× 10−11 ” [254]*
|cpi| < 10−10 ” [72]*
|cK | < 10−9 ” [72]*
|cD| < 10−8 ” [72]*
|cBd |, |cBs | < 10−7 ” [72]*
|cZZ | < 0.027 qq¯ production [255]*
|cbZZ| < 0.35 bb¯ production [255]*
|ccZZ | < 0.4 cc¯ production [255]*
|ct| < 1.6× 10−7 Astrophysics [50]*
(cQ)XX33 −0.12± 0.11± 0.02 tt¯ production [256]
(cQ)Y Y 33 0.12± 0.11± 0.02 ” [256]
(cQ)XY 33 −0.04± 0.11± 0.01 ” [256]
(cQ)XZ33 0.15± 0.08± 0.02 ” [256]
(cQ)Y Z33 −0.03± 0.08± 0.01 ” [256]
(cU )XX33 0.1± 0.09± 0.02 ” [256]
(cU )Y Y 33 −0.1± 0.09± 0.02 ” [256]
(cU )XY 33 0.04± 0.09± 0.01 ” [256]
(cU )XZ33 −0.14± 0.07± 0.02 ” [256]
(cU )Y Z33 0.01± 0.07± < 0.01 ” [256]
dXX −0.11± 0.1± 0.02 ” [256]
dY Y 0.11± 0.1± 0.02 ” [256]
dXY −0.04± 0.1± 0.01 ” [256]
dXZ 0.14± 0.07± 0.02 ” [256]
dY Z −0.02± 0.07± < 0.01 ” [256]
c˚
UR(6)
q (−0.63 to 1.7)× 10−22 GeV−2 Astrophysics [78]*, [18]*
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Table D37. Electroweak sector, d = 3, 4
Combination Result System Ref.
|(kφφ)01| < 10−12 Laser interferometry [257]*
|(kφφ)02| < 10−12 ” [257]*
|(kφφ)03| < 10−12 ” [257]*
|(kφφ)12| < 10−20 ” [257]*
|(kφφ)13| < 10−18 ” [257]*
|(kφφ)23| < 10−18 ” [257]*
|(kφφ)11 − (kφφ)22| < 10−19 ” [257]*
|(k1)µ| < 1.7× 10−8 GeV Cosmic rays [258]*
|(k2)µ| < 1.1× 10−7 GeV ” [258]*
|(kφ)X |, |(kφ)Y | < 10−31 GeV Xe-He maser [259]*
|(kφ)Z |, |(kφ)T | < 2.8× 10−27 GeV ” [259]*
(kAφφ)
XZ + 12g (kφW )
XZ < 2× 10−4 Nuclear beta decay [260]
(kAφφ)
Y Z + 12g (kφW )
Y Z < 2× 10−4 ” [260]
|(kφφ)XTS | < 3.3× 10−3 Kaon decay [261]*
|(kφφ)Y TS | < 6.3× 10−3 ” [261]*
|(kφφ)ZTS | < 6.0× 10−3 ” [261]*
2(kAφφ)
32 + 1g (kφW )
32 (−9 to 2)× 10−3 Nuclear beta decay [262]
2(kAφφ)
13 + 1g (kφW )
13 (−6 to 4)× 10−3 ” [262]
(kSφφ)
ZT , (kAφφ)
Y X , (kφW )
Y X (−0.5 to 1)× 10−8 ” [263]*
(kSφφ)
ZZ (−1 to 0.4)× 10−6 ” [263]*
(kSφφ)
TT (−1 to 3)× 10−6 ” [263]*
|(kSφφ)XX |, |(kSφφ)Y Y | < 1× 10−6 ” [263]*
|(kSφφ)XT |, |(kSφφ)Y T |, |(kAφφ)XZ |, |(kAφφ)Y Z |, |(kφW )XZ |, |(kφW )Y Z | < 2× 10−8 ” [263]*
|(kSφφ)XY |, |(kSφφ)XZ |, |(kSφφ)Y Z | < 5× 10−7 ” [263]*
|(kAφφ)µν | < 3× 10−16 Cosmological birefringence [259]*
|(kφB)µν | < 0.9× 10−16 ” [259]*
|(kφW )µν | < 1.7× 10−16 ” [259]*
|(kSφφ)XX |, |(kSφφ)Y Y |, |(kSφφ)ZZ | < 10−27 Clock comparisons [259]*
|(kSφφ)XY | < 10−27 ” [259]*
|(kSφφ)XZ |, |(kSφφ)Y Z | < 10−25 ” [259]*
|(kSφφ)TT | < 4× 10−13 H− ion, p¯ comparison [259]*
|(kW )αXα0|, |(kW )αY α0| < 10−7 Electron-electron scattering [264]*
|(kW )αµαν | < 10−5 Astrophysics [72]*
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Table D38. Gluon sector, d = 4
Combination Result System Ref.
|kTT | < 10−21 Various [265]*
|kTJ | < 10−19 ” [265]*
|kJK | < 10−27 ” [265]*
|kXX |, |kY Y | < 10−27 ” [265]*
|kZZ | < 10−20 ” [265]*
|ka| for a = 1, 2, 8, 9, 10 < 10−34 Astrophysics [265]*
|ka| for a = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 < 10−35 ” [265]*
|κ˜QCDtr | < 2× 10−13 ” [158]*
Table D39. Gravity sector, d = 3
Combination Result System Ref.
α(ae+peff )X (−4± 6)× 10−6 GeV Gravimetry [107]*
α(aneff)X (−4± 5)× 10−6 GeV ” [107]*
α(ae+peff )Y (−5± 7)× 10−6 GeV ” [107]*
α(aneff)Y (−4± 6)× 10−6 GeV ” [107]*
α(ae+peff )Z (−1± 2)× 10−5 GeV ” [107]*
α(aneff)Z (−1± 1)× 10−5 GeV ” [107]*
α(ae+p)T (0.22± 0.28)× 10−6 GeV Nuclear binding energy [63]
α(an)T (0.51± 0.64)× 10−6 GeV ” [63]
α(ae+peff )T (0.8± 1.0)× 10−6 GeV Cs interferometer [64]
α(aneff)T (4.3± 3.7)× 10−6 GeV ” [64]
|α(ae+peff )T | < 10−7 GeV Free-fall WEP [28]*
” < 10−10 GeV Force-comparison WEP [28]*
|α(aneff)T | < 10−7 GeV Free-fall WEP [28]*
” < 10−10 GeV Force-comparison WEP [28]*
|α(ae+p−neff )T − 13mp(ce+p−n)TT | < 10−8 GeV Combined WEP [28]*
|α(ae+p−neff )T − 13mp(ce+p−n)TT + (12 cos2 χ− 16 )mn(cn)Q| < 10−8 GeV Free-fall WEP [28]*
|α(ae+p−neff )T − 13mp(ce+p−n)TT − 16mn(cn)Q| < 10−11 GeV Force-comparison WEP [28]*





(−7.6± 9.0)× 10−6 GeV Combined [266]*
α (a¯neff)
X
(−5.4± 6.3)× 10−6 GeV ” [266]*
sTX − αm⊕ (a⊕eff)X 0.24± 0.15 K/He magnetometer [267]*





(−6.2± 9.5)× 10−5 GeV Combined [266]*
α (a¯neff)
Y
(4.8± 8.2)× 10−4 GeV ” [266]*
sTY − αm⊕ (a
⊕
eff)
Y 0.02± 0.13 K/He magnetometer [267]*





(1.3± 2.2)× 10−4 GeV Combined [266]*
α (a¯neff)
Z
(−1.1± 1.9)× 10−3 GeV ” [266]*





eff)'| < 10−6 GeV Solar system [28]*
|(aeeff)⊕ + (apeff)⊕ + 0.1(aneff)⊕| < 10−6 GeV ” [28]*
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Table D40. Gravity sector, d = 4 (part 1 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
s
(4)
00 (−20 to 5)× 10−15 Gravitational waves [270]
s
(4)
10 (−30 to 7)× 10−15 ” [270]
Re s
(4)
11 (−2 to 10)× 10−15 ” [270]
Im s
(4)
11 (−30 to 7)× 10−15 ” [270]
s
(4)
20 (−8 to 40)× 10−15 ” [270]
Re s
(4)
21 (−2 to 10)× 10−15 ” [270]
Im s
(4)
21 (−40 to 8)× 10−15 ” [270]
Re s
(4)
22 (−10 to 3)× 10−15 ” [270]
Im s
(4)
22 (−4 to 20)× 10−15 ” [270]
s
(4)
00 > −3× 10−14 Cosmic rays [22]*
s
(4)
10 (−10 to 7)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Re s
(4)
11 (−8 to 8)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Im s
(4)
11 (−7 to 9)× 10−14 ” [22]*
s
(4)
20 (−7 to 10)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Re s
(4)
21 (−7 to 7)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Im s
(4)
21 (−5 to 8)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Re s
(4)
22 (−6 to 8)× 10−14 ” [22]*
Im s
(4)
22 (−7 to 7)× 10−14 ” [22]*
sXX − sY Y (−0.9± 2.4)× 10−9 Gravimetry [271]
sXY (−1.1± 1.2)× 10−9 ” [271]
sXZ (−0.3± 1.8)× 10−10 ” [271]
sY Z (−0.2± 1.8)× 10−10 ” [271]
sXY (−0.5± 3.6)× 10−12 Lunar laser ranging [272]*
sY Z (2.1± 3.0)× 10−12 ” [272]*
sXX − sY Y (0.2± 1.1)× 10−11 ” [272]*
0.35sXX + 0.35sY Y − 0.70sZZ − 0.94sY Z (3.0± 3.1)× 10−12 ” [272]*
−0.62sTX + 0.78α(ae+peff )X + 0.79α(aneff)X (−1.4± 1.7)× 10−8 ” [272]*
0.93sTY + 0.34sTZ − 0.10α(ae+peff )Y − 0.10α(aneff)Y (−6.6± 9.4)× 10−9 ” [272]*
−0.044α(ae+peff )Z − 0.044α(aneff)Z
sXX − sY Y (2 ± 1)× 10−10 Gravimetry [107]*
sXY (−4± 1)× 10−10 ” [107]*
sXZ (0 ± 1)× 10−10 ” [107]*
sY Z (3 ± 1)× 10−10 ” [107]*
sTX (3± 3)× 10−7 ” [107]*
sTY (6± 3)× 10−7 ” [107]*
sTZ (1± 1)× 10−6 ” [107]*
sTT (−4.6± 7.7)× 10−5 Combined [273]*
sXX − sY Y (−0.8± 2.0)× 10−11 ” [273]*
sXX + sY Y − 2sZZ (0.6± 2.5)× 10−11 ” [273]*
sXY (−1.6± 6.5)× 10−12 ” [273]*
sXZ (−0.8± 3.9)× 10−12 ” [273]*
sY Z (1.8± 3.4)× 10−12 ” [273]*
sTX (−0.2± 1.3)× 10−9 ” [273]*
sTY (0.6± 2.3)× 10−9 ” [273]*
sTZ (−0.8± 5.5)× 10−9 ” [273]*
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Table D40. Gravity sector, d = 4 (part 2 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
sTX (−0.9± 1.0)× 10−8 Lunar laser ranging [274]*
sXY (−5.7± 7.7)× 10−12 ” [274]*
sXZ (−2.2± 5.9)× 10−12 ” [274]*
sXX − sY Y (0.6± 4.2)× 10−11 ” [274]*
sTY + 0.43sTZ (6.2± 7.9)× 10−9 ” [274]*
sXX + sY Y − 2sZZ − 4.5sY Z (2.3± 4.5)× 10−11 ” [274]*
k˚
(4)
(I) > −0.64 Gravitational waves [275]*
sTT (−5± 8)× 10−5 VLBI [276]*
s¯XY (6.5± 3.2)× 10−11 Combined [266]*
s¯XZ (2.0± 1.0)× 10−11 ” [266]*
s¯Y Z (4.1± 5.0)× 10−12 ” [266]*
s¯XX − s¯Y Y (9.6± 5.6)× 10−11 ” [266]*
s¯XX + s¯Y Y − 2s¯ZZ (1.6± 0.78)× 10−10 ” [266]*
s¯TX (−7.4± 8.7)× 10−6 ” [266]*
s¯TY (−0.8± 2.5)× 10−5 ” [266]*
s¯TZ (0.8± 5.8)× 10−5 ” [266]*
|sTT | < 1.6× 10−5 Binary pulsars [277]*
” < 2.8× 10−4 ” [277]*
sTX (−5.2 to 5.3)× 10−9 ” [278]*
sTY (−7.5 to 8.5)× 10−9 ” [278]*
sTZ (−5.9 to 5.8)× 10−9 ” [278]*
sXY (−3.5 to 3.6)× 10−11 ” [278]*
sXZ (−2.0 to 2.0)× 10−11 ” [278]*
sY Z (−3.3 to 3.3)× 10−11 ” [278]*
sXX − sY Y (−9.7 to 10.1)× 10−11 ” [278]*
sXX + sY Y − 2sZZ (−12.3 to 12.2)× 10−11 ” [278]*
|sTT | < 3.8× 10−3 Combined [279]*
|sXX | < 1.3× 10−3 ” [279]*
|sY Y | < 1.3× 10−3 ” [279]*
|sZZ | < 1.3× 10−3 ” [279]*
|sTT + 0.14(sXX − sY Y )− 0.054(sXX + sY Y − 2sZZ)
−0.18sXY |
< 3.8× 10−3 Geodetic effect [279]*
|(sXX − sY Y ) + 3.0sXY + 0.32sXZ + 1.0sY Z | < 4.9× 10−7 Frame dragging [279]*
sTT < 4.4× 10−3 Gravity Probe B [280]
sXX , sY Y , sZZ < 1.5× 10−3 ” [280]
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Table D40. Gravity sector, d = 4 (part 3 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
σXX − σY Y (4.4± 11)× 10−9 Atom interferometry [281]
σXY (0.2± 3.9)× 10−9 ” [281]
σXZ (−2.6± 4.4)× 10−9 ” [281]
σY Z (−0.3± 4.5)× 10−9 ” [281]
σTX (−3.1± 5.1)× 10−5 ” [281]
σTY (0.1± 5.4)× 10−5 ” [281]
σTZ (1.4± 6.6)× 10−5 ” [281]
σXX − σY Y (−5.6± 2.1)× 10−9 ” [282]
σXY (−0.09± 79)× 10−9 ” [282]
σXZ (−13± 37)× 10−9 ” [282]
σY Z (−61± 38)× 10−9 ” [282]
σTX (5.4± 4.5)× 10−5 ” [282]
σTY (−2.0± 4.4)× 10−5 ” [282]
σTZ (1.1± 26)× 10−5 ” [282]
sXX − sY Y (−1.2± 1.6)× 10−9 LLR & Atom interferometry [283]*, [281]*
sXX + sY Y − 2sZZ (1.8± 38)× 10−9 ” [283]*, [281]*
sXY (−0.6± 1.5)× 10−9 ” [283]*, [281]*
sXZ (−2.7± 1.4)× 10−9 ” [283]*, [281]*
sY Z (0.6± 1.4)× 10−9 ” [283]*, [281]*
sTX (0.5± 6.2)× 10−7 ” [283]*, [281]*
sTY (0.1± 1.3)× 10−6 ” [283]*, [281]*
sTZ (−0.4± 3.8)× 10−6 ” [283]*, [281]*
s11 − s22 (1.3± 0.9)× 10−10 Lunar laser ranging (LLR) [283]*
s12 (6.9± 4.5)× 10−11 ” [283]*
s01 (−0.8± 1.1)× 10−6 ” [283]*
s02 (−5.2± 4.8)× 10−7 ” [283]*
sΩ⊕c (0.2± 3.9)× 10−7 ” [283]*
sΩ⊕s (−1.3± 4.1)× 10−7 ” [283]*
sXX (−0.04± 4.90)× 104 Short-range gravity [284]
sXY (−0.07± 6.12)× 104 ” [284]
sXZ (−0.01± 2.56)× 103 ” [284]
sY Z (−0.06± 5.83)× 104 ” [284]
sZZ (−0.08± 6.68)× 104 ” [284]
s01 (−0.9± 1.5)× 10−8 Perihelion precession [285]*
s02 (4 ± 6)× 10−9 ” [285]*
s03 (−0.3± 1)× 10−9 ” [285]*
|s01| < 1.4× 10−3 LAGEOS satellite [285]*
|s02| < 2× 10−4 ” [285]*
|s03| < 1.3× 10−3 ” [285]*
|s'| ≤ 10−9 Perihelion precession [286]*
|s⊕| ≤ 10−8 ” [286]*
|sSSP| ≤ 10−13 Solar-spin precession [286]*
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Table D41. Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 5
Combination Result System Ref.
|k(5)(V )00| < 6× 10−14 m Gravitational waves [21]*
|k(5)(V )10| < 4× 10−14 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )11| < 1× 10−13 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )20| < 3× 10−14 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )21| < 7× 10−14 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )22| < 4× 10−13 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )30| < 3× 10−14 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )31| < 4× 10−14 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )32| < 2× 10−13 m ” [21]*
|k(5)(V )33| < 1× 10−12 m ” [21]*
|q(5)TXY TXTX | < 22 m Binary pulsars [287]*
|q(5)TXY TXTY | < 11 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY TXTZ | < 12 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY TY TY | < 10 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY TY TZ | < 5.7 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY TZTZ | < 9.7 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXYXYXY | < 8.0 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXYXYXZ | < 8.3 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY XY Y Z | < 6.2 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXYXZXZ | < 8.3 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY XZY Z | < 3.7 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXY Y ZY Z | < 5.3 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTXTX | < 24 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTXTY | < 10 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTXTZ | < 11 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTY TY | < 6.2 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTY TZ | < 4.8 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZTZTZ | < 18 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZXZXZ | < 27 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZXZY Z | < 11 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TXZY ZY Z | < 6.5 m ” [287]*
|q(5)TY ZY ZY Z | < 8.8 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZXY XT | < 29 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZXY Y T | < 14 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZXZXT | < 13 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZXZZT | < 14 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZY ZY T | < 13 m ” [287]*
|q(5)XY ZY ZZT | < 29 m ” [287]*
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Table D42. Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 6 (part 1 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
s
(6)
00 < 2× 10−31 GeV−2 Cosmic rays [22]*
s
(6)
10 (−6 to 10)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
11 (−6 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
11 (−8 to 5)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
s
(6)
20 (−1 to 1)× 10−29 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
21 (−7 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
21 (−9 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
22 (−9 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
22 (−8 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
s
(6)
30 (−10 to 8)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
31 (−8 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
31 (−6 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
32 (−6 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
32 (−7 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
33 (−7 to 5)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
33 (−7 to 8)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
s
(6)
40 (−10 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
41 (−8 to 5)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
41 (−8 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
42 (−7 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
42 (−8 to 6)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
43 (−9 to 4)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
43 (−6 to 7)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Re s
(6)
44 (−8 to 9)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
Im s
(6)
44 (−4 to 8)× 10−30 GeV−2 ” [22]*
|˚k(6)(I)| < 7.2× 10−8 m2 Gravitational waves [275]*
|k(6)(E)40|, |k(6)(B)40| < 1× 10−6 m2 ” [21]*
|k(6)(E)41|, |k(6)(B)41| < 3× 10−7 m2 ” [21]*
|k(6)(E)42|, |k(6)(B)42| < 6× 10−8 m2 ” [21]*
|k(6)(E)43|, |k(6)(B)43| < 2× 10−8 m2 ” [21]*
|k(6)(E)44|, |k(6)(B)44| < 1× 10−8 m2 ” [21]*
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Table D42. Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 6 (part 2 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
k
N(6)
20 (3± 23)× 10−8 m2 Combined [35]*
Re k
N(6)
21 (−4± 4)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
21 (−2± 4)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Re k
N(6)
22 (0 ± 9)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
22 (1 ± 4)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
k
N(6)
40 (4± 25)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Re k
N(6)
41 (3 ± 5)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
41 (1 ± 5)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Re k
N(6)
42 (0± 12)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
42 (2 ± 2)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Re k
N(6)
43 (0 ± 1)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
43 (1 ± 1)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Re k
N(6)
44 (2 ± 9)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
Im k
N(6)
44 (2 ± 5)× 10−8 m2 ” [35]*
(keff)XXXX (6.4± 32.9)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXXY (0.0± 8.1)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXXZ (−2.0± 2.6)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXY Y (−0.9± 10.9)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXY Z (1.1± 1.2)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXZZ (−2.6± 17.1)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XY Y Y (3.9± 8.1)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XY Y Z (−0.6± 1.2)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XY ZZ (−1.0± 1.0)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XZZZ (−8.1± 10.3)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)Y Y Y Y (7.0± 32.9)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)Y Y Y Z (0.3± 2.6)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)Y Y ZZ (−2.5± 17.1)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)Y ZZZ (3.6± 10.2)× 10−9 m2 ” [288]
(keff)XXXX (−0.2± 2.8)× 10−8 m2 Tungsten torsion pendulum [289]
(keff)XXXY (0.4± 1.3)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)XXXZ (−0.1± 0.5)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)XXY Y (−0.1± 1.7)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)XXY Z (0.5± 0.5)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)XXZZ (−0.2± 1.0)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)Y YXZ (−0.2± 0.5)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)Y Y Y X (0.6± 1.3)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)Y Y Y Y (0.4± 2.8)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)Y Y Y Z (0.4± 0.5)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)Y Y ZZ (0.2± 1.0)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)ZZXY (−0.2± 0.5)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)ZZZX (−1.3± 1.4)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)ZZZY (−0.2± 1.3)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
(keff)ZZZZ (−0.9± 7.7)× 10−8 m2 ” [289]
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Table D42. Nonminimal gravity sector, d = 6 (part 3 of 3)
Combination Result System Ref.
(keff)XXXX (1.1± 3.1)× 10−7 m2 Tungsten oscillators [290]
(keff)XXXY (−3.4± 15.8)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)XXXZ (−8.1± 10.7)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)XXY Y (0.4± 1.5)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)XXY Z (−2.7± 5.5)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)XXZZ (0.2± 1.6)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)Y Y XZ (5.0± 6.6)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)Y Y YX (−4.4± 15.8)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)Y Y Y Y (0.4± 3.1)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)Y Y Y Z (4.6± 9.6)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)Y Y ZZ (0.5± 1.6)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)ZZXY (−0.7± 1.9)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)ZZZX (−5.4± 16.6)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)ZZZY (3.4± 17.8)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
(keff)ZZZZ (0.6± 2.5)× 10−7 m2 ” [290]
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Table D43. Nonminimal gravity sector, d ≥ 7 (part 1 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
|k(7)(V )jm| < 1× 10−2 m3 Gravitational waves [21]*
s
(8)
00 > −7× 10−49 GeV−4 Cosmic rays [22]*
s
(8)
10 (−1 to 1)× 10−45 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
11 (−9 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
11 (−9 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
s
(8)
20 (−9 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
21 (−10 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
21 (−8 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
22 (−10 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
22 (−10 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
s
(8)
30 (−1 to 1)× 10−45 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
31 (−10 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
31 (−9 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
32 (−8 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
32 (−9 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
33 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
33 (−1 to 1)× 10−45 GeV−4 ” [22]*
s
(8)
40 (−1 to 1)× 10−45 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
41 (−6 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
41 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
42 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
42 (−6 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
43 (−7 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
43 (−8 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
44 (−10 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
44 (−9 to 6)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
s
(8)
50 (−1 to 1)× 10−45 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
51 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
51 (−8 to 7)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
52 (−9 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
52 (−8 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
53 (−10 to 7)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
53 (−6 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
54 (−9 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
54 (−8 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
55 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
55 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
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Table D43. Nonminimal gravity sector, d ≥ 7 (part 2 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
s
(8)
60 (−1 to 2)× 10−45 GeV−4 Cosmic rays [22]*
Re s
(8)
61 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
61 (−7 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
62 (−10 to 6)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
62 (−6 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
63 (−7 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
63 (−7 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
64 (−8 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
64 (−9 to 8)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
65 (−8 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
65 (−8 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Re s
(8)
66 (−10 to 9)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
Im s
(8)
66 (−7 to 10)× 10−46 GeV−4 ” [22]*
k
N(8)
40 (−6.4± 50.9)× 10−13 m4 Combined [291]
Re k
N(8)
41 (1.7± 5.5)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
41 (0.9± 5.8)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
42 (0.0± 3.9)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
42 (0.9± 4.0)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
43 (4.3± 7.3)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
43 (2.4± 7.3)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
44 (−2.8± 14.5)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
44 (−2.9± 14.4)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
k
N(8)
60 (5.1± 100.9)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
61 (−2.4± 5.9)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
61 (−1.2± 6.4)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
62 (1.9± 5.5)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
62 (1.7± 6.2)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
63 (4.7± 6.8)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
63 (0.6± 7.9)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
64 (−0.9± 6.8)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
64 (−0.9± 6.7)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
65 (1.2± 7.8)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
65 (3.7± 7.1)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Re k
N(8)
66 (5.7± 14.4)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
Im k
N(8)
66 (0.9± 14.2)× 10−13 m4 ” [291]
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Table D43. Nonminimal gravity sector, d ≥ 7 (part 3 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
s
(10)
00 < 2× 10−66 GeV−6 Cosmic rays [292]*
s
(10)
10 (−1 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
11 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
11 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
20 (−2 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
21 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
21 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
22 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
22 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
30 (−2 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
31 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
31 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
32 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
32 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
33 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
33 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
40 (−2 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
41 (−2 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
41 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
42 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
42 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
43 (−1 to 0.9)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
43 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
44 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
44 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
50 (−1 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
51 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
51 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
52 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
52 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
53 (−1 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
53 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
54 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
54 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
55 (−1 to 0.9)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
55 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
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Table D43. Nonminimal gravity sector, d ≥ 7 (part 4 of 4)
Combination Result System Ref.
s
(10)
60 (−2 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 Cosmic rays [292]*
Re s
(10)
61 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
61 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
62 (−0.8 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
62 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
63 (−1 to 0.9)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
63 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
64 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
64 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
65 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
65 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
66 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
66 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
70 (−2 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
71 (−0.9 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
71 (−1 to 0.9)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
72 (−1 to 0.9)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
72 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
73 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
73 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
74 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
74 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
75 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
75 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
76 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
76 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
77 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
77 (−2 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
s
(10)
80 (−2 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
81 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
81 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
82 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
82 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
83 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
83 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
84 (−1 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
84 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
85 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
85 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
86 (−1 to 2)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
86 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
87 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)
87 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Re s
(10)
88 (−1 to 1)× 10−61 GeV−6 ” [292]*
Im s
(10)




Table P44. Lagrange density for the minimal QED extension in Riemann spacetime
Sector Coeff. # Operator Dim. Factor CPT L.V.
Fermion m ψψ 3 −e +









aψ 3 −eeµa − X
bµ 4 ψγ5γ
aψ 3 −eeµa − X
Hµν 6 ψσ








Dµψ 4 − 12 ieeµaeνaeλb + X
eλ 4 ψ
↔
Dµψ 4 − 12 ieeµaeλa − X
fλ 4 ψγ5
↔




Dµψ 4 − 14 ieeµaeνaeλbeκc − X
Photon FµνF
µν 4 − 14e +
(kAF )
κ 4 AλFµν 3 12eǫκλµν − X
(kF )κλµν 19 F
κλFµν 4 − 14e + X
Gravity R 2 e/2κ +
Λ 1 0 −e/κ +
u 1 R 2 −e/2κ +
sµν 9 Rµν 2 e/2κ + X
tκλµν 10 Rκλµν 2 e/2κ + X
Table P45. C, P, T properties of operators for Lorentz violation in QED
Coefficient C P T CP CT PT CPT
cTT , cJK , (kF )TJTK , (kF )JKLM + + + + + + +
bJ , gJTL, gJKT , (kAF )J + + − + − − −
bT , gJTT , gJKL, (kAF )T + − + − + − −
cTJ , cJT , (kF )TJKL + − − − − + +
aT , eT , fJ − + + − − + −
HJK , dTJ , dJT − + − − + − +
HTJ , dTT , dJK − − + + − − +
aJ , eJ , fT − − − + + + −
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Table P46. Definitions for the fermion sector of the minimal QED extension
Symbol Combination Components






b˜T bT +mgXY Z 1
g˜T bT −m(gXY Z − gY ZX − gZXY ) 1
H˜XT HXT +m(dZY − gXTT − gXY Y ) 1
H˜Y T HY T +m(dXZ − gY TT − gY ZZ) 1
H˜ZT HZT +m(dY X − gZTT − gZXX) 1
d˜± m(dXX ± dY Y ) 2
d˜Q m(dXX + dY Y − 2dZZ − gY ZX − gZXY + 2gXYZ) 1
d˜J m(dTJ +
1
2dJT )− 14εJKLHKL 3
d˜Y Z m(dY Z + dZY − gXY Y + gXZZ) 1
d˜ZX m(dZX + dXZ − gY ZZ + gYXX) 1
d˜XY m(dXY + dY X − gZXX + gZY Y ) 1
g˜c m(gXY Z − gZXY ) 1
g˜− m(gXTX − gY TY ) 1
g˜Q m(gXTX + gY TY − 2gZTZ) 1
g˜TJ m |εJKL| gKTL 3
g˜DJ −bJ +mεJKL(gKTL + 12gKLT ) 3
g˜JK m(gJTT + gJKK), (no K sum, J 6= K) 6
c˜Q m(cXX + cY Y − 2cZZ) 1
c˜− m(cXX − cY Y ) 1
c˜J m |εJKL| cKL 3
c˜TJ m(cTJ + cJT ) 3
c˜TT mcTT 1 total: 44
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Table P47. Inverse combinations for the fermion sector of the minimal QED extension
Coefficient Combination Components
bT −mg(A)T 13 (2b˜T + g˜T )
mdXX
1
2 (d˜+ + d˜−)
mdY Y
1
2 (d˜+ − d˜−)
mdZZ
1





3 (b˜T − g˜T )
mg
(M)
Y ZX − 23 (b˜T − g˜T ) + g˜c 6
bJ −mg(A)J 13 (b˜J + b˜∗J − g˜DJ)
HKL −md−TJ − 38 (b˜J − b˜∗J)− 12 d˜J










TKL − 112 (b˜J + b˜∗J + 2g˜DJ + 6g˜TJ)





2 (d˜KL − g˜JK − g˜JL)
md+KL
1
2 (d˜KL + g˜JK − g˜JL)
mg
(M)





3 (2g˜JK − g˜JL)
(J,K,L) = (X,Y, Z), (Y, Z,X), (Z,X, Y ) 4+4+4
mg
(M)





6 (3g˜− − g˜Q) 2
mcXX
1
6 (c˜Q + 3c˜− + 2c˜TT )
mcY Y
1
6 (c˜Q − 3c˜− + 2c˜TT )
mcZZ
1
3 (−c˜Q + c˜TT ) 3
m |εJKL| cKL c˜J
J = X,Y, Z, sum on K,L 1+1+1
m(cTJ + cJT ) c˜TJ
J = X,Y, Z 1+1+1 Total: 44
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Table P48. Definitions for the photon sector of the minimal QED extension
Symbol Combination Components
(κ˜e+)


















TXTX + (kF )









TY TY − (kF )XZXZ 1
k4 (kF )
TZTZ − (kF )XYXY 1
k5 (kF )
TXTY + (kF )
XZY Z 1
k6 (kF )
TXTZ − (kF )XY Y Z 1
k7 (kF )
TY TZ + (kF )
XYXZ 1
k8 (kF )
TXXY + (kF )
TZY Z 1
k9 (kF )
TXXZ − (kF )TY Y Z 1
k10 (kF )










































































































































































XY 1 total: 10
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Table P49. Lagrange density for the fermion sector of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime


















aLB 3 −eeµa − X
(aR)µAB RAγ


































aQB 3 −eeµa − X
(aU )µAB UAγ
aUB 3 −eeµa − X
(aD)µAB DAγ












Dν DB 4 − 12 ieeµa + X
Yukawa (GL)AB LAφRB + h.c. 4 −e +
(GU )AB QAφ
cUB + h.c. 4 −e +
(GD)AB QAφDB + h.c. 4 −e +
(HL)µνAB LAφσ
abRB + h.c. 4 − 12eeµaeνb + X
(HU )µνAB QAφ
cσabUB + h.c. 4 − 12eeµaeνb + X
(HD)µνAB QAφσ
abDB + h.c. 4 − 12eeµaeνb + X
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Table P50. Lagrange density for the boson sector of the minimal SME in Riemann-Cartan spacetime
Sector Coeff. Operator Dim. Factor CPT L.V.
Higgs µ2 φ†φ 2 e +
λ (φ†φ)2 4 − 13!e +
(Dµφ)
†(Dµφ) 4 −e +
(kφ)
µ φ†Dµφ+ h.c. 3 ie − X
(kφφ)
µν (Dµφ)




µν φ†Wµνφ 4 − 12e + X
(kφB)
µν φ†φBµν 4 − 12e + X
Gauge Tr(GµνG
µν) 4 − 12e +
Tr(WµνW
µν) 4 − 12e +
BµνB
µν 4 − 14e +
(k0)κ B
κ 1 e − X








3 ig3GλGµGν) 3 eǫ
κλµν − X
(kG)κλµν Tr(G
κλGµν) 4 − 12e + X
(kW )κλµν Tr(W
κλWµν) 4 − 12e + X
(kB)κλµν B
κλBµν 4 − 14e + X
Gravity R 2 e/2κ +
Λ 1 0 −e/κ +
u R 2 −e/2κ +
(kT )
λµν Tλµν 1 e/2κ + X
sµν Rµν 2 e/2κ + X
tκλµν Rκλµν 2 e/2κ + X
(kTT )
αβγλµν TαβγTλµν 2 e/2κ + X
(kDT )
κλµν DκTλµν 2 e/2κ + X
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Table P51. Coefficients in the renormalizable neutrino sector
Type Coeff. Dim. Oscillation CPT L.V.
mass (mlm
†
l )ab 3 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν +
massless (aL)
µ
ab ≡ [a(3)µL ]ab 3 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν − X
Hµνab ≡ [H(3)µνM+ ]ab 3 ν ↔ ν + X
(cL)
µν
ab ≡ [c(4)µνL ]ab 4 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν + X
gµνσab ≡ [g(4)µνρM+ ]ab 4 ν ↔ ν − X
mass-induced [H
(3)µν
l ]ab 3 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν + X
[a
(3)µ
l ]ab 3 ν ↔ ν − X
[e
(4)µ
l ]ab 4 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν − X
[g
(4)µνρ
l ]ab 4 ν ↔ ν, ν ↔ ν − X
[c
(4)µν
l ]ab 4 ν ↔ ν + X
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−√(π/5) XˆJ+XˆK+ c(4)JKl 6× 8 = 48 total: 369
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Table P53. Quadratic Lagrange density for a nonminimal Dirac fermion in Minkowski spacetime
Coeff. # Operator Dim. Factor CPT L.V.
m ψψ 3 −1 +






m(d)α1...αd−3 d(d− 1)(d− 2)/6 ψ∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. odd, ≥ 5 − 12 id−3 + X
m
(d)α1...αd−3
5 d(d− 1)(d− 2)/6 ψγ5∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. odd, ≥ 5 − 12 id−2 + X
a(d)µα1...αd−3 2d(d− 1)(d− 2)/3 ψγµ∂α1 · · ·∂αd−3ψ + h.c. odd, ≥ 3 − 12 id−3 − X
b(d)µα1...αd−3 2d(d− 1)(d− 2)/3 ψγ5γµ∂α1 · · ·∂αd−3ψ + h.c. odd, ≥ 3 − 12 id−3 − X
c(d)µα1...αd−3 2d(d− 1)(d− 2)/3 ψγµ∂α1 · · ·∂αd−3ψ + h.c. even, ≥ 4 12 id−3 + X
d(d)µα1...αd−3 2d(d− 1)(d− 2)/3 ψγ5γµ∂α1 · · ·∂αd−3ψ + h.c. even, ≥ 4 12 id−3 + X
e(d)α1...αd−3 d(d− 1)(d− 2)/6 ψ∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. even, ≥ 4 12 id−3 − X
f (d)α1...αd−3 d(d− 1)(d− 2)/6 ψγ5∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. even, ≥ 4 − 12 id−2 − X
g(d)µνα1...αd−3 d(d− 1)(d− 2) ψσµν∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. even, ≥ 4 14 id−3 − X
H(d)µνα1...αd−3 d(d− 1)(d− 2) ψσµν∂α1 · · · ∂αd−3ψ + h.c. odd, ≥ 3 − 14 id−3 + X
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Table P54. Spherical coefficients for a nonminimal Dirac fermion in Minkowski spacetime
Type Coeff. Dim. n j #
spherical a
(d)
njm odd, ≥ 3 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 0 16 (d+ 1)d(d− 1)
c
(d)
njm even, ≥ 4 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 0 16 (d+ 1)d(d− 1)
g
(d)(0B)
njm even, ≥ 4 0, 1, . . . , d− 3 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 0 16 (d+ 1)d(d− 1)− 1
g
(d)(1B)
njm even, ≥ 4 2, 3, . . . , d− 2 n− 1, n− 3, n− 5, . . . ≥ 1 16 (d− 2)(d2 − d− 3)
g
(d)(1E)
njm even, ≥ 4 1, 2, . . . , d− 2 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 1 16 (d+ 2)d(d− 2)
H
(d)(0B)
njm odd, ≥ 3 0, 1, . . . , d− 3 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 0 16 (d+ 1)d(d− 1)− 1
H
(d)(1B)
njm odd, ≥ 5 2, 3, . . . , d− 2 n− 1, n− 3, n− 5, . . . ≥ 1 16 (d+ 1)(d− 1)(d− 3)
H
(d)(1E)
njm odd, ≥ 3 1, 2, . . . , d− 2 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 1 16 (d− 1)(d2 + d− 3)
isotropic spherical a˚
(d)
n odd, ≥ 3 0, 2, 4, . . . , d− 3 0 12 (d− 1)
c˚
(d)
n even, ≥ 4 0, 2, 4, . . . , d− 2 0 12d
g˚
(d)
n even, ≥ 4 1, 3, 5, . . . , d− 3 0 12 (d− 2)
H˚
(d)
n odd, ≥ 5 1, 3, 5, . . . , d− 4 0 12 (d− 3)
nonrelativistic aNRnjm – ≥ 0 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 0 12 (n+ 1)(n+ 2)
cNRnjm – ≥ 0 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 0 12 (n+ 1)(n+ 2)
g
NR(0B)
njm – ≥ 0 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 0 12 (n+ 2)(n+ 3)
g
NR(1B)
njm – ≥ 0 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 1 12 (n+ 1 + ιn)(n+ 4− ιn)
g
NR(1E)
njm – ≥ 1 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 1 12 (n+ 1− ιn)(n+ 2 + ιn)
H
NR(0B)
njm – ≥ 0 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 0 12 (n+ 2)(n+ 3)
H
NR(1B)
njm – ≥ 0 n+ 1, n− 1, n− 3, . . . ≥ 1 12 (n+ 1 + ιn)(n+ 4− ιn)
H
NR(1E)
njm – ≥ 1 n, n− 2, n− 4, . . . ≥ 1 12 (n+ 1− ιn)(n+ 2 + ιn)
isotropic nonrelativistic a˚NRn – even, ≥ 0 0 1
c˚NRn – even, ≥ 0 0 1
g˚NRn – odd, ≥ 0 0 1
H˚NRn – odd, ≥ 0 0 1
ultrarelativistic a
UR(d)
jm odd, ≥ 3 – 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 1)2
c
UR(d)
jm even, ≥ 4 – 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 1)2
g
UR(d)(0B)
jm even, ≥ 4 – 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 3 (d− 2)2
g
UR(d)(1B)
jm even, ≥ 4 – 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 2)d
g
UR(d)(1E)
jm even, ≥ 4 – 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 2)d
H
UR(d)(0B)
jm odd, ≥ 5 – 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 3 (d− 2)2
H
UR(d)(1B)
jm odd, ≥ 3 – 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 2)d
H
UR(d)(1E)
jm odd, ≥ 3 – 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 2 (d− 2)d
isotropic ultrarelativistic a˚UR(d) odd, ≥ 3 – 0 1
c˚UR(d) even, ≥ 4 – 0 1
g˚UR(d) even, ≥ 4 – 0 1
H˚UR(d) even, ≥ 5 – 0 1
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Table P55. Quadratic Lagrange density for the nonminimal photon sector in Minkowski spacetime
Coeff. # Operator Dim. Factor CPT L.V.
FµνF
µν 4 − 14 +
(k
(3)















































κλµνα1···α(d−4) (d+ 1)d(d− 3) Fκλ∂α1 · · · ∂α(d−4)Fµν even d − 14 + X
Table P56. Spherical coefficients for the nonminimal photon sector in Minkowski spacetime
Type Coeff. Dim. n j #
vacuum c
(d)
(I)jm even, ≥ 4 – 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2
k
(d)
(E)jm even, ≥ 4 – 2, 3, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2 − 4
k
(d)
(B)jm even, ≥ 4 – 2, 3, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2 − 4
k
(d)
(V )jm odd, ≥ 3 – 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2












































njm odd, ≥ 5 1, 2, . . . , d− 3 n, n− 2, n− 4 . . . ,≥ 1 (d+1)(d−1)(d−3)6
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Table P57. Fermion-photon couplings with d = 5, 6 for the QED extension in Minkowski spacetime
Coeff. # Operator Dim. Factor CPT L.V.
m(5)αβ 10 ψiD(αiDβ)ψ + h.c. 5 − 12 + X
m
(5)αβ
5 10 ψγ5iD(αiDβ)ψ + h.c. 5 − 12 i + X
a(5)µαβ 40 ψγµiD(αiDβ)ψ + h.c. 5 − 12 − X
b(5)µαβ 40 ψγ5γµiD(αiDβ)ψ + h.c. 5 − 12 − X
H(5)µναβ 60 ψσµν iD(αiDβ)ψ + h.c. 5 − 14 + X
m
(5)αβ
F 6 Fαβψψ 5 − 12 + X
m
(5)αβ
5F 6 Fαβψγ5ψ 5 − 12 i + X
a
(5)µαβ
F 24 Fαβψγµψ 5 − 12 − X
b
(5)µαβ
F 24 Fαβψγ5γµψ 5 − 12 − X
H
(5)µναβ
F 36 Fαβψσµνψ 5 − 14 + X
c(6)µαβγ 80 ψγµiD(αiDβiDγ)ψ + h.c. 6
1
2 + X
d(6)µαβγ 80 ψγ5γµiD(αiDβiDγ)ψ + h.c. 6
1
2 + X
e(6)αβγ 20 ψiD(αiDβiDγ)ψ + h.c. 6
1
2 − X
f (6)αβγ 20 ψγ5iD(αiDβiDγ)ψ + h.c. 6
1
2 i − X



































ψσµν iDαψ + h.c.
)
6 18 − X
m
(6)αβγ
∂F 20 ∂αFβγ ψψ 6 − 12 − X
m
(6)αβγ
5∂F 20 ∂αFβγ ψγ5ψ 6 − 12 i − X
a
(6)µαβγ
∂F 80 ∂αFβγ ψγµψ 6 − 12 + X
b
(6)µαβγ
∂F 80 ∂αFβγ ψγ5γµψ 6 − 12 + X
H
(6)µναβγ
∂F 120 ∂αFβγ ψσµνψ 6 − 14 − X
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Table P58. Spherical coefficients for the nonminimal neutrino sector in Minkowski spacetime





























































































































































































































even, ≥ 2 d− 1 ≥ j ≥ 1 6(d2 − 1) −
generic isotropic a˚
(d)
ab odd, ≥ 3 9 −
c˚
(d)
ab even, ≥ 4 9 +
isotropic diag. a˚
(d)
a′ odd, ≥ 3 3 −
c˚
(d)
a′ even, ≥ 4 3 +
isotropic osc.-free a˚(d) odd, ≥ 3 1 −
c˚(d) even, ≥ 4 1 +
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Table P59. Quadratic Lagrange density for linearized gravity
Operator Symmetry # Dim. CPT G.I.
s(d)µρ◦νσ◦◦
d−4
µ ν · · ·
ρ σ
◦ ◦
(d− 3)(d− 2)(d+ 1) even, ≥ 4 + X
s(d,1)µρνσ◦
d−2 µ ν · · ·
ρ σ
(d− 1)(d+ 2)(d+ 3) even, ≥ 2 +
s(d,2)µρ◦νσ◦◦
d−4




3 (d− 2)d(d+ 2) even, ≥ 4 +
q(d)µρ◦ν◦σ◦◦
d−5




2 (d− 4)(d− 1)(d+ 1) odd, ≥ 5 − X
q(d,1)µρνσ◦◦
d−3 µ ν σ ◦ · · ·
ρ
1
2 (d+ 1)(d+ 3)(d+ 4) odd, ≥ 3 −
q(d,2)µρν◦σ◦
d−3 µ ν σ · · ·
ρ ◦
(d− 1)(d+ 2)(d+ 3) odd, ≥ 3 −
q(d,3)µρ◦νσ◦
d−3




2d(d+ 1)(d+ 3) odd, ≥ 3 −
q(d,4)µρν◦σ◦◦◦
d−5 µ ν σ ◦ · · ·
ρ ◦ ◦
5
3 (d− 3)(d+ 1)(d+ 2) odd, ≥ 5 −
q(d,5)µρ◦ν◦σ◦◦
d−5




3 (d− 2)d(d+ 2) odd, ≥ 5 −
k(d)µ◦ν◦ρ◦σ◦◦
d−6 µ ν ρ σ · · ·
◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
5
2 (d− 5)d(d+ 1) even, ≥ 6 + X
k(d,1)µνρσ◦
d−2
µ ν ρ σ · · · 1
6 (d+ 3)(d+ 4)(d+ 5) even, ≥ 2 +
k(d,2)µ◦νρσ◦◦
d−4 µ ν ρ σ ◦ · · ·
◦
1
2 (d+ 1)(d+ 3)(d+ 4) even, ≥ 4 +
k(d,3)µ◦ν◦ρσ◦
d−4 µ ν ρ σ · · ·
◦ ◦
(d− 1)(d+ 2)(d+ 3) even, ≥ 4 +
k(d,4)µ◦ν◦ρ◦σ◦◦
d−6 µ ν ρ σ ◦ · · ·
◦ ◦ ◦
5
3 (d− 3)(d+ 1)(d+ 2) even, ≥ 6 +
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Table P60. Spherical coefficients for gauge-invariant linearized gravity
Type Coeff. Dim. j #
vacuum k
(d)
(I)jm even, ≥ 4 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2
k
(d)
(E)jm even, ≥ 6 4, 5, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2 − 16
k
(d)
(B)jm even, ≥ 6 4, 5, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2 − 16
k
(d)
(V )jm odd, ≥ 5 0, 1, . . . , d− 2 (d− 1)2
Newton k
N(d)
jm even, ≥ 4 d− 4, d− 2 4d− 10




































































































2m −k(4)(I)2m 5 total: 6
k
N(6)










(E)4m 9 total: 14
